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Foreword
The project PECUS – European Landscapes of Transhumance, financed by the Erasmus+ Programme of
the European Union, intends to develop, test and disseminate a method for increasing transdisciplinarity in higher education teaching practices.
The overall objective is to define methods and tools based on cognitive mapping, able to convey the
complexity and trans-disciplinarity of the issues related to the conservation, management and
promotion of tangible and intangible cultural assets – in particular, focusing on the European
transhumance heritage. For this purpose, PECUS combines two elements:
-

-

the active involvement of teachers and students in workshops centred on transdisciplinary
planning for the conservation and management of transhumance landscapes and the
sustainable development of related environments and economies;
the use of Fuzzy Cognitive Mapping (FCM) as a tool to facilitate the representation and
understanding of complex problems, and foster transdisciplinary decisions.

Fuzzy Cognitive Maps are symbolic representations of complex systems in terms of concepts and their
mutual interactions. Their construction requires inputs of human experience and knowledge on the
system under consideration; therefore, the outcome is an integration of the experience and knowledge
accumulated by the persons involved, concerning the underlying causal relationships amongst factors,
characteristics, and components of the same system.
This document describes the teaching and learning method developed and tested through the
following project activities:
-

analysis of literature on Fuzzy Cognitive Mapping;
analysis of features and testing of Mental Modeler application;
first drafting and testing of method in the intensive course for teachers;
refinement of method after the intensive course for teachers;
application of method in local courses;
application of method in the intensive course for students.
final considerations and suggestions on the use of FCM in a higher education environment.
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Literature analysis
FCM has been used since the 1980s within different applications where the expression and
interpretation of the people’s knowledge, preferences and values need to be combined in a complex
representation. This is typical of participatory activities such as community planning and
environmental decision making, but FCM is also used in educational contexts as a tool to promote
learning of complex issues.
The following key characteristics of FCM have emerged from a literature analysis (see reference list):
-

-

-

-

a mental model is an individually and internally held cognition of external reality, used to code,
filter, and interpret the external world, allowing individuals to reason, explain, and interact
with their surroundings;
fuzzy cognitive maps are an effective way to represent, share and discuss mental models,
enabling participants to identify knowledge biases and feedback processes, combine different
sources of knowledge, improve communication, reduce collaboration barriers, and interpret
complexity;
changing one’s mental model about a given phenomenon is in itself a type of learning; since
FCM helps participants to change their mental models through group work, discussion and
analysis, it is an effective tool to generate new knowledge;
FCM enables participants to model the system represented, analyse its reactions to changes,
and evaluate the effect of different policy options.

The literature analysis has also been useful for defining a first idea of how to apply FCM to a transdisciplinary workshop with higher education students. The following key elements and steps have been
singled out from the analysed papers and adapted to the needs and purposes of the PECUS project:
-

the first exercise should be preceded by an introduction to the principles and procedures of
FCM;
the scope of the map, or a focus question, should be clearly stated and explained before
starting each exercise;
a discussion phase is the first step in the process of defining the concepts to be mapped;
the initial list of concepts deriving from the discussion phase should be collectively refined by
clustering similar concepts, removing duplicates, and/or adding other concepts;
participants can be divided in small groups, which will draft their own maps using only the
shared concepts;
the maps can be analysed and compared using indices describing their structure;
the single groups’ maps can be aggregated merging the associated matrices and normalising
the resulting values;
based on the aggregated map, different scenarios can be modelled by assigning values to one
or more concept and analysing how the system reacts to changes.
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Analysis and testing of software
The Mental Modeler software has been developed by the staff of the Human-Environment Interactions
Lab at the University of Massachusetts. It was chosen as the FCM tool supporting the project
educational activities. It is a free, on-line application that allows to build fuzzy cognitive maps easily
and intuitively, to modify the values of components and their relations, to build and visualise scenarios,
to export and import the maps in matrix format.
The functions of Mental Modeler have been tested in order to check their usability and potentials
within the project activities. One peculiarity of this tool is the possibility of setting scenarios based on
the maps and to monitor how these scenarios change by modifying the values of the map components
and their relations.
The Mental Modeler tool includes five working tabs:
-

-

the Model tab provides the main graphical input interface where components and connections
can be added with simple drag-and-drop operations;
the Matrix tab shows components and connection values in matrix form, and is automatically
updated as the user modifies the map on the Model tab;
the Preferred State & Metrics tab shows several statistics and indices about the map, such as
number of components and connections, density, and complexity; and about each component,
such as indegree, outdegree, and centrality values;
the Scenario tab allows the user to modify the values of one or more components, showing
how the other components react to changes;
the Info tab can be used to insert a textual description of the map.

Figure 1. Mental Modeler: model tab with graphical input interface.
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Figure 2. Mental Modeler: matrix tab displaying the map in matrix form.

Figure 3. Mental Modeler: metrics tab displaying indicators on map and components. The definitions of these indicators can
be found in Gray S., Zanre E., Gray S. (2013).
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Figure 4. Mental Modeler: scenario tab showing expected system changes under given conditions.

The maps can be saved and stored locally as an “.mmp” file, which can be loaded again into the tool
to be viewed and modified. The maps can be exported as .csv or .xls files as well: this is useful for
aggregating maps, which can be done by using a common spreadsheet. Aggregated maps can be then
re-imported as .csv files, to be viewed and modified again.
The Mental Modeler website (mentalmodeler.com) contains some useful resources explaining the
purposes and use of FCM and the Mental Modeler tool itself, as well as links to relevant research
papers and examples of applications.
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Intensive course for teachers
This course was intended as a collective testing of the use of FCM as educational tool supporting transdisciplinary, higher education teaching and learning. Due to the travel restrictions caused by the COVID
pandemic, the course was held online in webinar form. The general objective of the course was to train
teachers in view of a future application of this method to a course targeted to higher education
students. Specific objectives were:
-

-

testing and understanding the use of FCM in a higher education environment, making the most
of its potentials for structuring and representing the learners’ knowledge, fostering meaningful
learning, decision making, and trans-disciplinarity, and modelling complex systems where
uncertainty is high;
applying FCM to the topic of conservation of traditional landscapes, in particular those shaped
over time by the practice of transhumance;
testing and understanding the use of the Mental Modeler tool and its functions;
testing a workshop format where experts of different disciplines participate in an alternation
of plenary and parallel group sessions, in a process of progressive acquaintance with both the
FCM tool and the topic addressed.

Leg 1
The first intensive course for teachers was divided in two legs. The first leg was held in five half days
between April and May 2020.
Exercise 1
The first exercise was aimed at becoming familiar with the use of FCM and Mental Modeler. It was
conducted in plenary session with a coordinator collecting the inputs from all participants and
displaying them on a shared screen. The following instructions were given to the participants.
Exercise 1: Mapping a general topic
TOPIC: National strategies to contain the coronavirus outbreak: factors,
drivers, actions
(Waiting for a vaccine)
STEPS:
1. Discussion and listing of concepts
2. Clustering of concepts
3. Mapping (please limit weights of relationships to +/-0.25, 0.5, 0.75,
1; plus 0)

The topic of the COVID pandemic was chosen as being well known to all participants from direct
experience. This choice was made in order to enable them to concentrate more on the FCM tool.
The proposed method for building an FCM entailed:
-

a discussion phase, where participants were asked to provide loose concepts related to the
topic;
a clustering phase, where similar or related concepts where clustered and duplicates deleted,
in order to reduce the list to around 20 concepts;
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-

a mapping phase, where concepts where input in the Mental Modeler application and linked
to each other according to each participant’s suggestions; each relationship was given a value
chosen from a discrete set between -1 and 1.

Figure 5. Map from Exercise 1. Plus and minus signs indicate whether the interactions are positive (direct proportionality) or
negative (indirect proportionality), while arrow widths illustrate stronger or weaker interactions.

Exercise 2
The second exercise was aimed at applying FCM to topics related to transhumance. It was conducted
in parallel sessions with groups of around five people, each coordinated by one of them. Each group
was assigned three of the case studies concerning the project partners’ research activities, which had
been previously collected and described using specific templates1. The groups had to choose one of
the case studies and describe it through a fuzzy cognitive map, following the same steps of Exercise 1.
The following instructions were given to the participants.

1

The descriptions of the case studies are available in Annex 3.
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Exercise 2: Mapping a case study
Group 1
CASE STUDIES:
- Alpine Landscapes: Pastoralism and environment in Val di Sole (UK)
- Strategies of active custody for the territories of the Province of
Chieti. Pilot project in the town of Arielli (Italy)
- The conservation of the cultural heritage associated with the Andorran
livestock routes (Spain)
TOPIC: Factors, drivers and actions for promoting and enhancing the
heritage of traditional pastoralism through modern uses
----------------------------------------Group 2
CASE STUDIES:
- Ancient pastoral practices in the Limnakaro plateau (Greece)
- A surviving practice of transhumance in Linares de Mora (Spain)
- Study of shielings in Eyjafjoerdhur county (Iceland)
TOPIC: Factors, drivers and actions for the conservation and promotion
of traditional sheep farming activities endangered by extinction
----------------------------------------Group 3
CASE STUDIES:
- Ethnoarchaeology of western Alpine upland landscapes (UK)
- Recovery and Management Plan for livestock routes in Andalusia (Spain)
- Bronze Age occupation of Mt. Ditki in connection with animal husbandry
(Greece)
TOPIC: Factors, drivers and actions for protecting and restoring the
physical infrastructure of traditional pastoralism
---------------------------------------PLEASE REMEMBER:
1. Discussion and listing of concepts
2. Clustering of concepts
3. Mapping (please limit weights of relationships to +/-0.25, 0.5, 0.75,
1; plus 0)

The maps from this exercise were presented and commented by each group during the following
plenary session.
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Figure 6. Map from Exercise 2.

Exercise 3
Once the participants had gained familiarity with both FCM and its application to a topic related to
landscape, pastoralism and transhumance, the third exercise aimed at working on the main project
topic from a wider point of view. The first part (discussion and clustering) was conducted in a plenary
session, while the proper mapping activity was entrusted to the different groups working in parallel
sessions. This approach enabled the participants to define a common list of concepts drawing from the
widest possible range of disciplines, compare different maps originating from the same shared
concepts, and merge them in order to get a “social” map representing the knowledge and beliefs of all
groups in a more balanced way.
Exercise 3: Mapping a transhumance-related topic
TOPIC: Factors affecting transformation of transhumance landscapes today
STEPS:
1. (plenary) Discussion and listing of concepts
2. (plenary) Clustering of concepts
3. (parallel) Mapping (please use only shared concepts; please limit
weights of relationships to +/- 0.5, 1; and 0)

Merging maps requires having two or more maps that share the same concepts. Each map is generated
by Mental Modeler based on a square matrix, therefore this operation implies aggregating two or more
matrices that must be of the same size. Once each matrix element has been added, the resulting values
must be normalised to fall within the range -1, 1. The merged matrix is then imported into Mental
Modeler, which will generate the resulting “social” map2.
2

The matrices of the maps of the working group and the merged matrix are available in Annex 4.
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The process of merging maps manually is rather time consuming. It can be performed by using a
spreadsheet, but it implies a series of manual operations and checks, namely:
-

importing the .csv files generated by Mental Modeler,
homogenising cell values and the positions of rows and columns if necessary;
setting the decimal separators to points if necessary;
eliminating any inverted commas from the cell values;
inserting 0 values in void cells;
summing the values from the spreadsheets into a new spreadsheet;
normalising summed values to a -1/1 interval;
saving as a .csv file and importing into Mental Modeler.

In order to speed up this process and making it easily usable during workshops, it would be desirable
to develop a code to automate such procedure.
The “social” map was presented and discussed during the last plenary session. The scenario function
of Mental Modeler was then tested over this map. This function allows to illustrate how policy actions
made on one or more single component of the map can affect all the other components, based on the
several direct and indirect relations between them. When a single component is assigned a value
between -1 and 1, all other components will vary by a certain amount and the result will be shown on
a chart. This method is useful for helping complex decision making where the views of many different
stakeholders have to be taken into account. This can be applied to an educational environment in order
to foster the students’ ability to deal with complex issues, reconsider their original views, gain new
knowledge, and get accustomed to work within a trans-disciplinary environment.
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Figure 7. The “social” map from Exercise 3.
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Figure 8. Scenario building tool from Mental Modeler

Leg 2
The second leg of the intensive course for teachers was held in three half days in December 2020. The
exercises were based on one of the case studies already presented during the first leg, namely, the
EthWAL research project.
The EthWAL project was funded by the Marie Curie IEF programme and carried out between 2013 and
2015. It was aimed at understanding how changes in pastoral practices contributed to changing the
character of mountain landscapes during the last three centuries; it was based on the assumption that
modernity and capitalistic economy have radically transformed not only pastoral practices that are still
regarded as traditional, but also landscapes that are still largely perceived as marginal and pristine.
The outcomes have also provided an ethnoarchaeological analogue for interpreting the material
evidence of pastoral practices and their relationship with mountain ecosystems. The project has
compared two study areas in the Italian and French Alps: Val Maudagna and Vallée de Freissinières,
which share ecological and geological similarities, but different histories of land managements that
created two very different landscapes.
The exercises were based on the research carried out in the study area of Val Maudagna, which was
presented to participants by the University of Newcastle. The discussion, listing and clustering of
concepts were carried out in a plenary session; then, two separate working groups developed their
own maps based on the same, shared concepts. The two maps were then merged in order to obtain a
representation of the different results in a single, “social” map.
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Exercise: Mapping a transhumance-related topic based on a case study
TOPIC: What changes in pastoral practices lead to mountain landscape
transformation?
STEPS:
1. (plenary) Discussion and listing of concepts
2. (plenary) Clustering of concepts
3. (parallel) Mapping (please use only shared concepts; please limit
weights of relationships to +/- 0.5, 1; and 0)
4. (plenary) Explanation of process for merging matrices
5. (plenary) Setting scenarios

Figure 9. The “social” map from the second leg of the workshop.
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The comparison between the maps developed by the two working groups showed how different
methods for building a map from a list of concepts can lead to different densities of connections. The
“density” of a FCM can be defined as the number of connections compared to the number of all
possible connections. “Density scores are associated with the perceived number of options that are
possible to influence change within a system” (Gray, Zanre, Gray 2013). But different densities can also
derive from different mapping methods: using a method that encourages participants to reason about
the possible connections will result in a richer discussion and, therefore, a denser map.
The second map in the image below has a considerably higher density compared to the first one. In
fact, while the first group started making connections between concepts only after having deployed
all the concepts on the mapping space, the second group started adding small sets of concepts at a
time and exploring all the possible connections before adding more concepts. In this way, they had
more time and occasions for adding as many connections as possible, resulting in a denser map.

Total connections: 43
Density = 0.08

Total connections: 96
Density = 0.17

Figure 10. Maps from the two working groups. The map on the right shows a higher density, resulting from a different
mapping method.
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Local courses and activities
Following their first experience with FCM in the intensive course for teachers, project partners tested
the method by involving their own students within specific local courses or seminars. The table below
shows the types of applications and the number and types of students involved by each partner.
Partner

Sessions

Type of course

Number of students
involved

Pablo de Olavide 1st session
University

Complementary course for Around 80 students
Environmental science
students, based on a study
case in Málaga

2nd session

Complementary course for Around 80 students
Environmental science
students

Level of students
involved

Method applied
Credits assigned (if applicable)

Undergraduate students PECUS methodology
from Environmental
No credits
sciences
Introduction and presentations (5
hours)
Team work (5 hours)
No credits

University of
Newcastle

Catholic
University of
Valencia

One session

One session

Workshop “Fuzzy
24 participants
Cognitive Mapping and
Landscape Research. A
multidisciplinary
workshop”. Organised with
the support of the
Newcastle University
Centre of Research
Excellence for Landscape

4 undergraduate, 4
masters, 13 PhD, 2
postdoc, 1 academic
member of staff

Complementary activity

Undergraduate students Intro (2 hours)
from Veterinary
4 days in the mountains

12-15 students

PECUS methodology
One full day + assignment
No credits

3 from architecture and
planning, 7 from arts
and cultures, 2 from
business school, 1 from
engineering, 7 from
history and archaeology,
1 from modern
languages, 2 from
environmental sciences
and 1 from medical
sciences

1st group: 2 days
2nd group: 2 days
Final meeting with all students
using the FCM methodology
No credits

University of
Iceland

National and
Kapodistrian
University of
Athens

One session

One session

As part of a seminar
organised for the Faculty
of Iceland University
(Medieval Seminar: 6
weeks, 4 days)

50 or more

Undergraduate students PECUS methodology
from History
Introductory lecture

Specific course on FCM
within a Master Course on
“The Primary Sector of
Economy during
Prehistory” (15 credits)

15 MA students

Work in groups
No credits
Master Course students PECUS methodology steps (15
(prehistoric archaeology) hours)
Students used the FCM for their
essays – working hypothesis (as
an educational tool)
15 ECTS assigned

U-Space srl

One session

Role play exercise for USpace staff

7 professionals from USpace staff
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Professionals
(architects, engineers)

One day (6 hours)
Community planning role play
exercise: drafting of action plan for
improving water quality in a
natural reserve.

Partner

Sessions

Type of course

Number of students
involved

Level of students
involved

Method applied
Credits assigned (if applicable)
Interviews to participants about
the use of FCM
Video recording of session edited
for Output O2
Credits not applicable
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Comments and opinions by project partners on their first approaches to FCM
This section contains comments and opinions by the project partners’ staff about their first
experiences with FCM within the intensive course for teachers and the local courses involving their
own students.

Interview with the organiser: Newcastle University
According to the original work plan, Newcastle University was supposed to organise and host the first
intensive course for teachers. This was not possible due to the SARS-CoV-2 pandemic; therefore, the
course was rearranged in online form as described above.
U-Space asked Francesco Carrer, archaeologist, responsible for the organisation of this course, to
answer some questions about this experience.

Have you ever used FCM or other forms of cognitive mapping (such as mental maps, concept maps, etc.)
before?
The training courses organised as part of the PECUS project were my first experiences with FCM. I had never
heard of FCM before, and although I knew about mental mapping as a tool to investigate complex systems
(largely used in computer modelling) or to enable group decision-making, I had never used this either. On the
other hand, I was familiar with the concept of “Fuzziness”. In landscape archaeology “fuzzy logic” is often used
to analyse spatial patterns, as it enables a more nuanced understanding of neighbour relationships. However,
this was only tangentially relevant to understand the functioning of FCM.
Do you think FCM is useful for educational purposes? Why and how?
I found FCM very useful for educational purposes. The identification of the key concepts, carried out in groups,
is extremely important for the students to define the objectives of the exercise and to think about the driving
forces that contribute to transforming the landscape. This phase is paramount to develop critical thinking. The
identification of connections between the concepts and the collective assessment of the direction, force, and
sign (negative or positive) of this connection enable the student to acquire a holistic approach to the analysis of
their landscapes. Landscape change is no longer perceived as the product of the cumulative influence of
independent factors, but as the result of a systemic interaction between all these factors and of the feedback
generated by these interactions. The last phase of FCM, where scenarios are modelled, provides the ideal
platform for students to generate hypotheses, develop theories and make inferences. Students can compare
the outcomes they expect with the outcomes produced by the model, assessing whether their assumptions
were accurate or explaining why the two outcomes differ. This is a perfect practical framework to grasp the
mechanisms behind complex systems.
Is there any particular outcome of this kind of exercises that impressed you positively and that could be
useful for your educational or research activities?
All the phases of FCM are particularly useful for educational or research activities. Since I work in computer
modelling, I find the scenario simulation phase particularly compelling. The main advantage is the possibility of
tweaking the parameters, which enables the development of alternative scenarios. More explicitly, driving
forces can be altered to test how their variation affects the whole system. This shades new light on the
importance of each driving force and on what might happen to the landscape if even one driving force changes
its trajectory. As educational tool, scenarios development gives the student a solid platform to question their
perception of landscape change, thus transforming their perspective and influencing their ideas. Students will
understand that even the most insignificant change can have important consequences in the future and that
landscape change is often difficult to predict if we look at the different driving forces in isolation. As research
tool, on the other hand, scenarios development is a very good platform for participatory work. Non-modeller
can contribute to the simulation alongside computer experts, because the relationship between the different
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concepts is defined by the group rather than by some obscure equations. Participatory modelling is increasingly
used to design new policies that integrate scientific understanding of landscape dynamics with the needs and
plans of local stakeholder. The scenarios created through FCM can be very appropriate for this purpose.
What is your opinion on the Mental Modeler tool? How would you improve it?
Mental Modeler is a very effective online tool to produce FCM. The graphic interface is very intuitive, with a lot
of handy options to customise and differentiate the concepts. From this point of view, it is perfect for group
work where not all the participants are particularly confident with sophisticated computer programmes. The
creation of the scenarios is quite easy, but at the same time it provides sufficient adaptability to all the different
FCM formats we may want to create. The outcomes are very easy to read and interpret, even if the users are not
particularly familiar with computer simulation techniques. The two main downsides of Mental Modeler are the
management of complex maps and the combination of different maps. Since the cognitive map is created
through a sort of digital canvas, a large number of concepts can make the production of the map quite difficult.
This problem can be mitigated by visualising the connections between concepts as a matrix, but this makes the
identification of additional connections more cumbersome. A possible solution could be reducing the size of
each concept and enabling the description of each concept to pop-up when we move the cursor on top of them.
This would save some space. The second issue is that, in order to combine different maps, we need to export
each individual map and merge them in Excel. This extra step is a bit time consuming and could be incorporated
directly into the online platform.
What is your opinion on the suggested method for the exercises? Is there anything you would improve?
Our FCM exercises went well, and all the participants understood immediately the idea and the potential of
FCM. The main difficulty was not on the creation of the maps themselves, but rather on the identification of the
concepts, and particularly on the identification of the key research questions we would like to answer. I think it
might be useful to define at the beginning of the exercise a very specific goal and based on this goal we can
discriminate between driving forces and local processes that are influenced by these forces. For example, if the
goal of our map is to protect the ecosystems of our pastoral landscape, the driving forces can be intensification
of agriculture, depopulation or mass tourism, and the local processes can include abandonment of summer
dairies, change in demographics and ski resorts. The driving forces influence the local processes, but the
opposite is very difficult to justify. Therefore, in the scenario development phase, the driving forces can be
tweaked to see how these overarching phenomena influence local processes and in turn the ecosystems. This
structure would bring FCM much closer to other complex system modelling workflows (known as ODD
protocol: Overview, Design concepts and Detail), and would potentially make the results of different FCMs
more reproducible and comparable.

Comments and opinions by other partners
Pablo de Olavide University (María del Pilar Ortiz Calderón, Department of Physical, Chemical and
Natural Systems)
The involvement of the team from “Universidad Pablo de Olavide” in the PECUS project has been
widely fulfilling, since they had the opportunity to become acquainted with cognitive maps as a new
analysis tool. The team has experience in the use of artificial intelligence to evaluate the conservation
status of movable and immovable cultural heritage. The use of cognitive maps can complement such
experience by setting correlations between different variables, and allowing to analyse how the
changes in one variable influence the rest of the elements in the cognitive map.
The employment of cognitive maps is not only useful for the aims of UPO’s research group, but it has
been also implemented in the syllabus of subjects taught during the academic course 2019/2020. This
teaching corresponds to different educational levels (Degree and Master), and, in each of them, the
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integration of the use of cognitive maps has been adapted to the students’ requirements and to their
level of autonomy.
In the case of Degree students, cognitive maps have been applied to an interdisciplinary experience
around an application for implementing studies related to the ISO 14001:2015 standard of
Environmental Management Systems. This experience, carried out in the fourth year of the degree in
Environmental Sciences, has allowed students to evaluate the most significant features and impacts
associated with a sheep farm located in the livestock trail of “Cañada Real”, in the municipality of
Pizarra (Málaga). Thus, the students have identified the different variables, establishing weighed
relations between them. The analysis of different scenarios has allowed students to understand the
direct and indirect influences that exist among the different variables. This allowed to foresee which
indicators would be affected under specific emergency situations, or how the ISO 14001:2015 standard
application can help to minimise them.
In the case of Master students, through a research associated with a master’s final project, it has been
possible to evaluate the different variables that influence the preservation of cultural heritage related
to livestock trails. The development of this cognitive map allows to foresee the impact exerted by
changes in different variables on the preservation of this heritage, from tourism to conservation
programmes adopted by the authorities in charge of its protection.
Therefore, this tool makes possible an easy transposition to different contexts, showing a high
versatility. Its ease of use allows a quick comprehension of complex models by simplifying the most
important variables. Moreover, the relation among variables can be weighed in a positive or negative
sense, which enables to obtain a wide approach to the problem under significant changes in one or
several variables. Nonetheless, it would be interesting to set connections with other study systems
with interdisciplinary nature, which allow a better definition of all the variables in the system, easing
the work of determining the relations among them and their weighing. Despite this, some errors could
be observed in the analysed scenarios, in which some of the changes in the variables were not very
logical.
As a recommendation for applying this tool to study and research cases, it is important to establish an
interdisciplinary network for assessing which variables must compose a cognitive map, and for
discussing about how they are interrelated. Setting defined criteria for weighing these relations helps
to avoid inconsistencies at the scenario’s studies. For this reason, the work made before the actual
drafting of a cognitive map is highly important for a correct execution of the exercise.
In the case of study of livestock trails, it would be interesting to evaluate them from different
perspectives and with different maps, as well as to establish connecting models among them. In other
words, we can assess the different elements at macro level, for example, economy, social features,
heritage preservation, environmental impact, etc. and then, we will be able to unify maps, to set truly
interdisciplinary studies that approach all the circumstances involved in the conservation of this
system.
Catholic University of Valencia (Pablo Vidal, Anthropology Research Institute)
I had never used FCM or other cognitive mapping tools for my research, as I tend to conduct my
analyses with a quite different qualitative methodology. In that sense, I believe that this analysis
methodology is very useful for working with students, as it allows the elaboration of cognitive maps,
which offer an important visibility to present mental ideas in graphs.
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When I have used it with my students, it has been a practical and useful tool for them to carry out
complex analyses and to propose clear and easily explainable conclusions.
In particular, for teaching and research in the social sciences, it allows to combine numerous elements
of analysis, to establish priorities, interactions and key points. Experience has shown that it allows us
to combine different categories of analysis, arriving at rapid conclusions. In the specific field of work,
we have combined the analysis of transhumance with the traces it has left in the landscape and the
contemporary uses of these livestock infrastructures for recreational and sporting use.
Combining different categories, even conceptually advanced ones, might seem to pose complicated
challenges. Landscape, livestock, sustainability, recreational uses or survival of traditions have been
some of the elements that have been put on the table.
It was very easy for the students to establish and participate in a collective debate and to elaborate
interrelationships between these various elements.
We were able to conclude which were the priority axes and the result was intuitive, clear and
didactically relevant for the students.
I hope to be able to work more intensively with this interesting methodological tool, both as a teacher
and as a researcher, in the confidence that it will allow me to propose analyses of results and concept
maps. I am sure that this will help my projects and presentations to be clearer and more intuitive.
University of Iceland (Árni Daníel Júlíusson, Faculty of History and Philosophy)
In the course of my work as teacher or in my activities as a political activist I have sometimes done
something similar on paper or drawn with writing chalk in front of the class. However, I have never
used the digital form used in the PECUS project before.
I think that FCM is very useful for educational purposes. It is a great tool for creating a discussion which
is structured by the participants in a way that is not easy to do in any other way. I think it looks like a
very nimble and versatile tool with endless possibilities for utilization for any public, scholarly or
educational purpose.
The intensive course for teachers of spring 2020 had to be conducted online because of limitations due
to the outbreak of COVID. Even so, I was impressed by how good a discussion it was possible to conduct
with the use of FCM, engaging all participants in very many ways and aspects of discussion, discussing
policies having to do with transhumance and problems related to the practice and knowledge of
transhumance in Europe.
The Icelandic PECUS team will soon conduct a FCM exercise with students at the University of Iceland.
From the little experience I have made with the Mental Modeler tool so far, it seemed very responsive
and versatile and I really do not have any suggestions at this time.
The method suggested within the PECUS project activities seems appropriate. During the intensive
course for teachers, I thought that the differences between the transhumance cultures in each of the
PECUS participant countries, especially between Iceland on the one hand and Spain and Italy on the
other were rather big, because of the fact that transhumance in Iceland is extinct and is researched
through disciplines and policies very different from the other countries, where transhumance is still
practiced. This makes it tricky to create a discussion around transhumance, where on one hand there
is active transhumance and scholarly disciplines such as geography, political science, administrative
analysis etc. that can be activated in the discussion, whereas research on transhumance in Iceland is
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mostly the domain of archaeology and history. However, FCM seems to be an effective way to
overcome such differences, make the most of them, and facilitate interdisciplinary discussions.
National and Kapodistrian University of Athens (Yiannis Papadatos and Tina Kalantzopoulou,
Department of History and Archaeology)
For us at the NKUA this was the first time to use any kind of mental or concept map and we were
completely unaware of this methodology before our participation in this Erasmus+ project. Based on
our first experience with the tool, which was explained to us through several exercises during the two
legs of the teachers’ course, we realized that it could prove useful for learning activities, for several
reasons explained below.
First, we thought that FCM helps to familiarize students with decision-making, collaborative work,
breaking-down and representing complicated concepts and finally testing their assumptions through
scenarios. Second, FCM could assist the students to develop semi-quantitative models and get
acquainted with interdisciplinary work and multifactorial systems. However, the most important
feature, in our opinion, is that the practical exercises could help the students to define which are the
central components in a system and test their impact on it. They could learn to recognize relationships
between these components and how to asses implications between different or contradicting
components.
On the other hand, we do not believe that FCM is a tool suitable and useful for academic research, at
least not in archaeology, because it cannot be used as a scientific argument in order to prove theories,
ideas or archaeological interpretations. It is a helpful tool for raising discussions, testing working
hypotheses and engaging many different people in a project or a scientific question, but the outcomes
of a mental map do not have any proving value, especially when dealing with the study of past human
societies. However, we were impressed about how fast and easily the software can be understood and
learned and how quickly one can engage in building such mental maps. This procedure makes very
clear that there are certain components more important than others in any given system and
brainstorming to define such concepts and the assessment of their values and relations involves a
practical dimension that makes the procedure particularly memorable. Therefore, we strongly suggest
the tool as a way to introduce student with new concepts and make them think and discuss their
importance for human decision-making in the past.
As for the particular software we used, we believe it is user-friendly and effective. A possible
improvement would be to add the option to include graphic components such as info-graphics, charts
or images that could be incorporated under any element to make the mental map a bit more
interactive. This could result in a more visually appealing outcome.
The methodology followed for the exercises was very effective in our view. The selection of current
social issues for the first maps (such as the effort to contain the Covid-19 pandemic outbreak) was very
instructive and provided a perfect opportunity to quickly create a reference map based on common
experience. The homogeneity of our input in this map was striking and it facilitated our grasping of the
procedure that required to create connections between the components and evaluate them positively
or negatively. Thus, when we proceeded to map concepts related to our academic research work we
had in mind a scenario in which everything worked almost perfectly, only to realize that in this case
things were not as easy. We knew how the mapping was supposed to work and we immediately
discovered that when it had to do with our disciplines the input was much more diverse. This contrast
was revealing about the bias each of us had regarding his/her own research area and the fact that we
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needed to work harder towards a common ground, even on matters of terminology. One of the things
that became apparent was the effort we needed in order to explain certain crucial terms and to
establish common definitions. But still, this could be considered as a major advantage of the tool, from
an educational point of view.
Finally, we would like to stress that one of the major advantages of the exercises we did was their
interdisciplinary character, seen particularly in the diverse background of the participants. Actually,
interdisciplinarity helped us to understand of the advantages of the FCM methodology as an
educational tool because it offers a potential that is usually lacking from established teaching methods:
the all-inclusive-ness. For this reason we believe that the ability of a mental map to incorporate
extremely diverse input and to integrate the evaluation of the connections between dissimilar
elements in plausible scenarios is the most important advantage of the tool.
U-Space srl (Flavio Camerata, architect)
My previous experience with cognitive mapping was limited to the use of “concept maps” applied to
educational projects. Concept maps are diagrams representing concepts and their relationships
associated with a particular topic. The relationships are usually articulated in linking phrases –
expressed in natural language – ensuring logical connections between the concepts. Concept mapping
is a tool for organising and representing knowledge, and is often used for educational purposes. FCM
is a rather different form of cognitive mapping, which I had never used before and which I tried to
apply to an educational environment for the first time within the activities of the PECUS project.
Both concept maps and FCM are maieutic tools, in the sense that they can help users to express,
represent, verify and “challenge” their knowledge based on their own experience; however, while in a
concept map the connections between concepts are purely qualitative and logical, FCM allows using
quantitative values – yet with a fuzzy approach – that make possible further operations such as semiquantitative analyses and dynamic scenarios about the possible evolution of the system represented.
I believe that the application of FCM to educational purposes, especially in higher education, can be
very fruitful for different reasons: it helps students to express their views on a certain topic, confront
other students’ views, and become aware of any personal knowledge bias (and the other students’
biases); it allows and fosters team work and interdisciplinarity; it permits to grasp the complexity of
any topic and to assess the importance of feedback processes. Moreover, the use of natural language
with its imprecise nature, and the possibility to propose imprecise, or fuzzy, connections are a stimulus
for the student to be proactive without the fear of making mistakes.
Landscape transformations are the result of the interaction of many human and natural processes, and
the object of very diverse disciplines and practices; therefore, the topic of the PECUS project, with all
its complexity and delicate state of balance, is particularly suited to the use of this method, which
allows to combine different sources of knowledge without claiming to obtain scientific results.
The method used in the first intensive course, as described in the above sections of this document,
proved quite effective; however, some details still need to be defined or adjusted. Firstly, the
importance of a very careful definition of the scope of the exercise must be stressed: a poorly defined
scope will necessarily end up in doubts and bottlenecks in the following phases. Secondly, a limit on
the number of concepts should be set: while FCM can theoretically manage an unlimited number of
concepts, working on a map with more than 15-20 concepts could be too demanding, and even
detrimental to the students’ understanding of complexity. Thirdly, teachers should be provided specific
guidelines enabling them to guide the students in the process of understanding what kind of concepts
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should be included in the map, when and why a concept is redundant or inappropriate for the purposes
of the declared scope, how and why its value can be modified in the scenario building tool – these
guidelines should not pretend to be universal, but could be discussed by the teachers’ group prior to
the exercise and tailored to the specific situation.
In any case, I find it important to make a first warm-up exercise on a very general topic, well known by
all participants, so that they can easily focus their attention on the method and its purpose, before
moving on to a more demanding topic. Since many participants might be at first perplexed by the
apparent triviality of the tool, this first exercise can also be useful to earn their trust.
Since U-Space is the only non-academic partner of the PECUS project, we did not test the PECUS
method with students, but with professional collaborators. Therefore, the local course originally
planned within the project activities was rather a simulation of a participatory planning process based
on one of the company’s actual projects, concerning an action plan for the protection of a coastal
wetland. The participation of stakeholders in spatial or community planning processes aimed at the
improvement of environmental conditions is an approach used in several projects coordinated by USpace, and this was an occasion to test the effectiveness of FCM as a decision support tool that can be
applied and refined in many other occasions. In this case, the suitability of FCM is based on the same
reasons expressed above regarding the educational context, with the additional advantage that FCM
is also able to deal with a combination of expert and non-expert knowledge, typical of this kind of
practices.
Each of the seven professionals involved in the exercise was asked to play the role of a stakeholder
having an interest or jurisdiction over the area, and participate in the discussion about the factors
influencing the wetland landscape and ecosystem and their interactions. As is often the case,
participants were at first sceptical about the usefulness of the tool, but all of them gradually
understood its basic principles and purposes, until becoming enthusiastic about it. After the mapping
exercise, participants were interviewed about their opinions on FCM and its application in planning.
The whole session was video recorded and the footage was used to edit an educational video, which
can be found on the PECUS YouTube channel.
The Mental Modeler tool is rather user-friendly and provides a set of statistics and indices that are
useful for comparing different maps and deriving some useful conclusions on the exercise. On the
other hand, the operating principle of the scenario building tool is not fully clear, and no explanation
is provided.
Another downside of Mental Modeler regards its graphical interface: the working space is too small
and cannot be zoomed in or out allowing for more space in case of complex maps. Moreover, the
graphic output is rather poor and does not allow to customise colours and dimensions of texts,
concepts and connections, nor to export the map to an editable file format: this would be very useful
for post production and presentations. Finally, it has been noted that after importing a .csv file, the
scenario building tool will not work properly if the map is not saved to the .mmp format, downloaded,
and then loaded again into Mental Modeler.
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Intensive course for students
The intensive course for students was held between the 31st of January and the 4th of February 2021.
It was the core educational event of the PECUS project, where the methodology refined in the previous
project activities was tested with higher education students from several European countries.
The course involved 45 students from:
-

Pablo de Olavide University;
University of Newcastle upon Tyne;
Catholic University of Valencia;
University of Iceland;
National and Kapodistrian University of Athens.

The students’ backgrounds were as diverse as Archaeology, Arts, Geography, History, Natural and
Environmental Sciences, Planning, Social Sciences, and Sport Sciences. They were divided into three
groups of around 15 students, each with one coordinator and two tutors from the project partners’
staff. Each of the groups was in turn divided into 4 subgroups of 3 to 5 students. The possibility of
creating international and interdisciplinary subgroups was partially hindered by the safety measures
related to the Covid-19 pandemic; however, the workshop agenda provided occasions of discussion
between the subgroups.
The agenda (see Annex 4) replicated the format of the intensive course for teachers, featuring an
alternation of plenary and parallel group sessions:
-

-

-

-

on the first day, students were introduced to the use of metal models and their
representations, fuzzy logic and Fuzzy Cognitive Mapping, the concept and definition of
landscape, and the practice of transhumance; students were as well involved in a first
collective FCM exercise;
on the second day, students were divided into groups. Within each group, subgroups of 3-5
students were formed; each subgroup was assigned one of the PECUS case studies (see Annex
6) to be used as a basis for discussion to develop a Fuzzy Cognitive Map and different scenarios
concerning the conservation of traditional pastoral landscapes. The subgroups were then
asked to present their maps and discuss them with the other students and the tutors;
on the third day, a field trip to the town of Vall de Almonacid was organised;
on the fourth day, students groups worked again in parallel sessions on specific topic questions
defined by the tutors. Each subgroup developed and presented a map including different
scenarios based on the topic question; one map was then selected by the tutors, to be further
developed and refined collectively with the aim of presenting it during the next day’s plenary
session;
on the fifth day, the three selected maps were presented in a plenary session and discussed
collectively.

A loose structure for the exercises was circulated among the group coordinators and tutors, but each
followed a slightly different approach depending on the evolution of the exercises and the students’
reactions. A few works are reported and commented below to illustrate some of the approaches by
instructors and students. The full reports on the parallel sessions are included in Annex 5.
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PECUS intensive course for students
Notes for the exercises
Monday
Plenary session: FCM exercise on landscape
General discussion on the term and meaning of “landscape”. The
exercise is meant to investigate the students’ previous knowledge
and understanding
FCM exercise on factors influencing landscape
Tuesday
Parallel sessions: FCM exercise on PECUS case studies
Each group coordinator selects 2 or 3 case studies, print some
copies, and distribute to students
Each subgroup selects one case study and reads it carefully (30’)
Each subgroup makes an FCM describing the selected case study
(2h). Please define carefully the topic before starting the
exercise
Each subgroup presents his case study and debates it with other
subgroups (1h)
Thursday
Parallel sessions: FCM exercise on transhumance landscapes
Suggested topic: What are the factors affecting the transformation
of transhumance landscapes today? And how do they interact?
Each subgroup makes one FCM addressing the topic (2h)
Each subgroup presents his case study; coordinator chooses one of
the maps to be integrated and improved collectively (2h)
The three selected maps will be presented by group representatives
on Friday
Friday
Plenary session: group representatives show their maps from the previous
day
Please
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

remember to follow PECUS methodology:
Definition of topic
Discussion and first listing of concepts
Clustering of concepts where needed (suggestion: reduce list to
15/20 concepts max)
Mapping (suggestion: restrict choices for connections values to
± 0.5 and ±1)
Scenario setting (remember: set mode to “hyperbolic tangent”)

Figure 11. Suggestions for the instructors were circulated before the workshop in order to ensure homogeneity of results.
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Figure 12. This subgroup of four students was assigned one of the PECUS case studies (Study of shielings and earth walls in
Eyjafjörður county, see sheet IS-01 in Annex 6) and asked to form a topic and build a map out of it. The group decided to
explore the possibility and sustainability of reviving the practices of traditional pastoralism in Iceland under different policy
and environmental conditions. The scenario tool was extensively used since the first steps of the mapping exercise, not only
to test the reaction of the system under several different conditions, but also to constantly verify, refine or even correct the
assumptions underlying the connections between the factors and their assigned weights. A similar approach was used by
many of the groups, even spontaneously and independently from the teachers’ indications (see “Iteration” in next chapter).
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Figure 13. This map from the second group session is based on the same topic as the previous one, i.e. the possibility of
reviving transhumance in modern times. It was developed by a mix of students selected from different subgroups within the
same group. The method for building the map while identifying a set of scenarios based on policy options (including some
ironic wording…) is the same as in the previous map; however, after a suggestion by the teachers, the wording used for
describing the factors was made more clear and effective, restricting their semantic spectrum and making the results more
understandable by others (see “Wording” in next chapter).
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Figure 14. Another map from the second group session. This one was developed around three main topics (physical
landscape, traditional pastoral activities, and traditional rural infrastructure) and the factors that were considered likely to
help or hinder their preservation. The main topics were placed in the centre of the map; the other factors were divided in
groups, arranged around the centre, and highlighted with two different colours. This map was conceived with a “one-way”
configuration: as shown by the “outdegree” value of the three main topics (zero or close to zero), these are only “receivers”
of causal relationships, meaning that the group decided to discuss only on connections going towards the main topics, and
not vice versa (see “Drivers/Receivers” in next chapter).
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Considerations on the use of Fuzzy Cognitive Mapping in higher education
The following keywords, considerations and suggestions summarise the results of the workshop
experiences described above and the comments and reactions by teachers and students.
Fuzzy. Sharing a simple list of instructions among teachers before the workshop, without setting a
strict method to comply with, proved to be a good solution in terms of variety of results achieved:
every instructor tends to develop a personal approach to the method when faced with the students,
and every student develops a personal understanding of the tool and its possible purposes. Therefore,
enough time should be dedicated to the exercises in order for both teachers and students to adjust
their approaches to FCM. Teachers and students should not be afraid to feel aimless at the beginning:
the fuzzy approach is capable of making things converge and reach a point of equilibrium where
students understand the purpose of the tool and instructors understand their role and how much they
should intervene. There is no specific rule about this and instructors should adjust case by case. In
other words, not only the procedure is fuzzy, but also its purpose and the rules for its application.
Maieutics. FCM can be considered a “maieutic” tool: rather than “providing” knowledge to students
with a top-bottom approach, teachers can use FCM to help students form their own understanding of
reality, drawing from their own previous knowledge, exposing it to their peers, enriching and modifying
it through discussion. This is a very dynamic and meaningful learning process, opposed to traditional
rote learning based on memorisation.
Comfort zone. The possibility given by FCM to use natural language with its imprecise nature, and at
the same time propose quantitative yet fuzzy connections between factors, stimulates students to be
more proactive without the fear of making mistakes, even when dealing with topics they are not
usually comfortable with. For the same reasons, FCM is a method where interdisciplinarity in the
composition of groups is particularly fit: no one is expected to provide exact solutions to given scientific
questions, therefore it is easier to leave one’s comfort zone and dive into the discussion.
Interventionism. The role of teachers and tutors is likely to change in time and adjust to the single
situations and the students’ reactions. Understanding how much to intervene in the students’
discussions and to guide them in the mapping activity is up to the instructor. This also applies to the
timing of the different steps of the exercise: it is a good idea to loosely set the timing of the session
before it starts (discussion, listing and clustering of concepts, definition of connections, setting of
scenarios), but it is again up to the instructor to adjust to the pace of the students and suggest when
to proceed to the next step.
Medium. Some students felt that they wasted much effort in open discussions before starting to put
components into the map, and that the results of such discussions did not really appear in the map in
the end; whereas the discussion made later while generating the map was much more productive. In
other words, the map is an effective medium through which the discussion leads to a fruitful modelling
of the chosen reality. One student defined this as “thinking through model-making”.
Scenarios. When building a map with Mental Modeler, users can define the weights of the connections
between factors, but cannot assign values to the factors themselves. On the other hand, once the map
has been defined to a certain degree, it is possible to use the scenario tool to assign values to one or
more factors and verify how the entire system reacts to changes. These conditions should be made
clear since the beginning, since they help to better understand the meaning and purpose of the
mapping exercise.
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Iteration. Many students quickly learned to use the scenario tool with an iterative approach. Rather
than developing the map and the scenarios in a two-step process, they started setting multiple
scenarios while developing the map itself. This allows to constantly verify the assumptions on which
the map is being drafted, check for mistakes, refine research questions, spot unexpected influences
between factors, and increasingly understand their causal connections and what a change in one factor
implies for the whole system. The metrics tab, which dynamically displays several indicators about the
map and its components, can also be used with similar purposes.
Equilibrium. An FCM exercise is never really concluded. Iterations and refinements are potentially
unlimited – however, within a given team, there is eventually a point where changes become marginal
and everybody feels that the map has reached a point of equilibrium.
Purpose. The first reaction by many students is often negative, because they cannot immediately
understand the purpose of a procedure that seems trivial in terms of both inputs and outputs. But
most of the times this feeling changes, as they gradually realise that FCM is not a tool for manipulating
quantitative data, but rather a largely qualitative tool allowing to test what happens to a network
structure when different quantitative weights are applied to qualitative nodes. For this reason, it is
useful to set up the very first exercise as a warm-up, focusing on a very general topic that is well known
by all, so the students can easily focus their attention on the tool and method before moving to a more
demanding topic.
Scale. Many times, students soon realise that some local factors or processes are not able to influence
other, more global factors that they have put in the same map. One clear example is climate change,
which is uncontrollable through initiatives implementable at local level, and whose presence in a map
can lead to improbable and inaccurate results, which might be difficult to understand especially for
inexperienced users. Therefore, students should be warned since the beginning to identify the scale of
the system: it is important that the instructor emphasizes that nodes remain within the relative scale
to one another, that they remain within themselves things or processes from which a measurement
may be taken, and that the connections are made with the questions asked in mind. Another way to
address this point is to make a distinction between “external” and “local” factors since the first stages
of the exercise. The nodes representing external factors (i.e. factors acting at a higher scale or from
the outside, and therefore being uncontrollable at local level) could for example be highlighted with a
different colour and excluded from being “receivers” of connections, since the cannot be influenced
by local factors.
Progression. Inserting all factors in a blank map and then starting to make connections randomly is a
common approach. However, some users might find it cumbersome to deal with too much complexity.
One alternative method is working with smaller groups of nodes at a time and exploring their
connections thoroughly before moving to the next group. Usually this method leads to more accurate
discussions and to denser, more complex maps (see example at page 16). Some students even
experimented adding groups of factors by sector, e.g. economic factors first and then environmental
factors, exploring the connections each time within more narrow viewpoints. This helped gaining
control over the process of building both the map and the scenarios.
Merge. Merging two or more maps made by different groups based on the same topic allows
multiplying the number of points of view under consideration and increasing the complexity of the
discussion and results. A merged map is an effective means for further discussion, analysis and review.
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However, merging two or more maps requires a series of time-consuming manual operations3 (see the
procedure explained at pages 11-12); therefore, when planning an exercise or workshop including
activities on merged maps, a sufficient amount of time should be dedicated to the merging operation.
Wording. At their first approach, during the discussion phase, many users often tend to propose terms
of very broad meaning. After these concepts are included as factors in the map, it is sometimes difficult
to make meaningful, causal connections and assign them a weight, or to make connections uniquely
understandable by others. One way to avoid this circumstance is making sure that a correct wording
is chosen for the factors, and that each wording denotes something that can be quantified. The map
in Figure 15 below contains several vague concepts that are unfit for the type of connections needed
in a Fuzzy Cognitive Map and for an effective definition of scenarios. “Transhumance landscape” and
“Cultural heritage law”, for example, could be reworded respectively “Effective conservation of
transhumance landscapes” and “Presence of cultural heritage protection laws”, being concepts that
are more clearly understandable and quantifiable (a “higher” presence of cultural heritage protection
laws usually leads to “more effective” conservation of transhumance landscapes, meaning the two
factors are directly proportional). The use of quantifiable factors helps reducing the semantic spectrum
of each concept – for the benefit of clarity and comprehension between group members – and at the
same time making causal, semi-quantitative connections possible.

Figure 15. Example of map with presence of poorly defined factors.

Drivers/Receivers. A doubt often arises when working on FCM, i.e. whether including the main topic
(or topics) of discussion within the map or not. Including the topic within the map allows exploring
feedback reactions and achieving a higher complexity; on the other hand, the topic might as well be
consciously kept out of the map in order to keep the exercise more tidy and linear. An intermediate
solution is including the main topic in the map, but allowing only incoming connections from the other
factors and excluding outward connections (see example at figure 14). In other words, the nodes can
3

Currently, Mental Modeler does not provide a function for merging maps automatically.
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be divided between “drivers” and “receivers” as a general rule before starting to make connections.
Experience shows that no general rule can be defined on this aspect: the best approach is to be found
through trial and error.
Stakeholders. The main application of FCM within the PECUS project was targeted to higher education
students. However, this tool is very useful in other environments, and particularly suitable in
participatory or community planning – this is indeed the purpose for which FCM was originally
intended. Most of the above considerations are valid for this alternative type of use. In particular, the
condition of “interdisciplinarity” in higher education applications of FCM can be replaced by the
“diversity” of stakeholders involved in a participatory planning application, e.g. citizens of different
ages, incomes, education level, or a mix of experts and laymen, policy makers and citizens, politicians
and civil servants, etc. Depending on the topic and the purposes of the FCM application, different users
can be mixed in the same group; or separate, thematic groups can be set and asked to work on the
same topic before comparing and/or merging the respective results.
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Annex 1. Intensive course for teachers: agenda (leg 1)
Monday 27 April
Plenary session
10.00-10.15

UPO

10.15-10.30

U-S

10.30-11.45

UNEW: moderates

Introduction to workshop
Presentation of platform functionalities
Introduction to method and agenda
Exercise 1: mapping a general topic
Discussion, clustering & sharing of concepts

Break
12.00-13.30

U-S: moderates

13.30-14.00

UNEW

Exercise 1: mapping a general topic
Mapping shared concepts
Exercise 2: mapping assigned case studies
Assignment of case studies

Tuesday 28 – Wednesday 29 April
Parallel sessions
Exercise 2: mapping assigned case studies
Each group works on its own (via Skype, Blackboard or other means). Estimated time: 2-3 hrs.
Thursday 30 April
Plenary session
10.00-10.15

U-S: moderates

10.15-11.30

U-S: moderates

Exercise 2: mapping assigned case studies
Comments by participants on exercises of previous day
Exercise 2: mapping assigned case studies
Presentation of case study maps by each group & discussion

Break
11.45-12.00

U-S

12.00-13.30

NKUA: moderates

Exercise 3: mapping a transhumance-related topic
Presentation of focus question
Exercise 3: mapping a transhumance-related topic
Discussion, clustering & sharing of concepts

Friday 1 May – Tuesday 5 May
Parallel sessions
Exercise 3: mapping a transhumance-related topic
Each group works on its own using shared concepts (via Skype, Blackboard or other means). Estimated time: 2-3 hrs.
Each group sends map to U-S by Tuesday 5 at 15.00. U-S joins groups’ maps and creates “social” map
Wednesday 6 May
Plenary session
10.00-10.15

U-S

10.15-12.30

UCV: moderates

Exercise 4: improving social map
Presentation of social map
Exercise 4: improving social map
Discussion & integration of social map

Annex 2. Intensive course for teachers: agenda (leg 2)
Wednesday 2 December
Plenary session
10:00-10.15
Francesco Carrer (UNEW)
10.15-11.00
Flavio Camerata (U-S)
11.00-11.15

Francesco Carrer (UNEW)

11.15-11.30
Break

Francesco Carrer (UNEW)

11:30-12:00

Francesco Carrer (UNEW)

12.00-12.15

Flavio Camerata (U-S)

12.15-13.00

Welcome and introduction to the workshop
Recap of Fuzzy Cognitive Mapping (FCM)
FCM matrix combination: manual approaches and new automatic
methods
Grouping, group leader designation and explanation of tasks
Exercise 1: understanding the case studies
EthWAL: Ethnoarchaeology of Western Alpine upland
Landscapes
Exercise 1: understanding the case studies
Spatial Framework of Apulian Drover Roads
Exercise 2: defining concepts
FCM concepts are defined for the case study

Thursday 3 December
Plenary session
10:00-10.30
10.30-11.30

Each group

Exercise 2: defining concepts
FCM concepts finalised
Exercise 3: creating a FCM for each case study
Based on the concepts developed in Exercise 2

Break
11:45-12:45

Each group

12.45-13.00

Flavio Camerata (U-S)

Friday 4 December
Plenary session
10:00-10:30
Maria del Pilar Ortiz Calderon
10.30-11:15

Exercise 3: creating a FCM for each case study
Based on the concepts developed in Exercise 2
Instructions for the last day

Experience of student course at UPO
Exercise 4: presentations group 1
Group members present the results of FCM; other participants
comment on the results

Break
11.15-12.30
12:30-12:45

Flavio Camerata

12:45-13:00
13.00-13.30

Francesco Carrer (UNEW)

Exercise 4: presentations group 2
Group members present the results of FCM; other participants
comment on the results
Exercise 5: combining FCM
Combining FCM maps of group 1 and 2
Final remarks
Steering Committee meeting

Annex 3. Intensive course for teachers: matrices from the group exercises and
merged matrix with normalised values

GROUP 1
01 Depopulation

02 Immigration

03 Changing food 04 Profit from
choices (less meat) sheep products

05 Knowledge
transfer, training
and innovation in
sheep farming
production

01 Depopulation
02 Immigration

15 Competition by 16 Use of
other land uses
herbicides

-0,5

0,5

17 Conservation
and reuse of
physical heritage

18 Sustainable
ecological
management of
pastures (more
balance btwn
human & nature)

19 Rewilding of
pastures (more
nature)

20 Illegal practices
related to
management of
agricultural funds

21
Implementation of
community
planning

22 Presence of
labour
organisations/coo
peratives

-1
-0,5

0,5
-0,5
-0,5

1
0,5
0,5

-0,5

1

1

-1
-1
-1

-1

-1

-1

-0,5
-0,5

0,5

17 Conservation and
reuse of physical
heritage
18 Sustainable
ecological
management of
pastures (more
balance btwn human
& nature)
19 Rewilding of
pastures (more nature)

1

0,5

20 Illegal practices
related to
management of
agricultural funds
21 Implementation of
community planning

23 Communication,
dissemination and
awareness raising

13 Environmental 14 Differences in
degradation
local legislations

1

09 Research
(archaeology,
anthropology, history)

22 Presence of labour
organisations/cooperat
ives

12 Public services
(schools, health
services...)

0,5
-0,5

06 People's interest in
pastoral life

12 Public services
(schools, health
services...)
13 Environmental
degradation
14 Differences in local
legislations
15 Competition by
other land uses
16 Use of herbicides

11 Physical
barriers to
movement of
animals

-0,5

04 Profit from sheep
products
05 Knowledge transfer,
training and
innovation in sheep
farming production

10 Promotion of ecotourism
11 Physical barriers to
movement of animals

10 Promotion of
eco-tourism

-0,5

03 Changing food
choices (less meat)

07 Accessibility to
peripheral areas
08 State subsidies

06 People's
07 Accessibility to 08 State subsidies 09 Research
interest in pastoral peripheral areas
(archaeology,
life
anthropology,
history)

-1
-1

0,4

0,5

1

1

1

-0,5

-1
0,5

1
1

23
Communication,
dissemination and
awareness raising

GROUP 2
01 Depopulation

02 Immigration

03 Changing food 04 Profit from
choices (less meat) sheep products

01 Depopulation
02 Immigration

06 People's interest in
pastoral life
07 Accessibility to
peripheral areas
08 State subsidies

12 Public services
(schools, health
services...)
13 Environmental
degradation
14 Differences in local
legislations
15 Competition by
other land uses
16 Use of herbicides

10 Promotion of
eco-tourism

11 Physical
barriers to
movement of
animals

12 Public services
(schools, health
services...)

13 Environmental 14 Differences in
degradation
local legislations

15 Competition by 16 Use of
other land uses
herbicides

17 Conservation
and reuse of
physical heritage

18 Sustainable
ecological
management of
pastures (more
balance btwn
human & nature)

19 Rewilding of
pastures (more
nature)

20 Illegal practices
related to
management of
agricultural funds

21
Implementation of
community
planning

22 Presence of
labour
organisations/coo
peratives

23
Communication,
dissemination and
awareness raising

1

-1
-1

1

-0,5

1

1

-1
-1
-1

1

1

0,5

1

09 Research
(archaeology,
anthropology, history)
10 Promotion of ecotourism
11 Physical barriers to
movement of animals

06 People's
07 Accessibility to 08 State subsidies 09 Research
interest in pastoral peripheral areas
(archaeology,
life
anthropology,
history)

-1
0,5

0,5

03 Changing food
choices (less meat)
04 Profit from sheep
products
05 Knowledge transfer,
training and innovation
in sheep farming
production

05 Knowledge
transfer, training
and innovation in
sheep farming
production

1
-0,5

1

0,5

0,5

1

1

0,5

-0,5
0,5

-1

0,5

0,5
-1

-0,5

-1
1

17 Conservation and
reuse of physical
heritage
18 Sustainable
ecological
management of
pastures (more balance
btwn human & nature)

0,5

19 Rewilding of
pastures (more nature)

0,5

-1

1

-1

20 Illegal practices
related to
management of
agricultural funds
21 Implementation of
community planning

-0,5

-0,5

22 Presence of labour
organisations/cooperat
ives

-0,5

1

23 Communication,
dissemination and
awareness raising

-0,5

0,5

1

-1

GROUP 3
01 Depopulation

02 Immigration

03 Changing food 04 Profit from
choices (less meat) sheep products

05 Knowledge
transfer, training
and innovation in
sheep farming
production

06 People's
07 Accessibility to 08 State subsidies 09 Research
interest in pastoral peripheral areas
(archaeology,
life
anthropology,
history)

10 Promotion of
eco-tourism

11 Physical
barriers to
movement of
animals

12 Public services
(schools, health
services...)

01 Depopulation
02 Immigration
03 Changing food
choices (less meat)
04 Profit from sheep
products
05 Knowledge transfer,
training and
innovation in sheep
farming production
06 People's interest in
pastoral life
07 Accessibility to
peripheral areas
08 State subsidies

12 Public services
(schools, health
services...)
13 Environmental
degradation
14 Differences in local
legislations
15 Competition by
other land uses
16 Use of herbicides

-0,5

0

23 Communication,
dissemination and
awareness raising

17 Conservation
and reuse of
physical heritage

18 Sustainable
ecological
management of
pastures (more
balance btwn
human & nature)

-1

19 Rewilding of
pastures (more
nature)

20 Illegal practices
related to
management of
agricultural funds

21
Implementation of
community
planning

22 Presence of
labour
organisations/coo
peratives

23
Communication,
dissemination and
awareness raising

1

0
-0,5

-0,5
1
-1

-0,5

1

0,5

-1
-1

0,5

0

-0,5

0
1

0,5

0,5

0,5
0,5

0,5

1

1

0,5

0,5
-1

-1

0,5

0,5

0,5
-0,5
-0,5
-0,5

0,5
1

-0,5

-0,5
0,5
1

17 Conservation and
reuse of physical
heritage
18 Sustainable
ecological
management of
pastures (more
balance btwn human
& nature)
19 Rewilding of
pastures (more nature)
20 Illegal practices
related to
management of
agricultural funds
21 Implementation of
community planning
22 Presence of labour
organisations/cooperat
ives

15 Competition by 16 Use of
other land uses
herbicides

0
-1

09 Research
(archaeology,
anthropology, history)
10 Promotion of ecotourism
11 Physical barriers to
movement of animals

13 Environmental 14 Differences in
degradation
local legislations

0,5

1

0,5

-0,5

-1

-1
0,5
-0,5

1
0,5
0,5

0,5

1

-1

-0,5

-1

0,5
-0,5

1

0,5

-0,5

0,5

1

-0,5

1

MERGED MATRIX WITH NORMALISED VALUES
01 Depopulation

01 Depopulation
02 Immigration
03 Changing food
choices (less meat)
04 Profit from sheep
products
05 Knowledge transfer,
training and
innovation in sheep
farming production
06 People's interest in
pastoral life
07 Accessibility to
peripheral areas
08 State subsidies
09 Research
(archaeology,
anthropology, history)
10 Promotion of ecotourism
11 Physical barriers to
movement of animals
12 Public services
(schools, health
services...)
13 Environmental
degradation
14 Differences in local
legislations
15 Competition by
other land uses
16 Use of herbicides
17 Conservation and
reuse of physical
heritage
18 Sustainable
ecological
management of
pastures (more
balance btwn human
& nature)
19 Rewilding of
pastures (more nature)

02 Immigration

03 Changing food 04 Profit from
choices (less meat) sheep products

0,00
-0,33

0,00
0,00

0,00
-0,17

0,00
0,00

05 Knowledge
transfer, training
and innovation in
sheep farming
production

-0,33
0,17

06 People's
07 Accessibility to 08 State subsidies 09 Research
interest in pastoral peripheral areas
(archaeology,
life
anthropology,
history)

-0,17
0,00

0,00
0,00

0,00
0,00

0,00
0,00

10 Promotion of
eco-tourism

0,00
0,00

11 Physical
barriers to
movement of
animals

0,00
0,00

12 Public services
(schools, health
services...)

0,00
0,17

13 Environmental 14 Differences in
degradation
local legislations

0,33
0,00

0,00
0,00

15 Competition by 16 Use of
other land uses
herbicides

17 Conservation
and reuse of
physical heritage

-0,17
0,00

0,00
0,00

-0,67
0,00

18 Sustainable
ecological
management of
pastures (more
balance btwn
human & nature)

0,00
0,00

19 Rewilding of
pastures (more
nature)

0,33
0,00

20 Illegal practices
related to
management of
agricultural funds

21
Implementation of
community
planning

22 Presence of
labour
organisations/coo
peratives

23
Communication,
dissemination and
awareness raising

0,00
0,00

0,00
0,00

0,00
0,00

0,00
0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

-0,67

0,00

0,17

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

-0,17

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

-0,50

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,33

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

-0,17

0,00

0,00

0,67

0,00

0,33

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

-0,17

0,33

0,33

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

-0,67

0,17

0,00

0,17

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

-0,83
-0,83

0,00
0,17

0,00
0,00

0,00
0,17

0,00
0,00

0,33
0,00

0,00
0,00

0,00
0,00

0,00
0,00

0,33
0,33

0,00
0,00

0,00
0,67

0,00
0,00

0,00
0,00

0,33
0,00

0,00
0,00

0,17
0,50

0,00
0,33

0,00
0,00

0,00
0,17

0,00
0,00

0,00
0,00

0,00
0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,67

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,33

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,67

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,33
0,00

-0,50

0,00

0,00

0,50

0,00

0,33

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

-0,17

0,00

0,33

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

-0,33

0,00

0,17

-0,33

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

-1,00

0,33

0,00

0,17

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,17

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

-0,33

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

-0,50

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

-0,17

0,33

-0,17

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

-0,17

-0,17

0,00

0,00

0,00

-0,17

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

-0,67

0,00

0,00

0,00

-0,17

-0,33

0,00

0,33

0,00

0,17

0,00

0,00

0,00

-0,33

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

-0,17

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,83

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,17

-0,33

-0,33

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,33

0,00

0,00

0,67

-0,17

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,17

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,33

0,00

0,00

-0,33

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,17

0,00

0,00

-0,67

0,00

0,00

-0,33

-0,17

-0,67

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

20 Illegal practices
related to
management of
agricultural funds
21 Implementation of
community planning

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,17

0,00

0,17

0,00

-0,33

-0,33

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

-0,33

0,00

0,00

-0,17

0,13

0,33

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,50

0,00

0,33

0,00

0,00

-0,33

0,00

0,00

0,67

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

22 Presence of labour
organisations/cooperat
ives

-0,17

0,00

0,00

0,83

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,17

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

-0,17

0,17

0,00

0,00

23 Communication,
dissemination and
awareness raising

-0,17

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,83

0,17

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,67

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,33

0,00

0,00

-0,17

0,33

0,00

0,00

Annex 4. Intensive course for students: agenda

Workshop
Seminar
Visit or outdoor activity
Group 1
Group 2
Group 3
Monday, Jan 31
Aula Magna
9.00
9.30

Registration of students
Welcome

10.00
10.30

Short partners’ presentations
Introduction to workshop objectives and Fuzzy Cognitive
Mapping method
What is the “fuzzy” approach?
Break
Plenary session: first FCM exercise (landscape)
Break
Transhumance in the Valencia region
End of first day

11.00
11.30
11.45
13.30
15.00
17.00

9.30

13.30
15.00
17.00

UCV
Pablo Vidal – UCV
Pilar Ortiz – UPO
All partners
Flavio Camerata – U-Space
Francesco Carrer – NCL
Flavio Camerata – U-Space
Pablo Vidal – UCV

Tuesday, Feb 1
Parallel sessions: FCM exercise (PECUS case studies)
Group 1 (Seminar 2.2)
Group 2 (room 2004)
Group 3 (room 2001)
16 students
16 students
16 students
4 subgroups
4 subgroups
4 subgroups
Coordinator:
Coordinator:
Coordinator:
Árni Júlíusson – NCL
Yiannis Papadatos – UOA
Victor Sanchez - UCV
Tutors:
Tutors:
Tutors:
Jorge Boehringer – NCL
Pilar Ortiz – UPO
Tina Kalantzopoulou – UOA
Flavio Camerata – U-Space
Javier Becerra - UPO
Gylfi Helgason – HI
Break
Visit to the Ethnological Museum in Valencia
End of second day

Wednesday, Feb 2
9.00

Field trip to a transhumance landscape

17.00

End of third day

9.30

13.30
15.00
17.00

9.30
11.00
11.30
13.00
14.30
17.00

Thursday, Feb 3
Parallel sessions: FCM exercise (transhumance landscapes)
Group 1 (Seminar 2.2)
Group 2 (room 2004)
Group 3 (Room 3033 INEDE)
16 students
16 students
16 students
4 subgroups
4 subgroups
4 subgroups
Coordinator:
Coordinator:
Coordinator:
Árni Júlíusson – NCL
Yiannis Papadatos – UOA
Victor Sanchez - UCV
Tutors:
Tutors:
Tutors:
Jorge Boehringer – NCL
Pilar Ortiz – UPO
Tina Kalantzopoulou – UOA
Flavio Camerata – U-Space
Javier Becerra - UPO
Gylfi Helgason – HI
Break
New uses for transhumance roads (Aula Magna)
Víctor Sánchez – UCV
End of fourth day
Friday, Feb 4
Veles e Vents building – La Marina
Plenary session: presentation of selected group works and
Francesco Carrer – NCL
scenario setting
Break
Plenary session: gaming contest
Flavio Camerata – U-Space
Break
Final debate and conclusions
Pablo Vidal – UCV
End of fifth day

Annex 5. Intensive course for students: reports on group activities

GROUP 1 – REPORT ON PARALLEL SESSIONS
Parallel session 1 – Tuesday 1/2/2022
Each subgroup was assigned one of the PECUS case studies from their own country, and asked to form
a topic and build a map.
All groups used the scenario tool while building the map, creating one or more scenario to constantly
verify the assumptions on which the map itself was being drafted. This is indeed an active and effective
way of using the scenario, rather than setting scenarios only at the end of the exercise.
One interesting method was introduced by one of the teams, who first inserted the factors related to
economy in order to make sure that a revival of transhumance could be feasible, and then added the
environmental factors in order to control its environmental sustainability.

Team: National and Kapodistrian University of Athens (Archaeology)
Case study: “Limnakaro mitato”. The group discussed the relations and effects of different approaches
to conservation, and how policies being more “inclusive” of the different aspects of the cultural heritage
can help in studying and reviving certain traditional practices.

Team: University of Iceland (History, Archaeology)
Case study: “Eyjafjörður”. This group discussed about the possibility and sustainability of reviving the
practices of traditional pastoralism in Iceland under different policy and environmental conditions.

Team: Catholic University of Valencia (Sport Sciences)
Case study: “A historical transhumance still alive”. Following the case of one of the few shepherds still
practicing transhumance today, the topic discussed concerned the factors that can foster or limit such
practice in modern times.

Team: University of Newcastle (Public Health, History/Archaeology, Environmental Sciences)
Case study: “Ethnoarchaeology of Western Alpine upland Landscapes (EthWAL)”. This group
discussed about the role that different policies and practices can have in shaping and changing the
preservation of a certain mountain landscape and its perception by the people.

Parallel session 2 – Thursday 3/2/2022
After a recap of the topics that Pablo Vidal addressed on Monday in his lecture on transhumance in
Spain, students were given the following four topic questions to choose from:
1.
2.
3.
4.

What factors led to the current conformation of transhumance landscape?
What are the factors that can preserve transhumance landscapes today?
What factors can contribute to a revival of the practice of transhumance?
What factors situate transhumance practices within regional and national social structures?

The Greek, Icelandic and Spanish teams chose the third question; the UK team chose the second one.
After all groups had presented their works, it was decided to merge the four maps into one to be
presented and discussed on the next day during the last plenary session. The topic concerned the
possibility of reviving transhumance in modern times.

The students created eleven scenarios: each was related to a change in the value of only one of the
factors.

GROUP 2 – REPORT ON PARALLEL SESSIONS
DAY 1 – Tuesday 1/2/2022
Team: National and Kapodistrian University of Athens (NKUA, GREECE)
Case Study: GR-02-1, Preservation of traditional pastoral activities in the Limnakaro
Plateau, Crete, GREECE
Use of the tool to investigate connections between positive and negative factors affecting the
main topic which was the protection of traditional sheep farming activities in the area of
Limnakaro, on the mountains of Greece Crete.

Team: Sevilla Pablo de Olavide (UPO, SPAIN)
Case Study: Protection of the Doñana Natural Part, El Rosio, Sevilla, Spain
Use of the tool to investigate the negative factors that affect the small community of El Rosio
and the neighbouring Doñana Natural Park, in Sevilla (Spain) during the annual Romeria
pilgrimage, and the ways the local community can deal with the problems without stopping this
important pilgrimage.

Team: University of Newcastle (UN, UK)
Case Study: ES-03-1, Conservation of cultural heritage associated with the Andorran
livestock routes, Spain
Use of the tool to investigate connections between positive and negative factors affecting the
main topic which was the conservation of the cultural heritage associated with the
transhumance routes in Andorra.

Team: Catholic University of Valencia (CUV, SPAIN)
Case Study: Conservation of transhumance paths in the area of Valencia
Use of the tool to investigate connections between factors that can help to preserve
transhumance paths in the area of Valencia through the introduction of sport activities.

DAY 2 – Thursday 3/2/2022
Mapping of a fictitious case study with the following topics
In mountain areas which factors affect
1) The Physical Landscape
2) The Traditional pastoral activities
3) The Infrastructure associated with the traditional pastoral activities
and what strategies or policies can be implemented for their preservation

The Mental Map
The entire group (i.e. all the subgroup members) suggested 16 negative and 16 positive factors
and investigated their connections with the three main issues of the model (physical landscape,
traditional pastoral activities, traditional infrastructure), and between each other.
The result was a complex and sophisticated mental map, in which the factors affected both
directly and directly the main three issues

The Scenarios
The team experimented with several different scenarios
Scenario 1: Govermental policies for the preservation and protection of the three main issues
By introducing law for protection and increasing funding the government can improve the
preservation of physical landscape, traditional pastoralism and traditional pastoral infrastructure
by 0.2-0.3.

Scenario 2: Increase of tourism
The increase of tourism on the mountains, either by promoting Green Tourism or by introducing
sport activities had a positive effect on the three main issues, but yet at a smaller scale than
governmental policies.

Scenario 3: The bad scenario of decreased political will
A bad scenario according which the central government has limited political will to protect the
mountain physical and natural landscape (i.e. no protection laws, no funding) had serious
effects and contributed to their deterioration by an average of -0.25.

Scenario 4: Enhancement of education and strengthening of local values
In an effort to investigate the importance and gravity of abstract positive factors, such as the
enhancement of the education of the locals and the strengthening of the social values of the
mountain communities, we observed a small improvement of the main three issues by 0.1-0.2.

Scenario 5: The best scenario
Finally, we experimented in the best possible scenario, in which all positive factors are
increased, and some of the human-related negative factors are decreased, and we observed that
it was possible to improve protection and preservation of physical landscape, traditional pastoral
activities and traditional pastoral infrastructure, but still not more than 0.3-.04, which means not
more than 2-3 times above the aforementioned positive scenarios. This is because some of the
positive factors may have also some negative indirect effects to the main issues of mental map.
For example, special types of tourism, such as sports and green tourism, still have some impact
in the environment, despite their landscape-friendly character.

GROUP 3 – REPORT ON PARALLEL SESSIONS
DAY 1
Iceland – UI/HI – ES02
Use of the tool to create an ideal scenario, with only positive connections, to preserve traditional
knowledge of pastoral way of life and production model through self-funded apprentices, young
volunteers, from Europe maybe anthropologists or tourists who want to learn.

Greece – NKUA – IS01
Use of the tool to map connections between elements in order to better understand the social and
economic organisation of a past (medieval) society.

PECUS – NOTES, FEB 2022

Spain – Pablo de Olavide – GR01
Use of the tool to map all factors and stakeholders in order to find the best plan to preserve the
environment, the landscape and the cultural remains in it.

England – New Castle – ES01
Use of the tool to create an ideal scenario, with only positive connections, to find ways in which
the young generation can have increased interest and profit in carrying on the transhumant way
of production. Employment opportunities to keep people in these areas.

PECUS – NOTES, FEB 2022

DAY 2
Mapping of case study GR01
TOPIC
Which factors are affecting the revitalization of the area and interpretation of the
archaeological site?
How to do it without endangering the landscape and the archaeological site
Take into consideration local development
To what extent can we revitalise the area?

Possible Outcomes
A scenario in which we increase awareness for the research community and the local stake holders
plays well for the local economy, the environment and the archaeological remains as well. However,
modern-day pastoralist activities seem to be confliction with the preservation and the development
of archaeological sites for the public as property status issues might arise.

Experiment with more scenarios and let us know about your thoughts or results

PABLO DE OLAVIDE STUDENT COOMENTING ON THE 2ND DAY
WORKSHOP & THE FCM MAPPING OF THE GR01 CASE STUDY

-

Educational field trips: this factor affects in a very strong way other factors like
raising awareness of the local community and of the researchers, natural landscape
preservation and Bronze Age remains, so I think this can also be used as a useful tool
to help both locals and foreigners to know better and to point out the value of this
archaeological site.

-

Support coming from the local government: this factor is also very relevant in order to
achieve our objective, so maybe it would be good to combine this institutional support
with educational field trips, or that institutions promote this kind of activity.

-

Natural landscape preservation: this factor is very curious because its increase has a
positive effect on local development, and due to that littering and pollution can
increase too, which is like a paradox.

-

Erosion: it happens something similar, because the increase of erosion, according to
our scenario, affects positively to natural landscape preservation, but obviously this is
not true in the reality. So maybe there are some connections that might be checked in
order to know what is really going on with these two factors.

NEW CASTLE STUDENT COMENTING ON THE 2ND DAY WORKSHOP
Earlier today, you asked me for some notes about my thoughts on this morning's Group 3
session and how FCM was being put to work there.

In brief, I felt there was a lot of very useful open discussion among participants in the earlier
part of the session but there was no active model-making going on, with the result that much
of what was said was not 'captured' in any way. It was as though the participants, in their
eagerness to ensure all voices were heard and none were excluded, felt they had to
thoroughly discuss and finally agree every point before model-making could begin. That part
of the morning felt very unproductive, and ultimately there was no record of all that activity it felt entirely wasted effort - until the first attempts were made to start putting components
into the initial model. This was a turning point...

After coffee break, much the same discussion was had among participants, but this time
through active and ongoing participation in the process of model-making. It was clear that
model-making is, in fact, the very medium through which all the discussion, questioning,
disagreement, trying out and acceptance/rejection of alternatives, etc, must be practiced in
real time. This part of the session felt very much more productive, and the model was
constantly there as the living, evolving record (as well as the medium) of the work being done.

I think that for FCM to be a useful tool for diverse participants to explore and learn about a
particular phenomenon or situation, the sooner those participants can start actively engaging
in model-making the better - certainly, well before any 'final' choices are made - since it is this
fluid evolving making process which IS the discursive learning process. It is 'thinking through
(model-)making'.

Despite its inclusive intentions, I think FCM requires a single person to lead the model-making
process, acting as a combined facilitator / questioner / arbiter. I'm not sure how this sits with
any notion of FCM being a 'democratic' process - much depends on the personal qualities and
outlook of the individual who is doing the 'leading'. I guess ultimately FCM is more about
'inclusivity' than it is about 'democracy'...

Annex 6: case studies
1. A surviving practice of transhumance in Spain – 1 (Catholic University of Valencia)
2. A surviving practice of transhumance in Spain – 2 (Catholic University of Valencia)
3. The conservation of the cultural heritage associated with the Andorran livestock routes (Pablo
de Olavide University)
4. Recovery and Management Plan for livestock routes in Andalusia (Pablo de Olavide University)
5. Green Gates programme (Pablo de Olavide University))
6. Alpine Landscapes: Pastoralism and environment in Val di Sole (Newcastle University)
7. EthWAL: Ethnoarchaeology of Western Alpine Landscapes (Newcastle University)
8. Spatial frameworks of Apulian Drover Roads (U-Space srl)
9. Contribution for the revision of the “Drover Road Framework Plan” of the Municipality of
Rosciano (U-Space srl)
10. Strategies of active custody for the territories of the Province of Chieti. Pilot project in the
town of Arielli (U-Space srl)
11. Bronze Age occupation of Mt. Ditki in connection with animal husbandry (National and
Kapodistrian University of Athens)
12. Ancient pastoral practices in the Limnakaro plateau (National and Kapodistrian University of
Athens)
13. Study of shielings and earth walls in Eyjafjörður county (University of Iceland)
14. Shielings in Southern and Northern Iceland: some comparative landscape pointers (University
of Iceland)
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A historical transhumance still alive
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Type of case study
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Responsible
body/Promoter

Catholic University of Valencia

Location (region, locality)

Linares de Mora (Teruel county), Spain

Geographical area
covered

The covered displacement is about 100 km

Year

It has been studied from the last 5 years

Summary description

During the last 5 years we have studied the transhumance carried out by a farmer from Linares de
Mora, who during the last 30 years has moved the 6 winter months from his town in the
mountains of Teruel to the valleys of the province of Castellón, with milder temperatures in
winter. During this period, we have interviewed the farmer on numerous occasions, both in his
summer and winter pastures, as well as accompanied during his journeys, both uphill and
downhill.

Link with laws/regulations
and with other policies/
plans/strategies (if any)

This displacement presents an interesting legal problem, since transhumance is carried out
between two autonomous communities that have different legislation in the field of livestock.
Other regulations that come into conflict are health and education, meaning that the farmer
moves with his whole family to another region.

National or regional level policy/plan/strategy
Local level policy/plan/strategy
Study/research
Project
Other

PROBLEMS AND NEEDS TARGETED

Problems

The main problem encountered is the generational shift. The farmer has a healthy economic
situation and lives with dignity, but nobody wants to take over his economic activity when he
reaches retirement age. His two daughters work in other sectors and when the farmer retires,
he will lose this traditional practice, which has been declared Intangible Heritage by the Spanish
Ministry of Culture

Needs

The problem is difficult to solve, since the work of a shepherd, although economically viable,
requires a significant amount of time. The flock must go out every day of the year, from sunrise
to sunset, without Sundays or holidays. The new generations prefer another type of work, with
more comforts and regulated schedules.

Quantitative data

Non applicable

FOCUS, OBJECTIVES AND OUTPUTS
Themes

Does the case study
address this theme?
(YES/NO)

If yes, how?
(max 750 characters for each theme)

YES

The farmer values the summer pastures, the winter pastures, as well as
keeping the transhumance route open, by going up and down it every
year

YES

The use of the pastures allows the maintenance and conservation of
the pastoral space, avoiding the degradation of the vegetation and the
invasion of thorny plants. The maintenance of the pastures attracts
animal species, especially birds, as well as allowing the conservation of
the aquifers

Protection/enhancement
of tangible cultural
heritage (e.g. historical
paths, archaeological
sites, architecture,
terraces and field
systems…)

YES

The winter and summer pastures used have been used for livestock
farming since at least the 13th century. The transhumant route made
runs along a historical path also used since the 13th century, with
important monuments associated with this activity

Protection/enhancement
of intangible cultural
heritage (e.g. historical
route networks, scenic
views, folklore, food,
music…)

YES

The main value is precisely the livestock route used. It is especially
iconic to observe the passage of cattle over a 14th century bridge,
which has been mainly used for cattle passage ever since.

Slow mobility (cycling
routes, trekking paths,
etc.)

YES

The transhumant route is an excellent trekking route, associated with
important landscape, environmental, botanical, fauna and heritage
values

Economic development of
mountain & rural areas
(e.g. tourism, agro-food
production, agriculture,
livestock breeding…)

YES

The survival of transhumant activity is associated with the maintenance
of economic activity in small mountain villages, seriously threatened by
depopulation and the migration of young people to the cities

Spatial planning

Protection of environment
(e.g. biodiversity, water,
geomorphology, soil,
climate…)

INVOLVEMENT OF STAKEHOLDERS

Actors involved

Involvement procedures

Problems and challenges

The main actor in the case presented here is the farmer himself, although the owners of the
mountain pastures are also involved, an individual, the town councils of the villages of Castellón
that lease him the rights to pasture in their municipal districts, as well as the veterinarian who
interacts in this whole process

This practice is closely related to the use of pastures, so the interaction between owners and
farmers is essential. In the same vein, the interaction of the farmer and his family with his
neighbours, both above and below, is of great interest. Not surprisingly, the family has spent six
months in the village above and six months in the village below over the last 30 years

Interestingly, the main problem is the conflicts in relation to the existence of two different
legislations, those of two autonomous communities, on livestock issues, but also on health and
education. This divergence creates major inconveniences for transhumant livestock farmers and
does not take into account that this practice has been carried out for at least the last 800 years

EXPECTED OR ACHIEVED EFFECTS
Description
(max 750 characters for each type)

Type of effect
Effects on the
environment (e.g.
restoration of habitats,
increased biodiversity,
climate change mitigation
or adaptation…)

The maintenance of the transhumant activity will make it possible to preserve the open space
landscapes and to keep the grazing lands and the cattle track clean of brush

Effects on immaterial,
cultural assets (e.g.
cultural landscape, scenic
views, folklore…)

Transhumant activity itself is a manifestation of protected intangible heritage

Effects on material,
cultural assets (e.g.
restoration of historic
artefacts or buildings,
restoration of traditional
terraces or cultivation
systems…)

The use of transhumant roads is the major element in helping to maintain and preserve the
cultural heritage associated with these livestock routes

Effects on social and
economic aspects (e.g.
new jobs, new
enterprises…)

Extensive livestock activity has a direct impact on the maintenance of the population in the
rural environment and especially in mountain areas. These places currently suffer from strong
problems of depopulation and lack of job opportunities for young people

IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES
Financial resources

This study, carried out over the years, has been financed by the UCV Vice-Rector's Office for
Research and has enabled other parallel research to be carried out

Implementation
procedures

The main difficulty has been to accompany the farmer during his periods of transhumance. The
absence of a previous programming, as well as the exigency of its schedules has made
complicated to be able to follow it. The weather conditions have also been, at times, a
challenge

SUPPORTING INFORMATION
Images (pictures, graphics,
maps, charts, etc.)

References (including web
links)
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Responsible body/Promoter

Catholic University of Valencia

Location (region, locality)

Valdelinares (Teruel county), Spain- Ludiente (Castellón county)

Geographical area covered

The covered displacement is about 80 km

Year

It has been studied during the last year

Summary description

During the last year we have studied the transhumance carried out by a farmer from Linares de
Mora, who during the last 20 years has moved the 6 winter months from his town in the
mountains of Teruel to the valleys of the province of Castellón (here in two different locations so
three locations per year), with milder temperatures in winter. During this period, we have
interviewed the farmer on two occasions, both in his summer and winter pastures, as well as
accompanied during one journey, downhiling from Valdelinares to Lucena del Cid

Link with laws/regulations
and with other policies/
plans/strategies (if any)

This displacement presents an interesting legal problem, since transhumance is carried out
between two autonomous communities that have different legislation in the field of
livestock.

National or regional level policy/plan/strategy
Local level policy/plan/strategy
Study/research
Project
Other

PROBLEMS AND NEEDS TARGETED

Problems

The main problem encountered is the absence of marked path. He is the only person that
travels on this route so every year he has problems as in some parts vegetal farmers have
invaded the route and he has to change his traditional path and cross certain zones with high
orographic difficulty which can be dangerous for young, old animals and the farmer himself.
Moreover, he changes 3 times of location which has difficulted even more the formation of a
family which is an aspect that is very valuable for him. As a farmer he has not very high
technical level and has some problems in the flock that would be easy to solve with a good
education. These problems affect he profitability of the business.

Needs

The problem is difficult to solve, since the work of a transhumant shepherd requires
changing the location. The formation problem could be solved with formation programs in
terms of animal handling.

Quantitative data

Non applicable

FOCUS, OBJECTIVES AND OUTPUTS
Themes

Does the case study
address this theme?
(YES/NO)

Spatial planning

YES

If yes, how?
(max 750 characters for each theme)

The farmer values the summer pastures, the winter pastures, as well as
keeping the transhumance route open, by going up and down it every
year

YES

The use of the pastures allows the maintenance and conservation of
the pastoral space, avoiding the degradation of the vegetation and
the invasion of thorny plants. The maintenance of the pastures
attracts animal species, especially birds, as well as allowing the
conservation of the aquifers

Protection/enhancement of
tangible cultural heritage
(e.g. historical paths,
archaeological sites,
architecture, terraces and
field systems…)

YES

The winter and summer pastures used have been used for livestock
farming since at least the 13th century. The transhumant route made
runs along a historical path also used since the 13th century, with
important monuments associated with this activity (MASÍAS DEL
PEÑAGOLOSA Y SANTUARIO SAN JUAN DE PEÑAGOLOSA)

Protection/enhancement of
intangible cultural heritage
(e.g. historical route
networks, scenic views,
folklore, food, music…)

YES

The main value is precisely the livestock route used. It is especially
iconic to observe the passage of the sheep over a 14th century
bridge, which has been mainly used for cattle passage ever since.

Slow mobility (cycling
routes, trekking paths, etc.)

YES

The transhumant route is an excellent trekking route, associated with
important landscape, environmental, botanical, fauna and heritage
values

YES

The survival of transhumant activity is associated with the
maintenance of economic activity in small mountain villages,
seriously threatened by depopulation and the migration of young
people to the cities

Protection of environment
(e.g. biodiversity, water,
geomorphology, soil,
climate…)

Economic development of
mountain & rural areas (e.g.
tourism, agro-food
production, agriculture,
livestock breeding…)

INVOLVEMENT OF STAKEHOLDERS
Actors involved

Involvement procedures

Problems and challenges

The main actor in the case presented here is the farmer himself, although the owners of the
mountain pastures are also involved, an individual, the town councils of the villages of
Castellón that lease him the rights to pasture in their municipal districts.
This practice is closely related to the use of pastures, so the interaction between owners and
farmers is essential. In the same vein, the interaction of the farmer with his neighbours, both
above and below, is of great interest.
The major problem is the lack of formation of the farmer in animal handling. The profitability
of the farm is based in the perception of direct public funds which creates a dependency. It
would be very interesting to create additional funds to develop forming activities so the
farmers would be more economically independent.

EXPECTED OR ACHIEVED EFFECTS
Type of effect
Effects on the environment
(e.g. restoration of habitats,

Description
(max 750 characters for each type)
The maintenance of the transhumant activity will make it possible to preserve the open
space landscapes and to keep the grazing lands and the cattle track clean of brush

increased biodiversity,
climate change mitigation or
adaptation…)
Effects on immaterial,
cultural assets (e.g. cultural
landscape, scenic views,
folklore…)

Transhumant activity itself is a manifestation of protected intangible heritage

Effects on material, cultural
assets (e.g. restoration of
historic artefacts or
buildings, restoration of
traditional terraces or
cultivation systems…)

The use of transhumant roads is the major element in helping to maintain and preserve the
cultural heritage associated with these livestock routes

Effects on social and
economic aspects (e.g. new
jobs, new enterprises…)

Extensive livestock activity has a direct impact on the maintenance of the population in the
rural environment and especially in mountain areas. These places currently suffer from
strong problems of depopulation and lack of job opportunities for young people

IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES

Financial resources

This study, carried out during one year, has been financed by the faculty of veterinary and
experimental sciences and with help of the local councils of the villages crossed during the
path.

Implementation procedures

The main difficulty has been to accompany the farmer during his periods of transhumance.
The absence of a previous programming, as well as the exigency of its schedules has made
complicated to be able to follow it. The weather conditions have also been, at times, a
challenge

SUPPORTING INFORMATION
Images (pictures, graphics,
maps, charts, etc.)
References (including web
links)

Tengo fotos si necesitas
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The conservation of the cultural heritage associated with the Andorran livestock
routes
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Type of case study







National or regional level policy/plan/strategy
Local level policy/plan/strategy
Study/research
Project
Other

Responsible body/Promoter
Location (region, locality)

Principality of Andorra

Geographical area covered

The extension of the area covered is 468 square kilometers

Year

2020

Summary description

The study focuses mainly on the identification of the Andorran livestock road network and the
conservation of the cultural heritage associated with these routes.
From here, the aim is to identify and evaluate the factors that affect the conservation of this
cultural heritage, in order to develop an early diagnosis that allows us, in turn, develop a proper
maintenance plan.
It will be used diffuse cognitive mapping as a tool for the identification of these factors. As a
result, a prediction method will be very useful in the processes of maintenance and
conservation of this cultural heritage.

Link with laws/regulations
and with other policies/
plans/strategies (if any)

Law 9/2003, of 12 June, of the cultural heritage of Andorra
Law 7/2019, of 7 February, of environment conservation and landscape biodiversity

PROBLEMS AND NEEDS TARGETED

Problems

One of the problems is that the Andorran network of livestock routes has never been
defined. What’s more, there is no regulatory framework that regulates these routes. In the
absence of a legal framework, it becomes difficult to see how the heritage associated with
these livestock routes can be properly conserved and protected.
Another problem is to establish which factors have a negative impact on the conservation of
the heritage associated with the livestock roads and where to obtain its data.

Needs

It would be interesting to have more technical and human resources to implement this study
with guarantees.

Quantitative data

FOCUS, OBJECTIVES AND OUTPUTS
Themes

Does the case study
address this theme?
(YES/NO)

Spatial planning

No

Protection of environment
(e.g. biodiversity, water,
geomorphology, soil,
climate…)

No

Protection/enhancement of
tangible cultural heritage
(e.g. historical paths,

Yes

If yes, how?
(max 750 characters for each theme)

The study determines the main factors that may affect the tangible
cultural heritage. Making a general diagnosis about the state of
conservation of this heritage and establishing priorities when we

archaeological sites,
architecture, terraces and
field systems…)

have to plan conservation and restoration interventions we will get
this issue.

Protection/enhancement of
intangible cultural heritage
(e.g. historical route
networks, scenic views,
folklore, food, music…)

Yes

Slow mobility (cycling
routes, trekking paths, etc.)

No

Economic development of
mountain & rural areas (e.g.
tourism, agro-food
production, agriculture,
livestock breeding…)

Yes

The study makes an inventory of livestock roads in Andorra and their
folklore associated (linguistic terms associated with transhumance in
Andorra, or livestock fairs that are celebrated every year and that
have their origin in transhumance).

Tourism is an economic source that could improve the maintenance
and conservation of this livestock roads and the Cultural Heritage
related to them.

INVOLVEMENT OF STAKEHOLDERS
Actors involved

There are no public or private actors involved in this study.

Involvement procedures
Problems and challenges

EXPECTED OR ACHIEVED EFFECTS
Description
(max 750 characters for each type)

Type of effect
Effects on the environment
(e.g. restoration of habitats,
increased biodiversity,
climate change mitigation or
adaptation…)
Effects on immaterial,
cultural assets (e.g. cultural
landscape, scenic views,
folklore…)

This study will help to know the level of conservation in which our intangible heritage is
found. Another of the expected effects, even if indirectly, is to prove that preserving the
architectural heritage or the archaeological sites associated with sheepherding we will be
able to preserve the authenticity of the landscape and its scenic views . In turn, preserving
the folklore associated with transhumance activity would allow preserving the cultural
memory of an activity that was extremely important for Andorra in the past.

Effects on material, cultural
assets (e.g. restoration of
historic artefacts or
buildings, restoration of
traditional terraces or
cultivation systems…)

One of the expected effects is that the study will allow anticipating the evolution of the
heritage degradation processes. This research will also help to obtain a qualitatively
measurable scale for the factors that affect the conservation of the cultural heritage
associated with livestock routes. Another of the expected effects is that this cultural heritage
be valued as relevant heritage of the Principality of Andorra; because knowing its history and
typologies is a way of understanding the traditional economic activity of Andorra.

Effects on social and
economic aspects (e.g. new
jobs, new enterprises…)

To evaluate the economic impact of cultural tourism in the maintenance of the Cultural
Heritage and its preservation.

IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES
Financial resources

No resources have been allocated

Implementation procedures

SUPPORTING INFORMATION
Images (pictures, graphics,
maps, charts, etc.)

References (including web
links)

https://www.primerapedra.com/
https://www.iea.ad/cenma
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Responsible body/Promoter

Regional Ministry of Environment and Territorial Planning, Junta de Andalucía (Andalusian
Regional Government)

Location (region, locality)

ANDALUSIA

Geographical area covered

Andalusia is the Autonomous Community that has the most extensive network of livestock
routes, which totals 34,082 kilometres in length (Source: Statistics. Andalusia Environment
Report 2013)

Year

National or regional level policy/plan/strategy
Local level policy/plan/strategy
Study/research
Project
Other

This plan was approved by means of the Agreement of March 27, 2001, of the Governing
Council, and constitutes a basic instrument when planning the actions to be undertaken on
Andalusian livestock routes.
A 20-year term for the execution of the Plan was set.
The Plan for the Recovery and Management of Livestock Roads in Andalusia, approved by
means of the Agreement of March 27, 2001, aims to provide livestock roads with a dimension
of public utility that goes beyond traditional livestock use, highlighting their environmental
functions: landscaping, rural development and citizen entertainment.

Summary description

The Regional Ministry of Environment and Territorial Planning, by virtue of the exclusive
competence attributed by article 13.7 of the Statute of Autonomy to the Autonomous
Community of Andalusia, addressed the regulatory development of the basic state legislation
on livestock routes, through the approval of the Andalusian Livestock Regulations (Decree
155/98, of July 21). In its Third Additional Provision, the elaboration of the "Recovery and
Management Plan for Livestock Routes of the Autonomous Community of Andalusia" is
established.
The priority aim of the Plan is to define the Andalusian Network of Livestock Routes,
understanding it as the set of all the livestock routes of feasible recovery and with potential
reception of any of the uses defined by the Plan: traditional use, tourist-recreational use and
ecological.
In addition, it establishes a program of actions necessary for the recovery and putting into use
of the network, setting priority levels and collecting the budget estimate for each of the
planned action and management models.

Link with laws/regulations
and with other policies/
plans/strategies (if any)

Regulation of livestock routes in Andalusia (Decree 155/98, of July 21). In its Third Additional
Provision, the elaboration of the "Recovery and Management Plan for Livestock Routes of the
Autonomous Community of Andalusia" is established.

This plan was approved by means of the Agreement of March 27, 2001, of the Governing
Council, and constitutes a basic instrument when planning the actions to be undertaken on
Andalusian livestock routes.
The Plan for the Recovery and Management of Livestock Routes in Andalusia was carried out
by a multidisciplinary team made up of biologists, geographers, engineers, lawyers and
historians, under the impulse and direction of the Office created for this purpose called the
Office for the Livestock Road Plan, attached to the General Technical Secretariat.
The Plan starts from considering livestock routes from a triple perspective:
•
•
•

As a backbone of the territory. Its integration into the Andalusian Regional Planning Plan
is based on the active participation that livestock routes provide in the articulation of the
territory.
As a fundamental element in environmental planning, this role taking shape in the
establishment of ecological corridors between administratively consolidated natural
areas and with management plans as set out in Directive 92/43.
In attention to the role that livestock routes must play in rural development; since they
can favour the fixation of the population in degraded rural areas, due to their high
potential for the development of socio-economic activities, including nature tourism,
enhancing the value of cultural and historical heritage, the empowerment of artisan
products, etc.

PROBLEMS AND NEEDS TARGETED
Livestock routes make up a huge network of livestock routes in Andalusian that, beyond this
largely abandoned function, represent a historical legacy of considerable value that brings us
back to past customs and ways of life. It is the Autonomous Community of Andalusia, the one
with the longest national length, more than 30,000 km, which represents 25% of the national
total. It is 1984 when the Andalusian Government assumes exclusive powers in the area of
livestock routes. In the first instance, these powers are assumed by the Andalusian Institute of
Agrarian Reform (IARA) and later in 1994 by the Regional Ministry of the Environment. This
last transfer coincides practically in time with the promulgation of the current Livestock Routes
Law of March 23, 1995.
Problems

This Law constitutes the starting point when analysing the work undertaken by the Andalusian
Government in order to recover and put into use the important demand that livestock routes
constitute. The reason is that it supposes a radical change with respect to the previous
legislation. It is based on the affirmation that livestock routes, beyond their livestock function,
constitute a historical legacy of capital interest, whose preservation must be guaranteed by
the new functions and uses that current legislation assigns to them.
Indeed, in the 21st century, this network plays a basic role for a modern society like ours. They
constitute an essential element in the planning of the territory, they favour the diversification
of the landscape -especially in urban environments- they promote biodiversity by enabling the
genetic exchange of species and allow the development of free time activities compatible with
respect for the conservation of the natural environment.
•

The need to establish ecological corridors between natural areas already administratively
consolidated and with management plans is included in Directive 92/43 (Conservation of
natural habitats and wild fauna and flora).

•

In the proposal of Places of Community Interest (SCI), formulated by the Andalusian
Government, the need to connect the different protected territories in our region is also
raised, in order to achieve continuity of the great natural units.

Needs

•

Andalusia is the region that has the most extensive network of livestock routes at the
national level, which is why the network of ecological corridors in our Community has an
adequate territorial base in the already existing Network of Cattle Routes.

For the Recovery and Management Plan of the Livestock Roads of Andalusia, an execution
period of the Plan was set for 20 years. The programming of actions was established in three
phases according to the levels of importance defined for the Livestock Roads Network
previously carried out based on the proposed methodology. In this way, Priority 1 Network
was scheduled to be carried out in the period 2001-2010, priority 2 in the period 2011-2015
and priority 3 in the period 2016-2020. The kilometres that had to be delimited were 10,103
in 2010, to which 8,092 would have to be added in 2015 and 7,005 in 2020 (which makes a
total of approximately 25,000 km).

Quantitative data

It was proposed to undertake the processes of recovery and putting into use of the routes in
an integral way, so that all the roads that were being delimited were immediately adapted for
the actions proposed in them. With this, it was intended that the use of the routes for the
proposed uses, in the shortest period of time, would help to guarantee their respect, since the
users themselves are the first interested in reporting any type of intrusion or impairment of
the functionalities created or promoted by the Administration.
Situation updated at 2018 (for more info on the typology of action please see footnote1:
•
•
•
•

2,153 files for demarcation were opened and 76% of those files have actually a final
judgment rendered by a competent body (=1,669 delimited livestock routes).
9,045 km of demarcated livestock tracks.
96.58% of Priority 1.
37.5% of the Andalusian Network.

Demarcation Action. Priority 1
-

Total Expected 9,857.00
Total Executed 9,045.00
Firm boundaries 6,620.00

FOCUS, OBJECTIVES AND OUTPUTS

Themes

Does the case study
address this theme?
(YES/NO)

1

If yes, how?
(max 750 characters for each theme)

The Plan for the Management and Recovery of Andalusian livestock routes defines the implementation of a series of administrative actions to
achieve the Plan's own objectives. These include a process of classification, demarcation and marking of livestock routes in the Andalusian
Autonomous Community since 1995.
Classification
The classification is an administrative act of a declarative nature, through which the existence of a livestock route, its name, the width of the layout
and other general physical characteristics of the road are determined.
To guarantee legal support in the restoration and maintenance of the Network, it is necessary that all its routes are classified.
Demarcation
Through the demarcation the limits of the cattle routes are defined, including the troughs, resting places, sheepfolds and other places associated
with livestock traffic, according to the approved classification.
This procedure is essential for the actual recovery of the livestock routes, and as a consequence, to define the practicable width to carry out the
restoration of the livestock routes according to their subsequent use.
Edging
Once the boundary is approved, the boundaries of the livestock route are physically determined by marking and are permanently marked on the
ground. Thus, the marking shows the limits and width of the livestock route through permanent landmarks (cairn).

The integration of livestock routes in the Territorial Planning Plan is
based on the active participation it provides in the articulation of
Andalusia, and specifically:

Spatial planning

•

For making possible the connection of the urban system with the
natural resources of the environment.

•

For contributing to the increase in the quality of life and social
well-being:

-

Serve as a containment of the occupation of rural, natural or
special patrimonial interest spaces.
Be an element that favours sustainable economic development.
Promote the diversification of the landscape.
Harmonise urban and rural activities in the territorial area.
Influence city planning, as a complementary element for the
incorporation of environmental considerations.

YES

-

Protection of environment
(e.g. biodiversity, water,
geomorphology, soil,
climate…)

YES

It favours the conservation of the transhumant practice and the
extensive livestock system that maintains and conserves different
habitats such as the meadows, steppe areas and high mountain
grasslands.

Protection/enhancement of
tangible cultural heritage
(e.g. historical paths,
archaeological sites,
architecture, terraces and
field systems…)

YES

Livestock roads favour:
-

the enhancement of the value of Cultural and Historical Heritage,
promoting craft products, etc

-

Serve as a containment of the occupation of rural, natural or
special patrimonial interest spaces

Protection/enhancement of
intangible cultural heritage
(e.g. historical route
networks, scenic views,
folklore, food, music…)

YES

Slow mobility (cycling
routes, trekking paths, etc.)

YES

Livestock roads make possible the connection of the urban system with
the natural resources of the environment.

YES

Livestock routes are an axis for rural development, by favouring the
population's fixation in degraded rural areas due to their high potential
for the development of socioeconomic activities, including nature
tourism, enhancing the value of Cultural and Historical Heritage,
promoting craft products, etc.

Economic development of
mountain & rural areas (e.g.
tourism, agro-food
production, agriculture,
livestock breeding…)

INVOLVEMENT OF STAKEHOLDERS
Actors involved

The Recovery and Management Plan for Livestock Routes of Andalusia was carried out by a
multidisciplinary team made up of biologists, geographers, engineers, lawyers and historians,
under the impulse and direction of the Office created for this purpose called the Office for the
Livestock Roads Plan, attached to the General Technical Secretariat.

Involvement procedures

No information available

Problems and challenges

The Plan for the Recovery of Public Routes in 2001 provided for the recovery of 17,398
kilometres of livestock routes in Andalusia in 2015. Although the Plan began to be

implemented with force in the first years, by September 2016 only 10,103 km had been
delimited. In other words, practically what should have been defined for 2010. In this context,
it is important to keep in mind that the total number of kilometres classified is 33,777.
The kilometres that had to be delimited were 10,103 in 2010, to which 8,092 would have to
be added in 2015 and 7,005 in 2020 (which makes a total of approximately 25,000 km). Of
course, the demarcation is a previous step to what is really the ultimate inalienable objective,
which is the recovery of the good ex officio and its proper maintenance and conservation.
The data provided by the Regional Ministry of Environment verify non-compliance with the
Plan since 2013 in the provinces of Córdoba, Huelva and Jaén; and generalised in the eight
provinces as of 2014 (0.24 kilometres in Granada and 3.2 km in Seville were delimited, in the
rest of the provinces there were no registered demarcation action). In 2015, 2016 and 2017
there is no news of any demarcation.
EXPECTED OR ACHIEVED EFFECTS
Description
Type of effect
(max 750 characters for each type)
The Regional Ministry of Environment and Territorial Planning has already demarcated in
Andalusia a total of 8,959 kilometers of livestock routes within the Plan developed by the
Board to recover these traditional roads - 89% of those classified as level 1 priority.
Effects on the environment
(e.g. restoration of habitats,
increased biodiversity,
climate change mitigation or
adaptation…)

Part of these resources have been destined to the maintenance of the Green Corridors
(Puertas Verdes/Green Gates), implemented in all Andalusian municipalities with more than
50,000 inhabitants (and 20.000 inhabitants later on), within the framework of the Green Gates
Program, which has allowed the creation of Free Space Systems in the agglomerations of
Andalusia.
These green infrastructures, after several years of implementation, required maintenance
tasks in order to guarantee the safety of the significant number of users who use these natural
itineraries on a daily basis, both for daily transport and for the practice of sports and leisure
activities.

Effects on immaterial,
cultural assets (e.g. cultural
landscape, scenic views,
folklore…)
Effects on material, cultural
assets (e.g. restoration of
historic artefacts or
buildings, restoration of
traditional terraces or
cultivation systems…)

Effects on social and
economic aspects (e.g. new
jobs, new enterprises…)

IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES

Livestock Routes Law of March 23, 1995, and the Plan for the Recovery of Public Routes
supposed a radical change with respect to the previous legislation. It is based on the
affirmation that livestock routes, beyond their livestock function, constitute a historical legacy
of capital interest, whose preservation must be guaranteed by the new functions and uses that
current legislation assigns to them.

As a consequence of the generation of extraordinary credits from the EAFRD Funds (closing of
the 2007-2014 framework), the Regional Ministry of the Environment and Spatial Planning
addressed actions aimed at the recovery of livestock routes, located in municipalities classified
as "disadvantaged" by the Andalusian Sustainable Rural Development Plan, with the aim of
providing them with an adequate and necessary green infrastructure for agricultural
communications, which contributed to the economic revitalisation of these most depressed
areas of Andalusia.

Financial resources

The programming of actions was established in three phases according to the levels of
importance defined for the Network. In this way, Priority 1 Network was scheduled to be
carried out in the period 2001-2010, priority 2 in the period 2011 -2015 and priority 3 in the
2016-2020 period. Total foreseen budget:
-

TOTAL 1st Phase 17,294,259,515 pts (103,940,506.07 euro)

-

TOTAL 2nd 8,749,696,015 pts (52,586,688.14 euro)

-

TOTAL 3rd 5,988,841,970 pts (35,993,635.03 euro)

As a previous step to the development of the works, the proposed uses were defined and
characterised as:
•

Traditional use: livestock transit and access to agricultural farms · Touristrecreational use: related to "rural tourism"

•

Ecological use: link of protected spaces, generators of biodiversity and corridors of
fauna and flora.

Actions:
•

Common actions: actions independent of the type of use assigned. It is about the
classification, delimitation, marking and recovery of the livestock routes that make
up each route, as administrative actions, and the signaling, cleaning and
regeneration, landscape, as generic actions.

•

Specific actions: concrete actions for each intended use.
-

Implementation procedures

-

-

In the cattle routes, it is worth mentioning the isolation of the livestock route, in the
event that the margin of the livestock route coincides with canals, roads or other
infrastructures, in order to avoid accidents; the restoration of livestock
infrastructures, such as: drinking troughs, resting places, sheepfolds, etc .; the
incorporation of punctual elements of passage that facilitate the transit of cattle;
plantations looking for shady areas, etc.
In tourist-recreational routes, the adaptation of the road is necessary to facilitate
leisure activities such as hiking on foot, by bicycle or on horseback; the installation
of light equipment for public use (bicycle parking, bike lanes and rest areas for the
latter); plantations in order to achieve a landscaping improvement and make more
attractive the use of livestock routes as walking routes, especially in urban settings.
In ecological routes, highlight the vegetable restoration, given the function to which
they are called to play.

The following works were subsequently carried out:
•
•
•
•
•

Elaboration of the work methodology: includes the selection, evaluation and
weighing of the variables of interest for the defined uses, as well as the
establishment of the procedure to be followed for data collection in the field.
Inventory: data collection on the defined variables. This work is carried out in parallel
with the elaboration of the methodology.
Analysis of the information and allocation of uses: study of the potential of livestock
routes to accommodate each of the proposed uses, and definition of priority routes
for action.
Data capture in the field: in order of priority, the necessary data is collected for the
recovery, restoration and application of the assigned uses on the roads.
Definition of the action and maintenance program: definition of the types of action
to be carried out based on the combination of the proposed use and the current
state of the roads.

•

In addition, the necessary maintenance is analysed and the proposed measures are
economically evaluated. These works were carried out on the classified livestock
routes and those that were in the classification process.

SUPPORTING INFORMATION

Images (pictures, graphics,
maps, charts, etc.)

References (including web
links)

Fondo documental de vías pecuarias de Andalucía (Documentary collection of livestock
routes in Andalusia)
Inventario de vías pecuarias en Andalucía (Inventory of livestock routes in Andalusia)
Mapa de vías pecuarias en Andalucía (Map of livestock routes in Andalusia)
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Responsible body/Promoter

Regional Ministry of Environment and Territorial Planning, Junta de Andalucía
(Andalusian Regional Government)

Location (region, locality)

ANDALUSIA

National or regional level policy/plan/strategy
Local level policy/plan/strategy
Study/research
Project
Other

This programme covers all citizens of the most densely populated Andalusian urban areas
and the neighbouring municipalities, points of cultural interest, university campuses,
peri-urban and metropolitan parks, among others, that pass through the green corridors.
Geographical area covered
Period 1 (municipalities with more than 50,000 inhabitants) 2004-2017: 30 green Gates
for 27 Andalusian municipalities with more than 50,000 inhabitants. Recovery of 765
kilometres that will benefit a total of 3.7 million inhabitants.
Year

Period 1 (municipalities with more than 50,000 inhabitants) 2004-2017
Period II (municipalities with more than 20,000 inhabitants) 2017-2020
The "Green Gates Program", drawn up by the Regional Ministry of the Environment and
Land Management of the Andalusian Government, is integrated into the Plan for the
Management and Recovery of Livestock Routes in Andalusia and consists of the design
of a network of green corridors in Andalusian urban centres with more than 20,000 /
50,000 inhabitants, generating a new countryside-city relationship through quality green
infrastructures that contribute to the creation of a true Metropolitan Green Space
System.

Summary description

Livestock routes, due to their configuration and network structure, constitute a useful
resource for a sustainable organisation of the territory, offering great possibilities for the
articulation and integration of points of territorial interest.
In short, livestock routes, which many could consider declining, represent not only an
important part of Andalusian heritage, but are also basic to contribute, through
compatible and complementary uses, to the fulfilment of social needs currently in
demand in our Autonomous Community.

Link with laws/regulations and
with other policies/
plans/strategies (if any)

The "Green Gates Program", drawn up by the Regional Ministry of the Environment and
Land Management of the Andalusian Government, is integrated into the Plan for the
Management and Recovery of Livestock Routes in Andalusia.
The Andalusian Territory Planning Plan (POTA) considers livestock routes as a linear
system called to fulfil important functions within the framework of the objectives of the
Regional Protection System, which considers the protection of cultural and natural

resources as a strategic action of regional interest, one of the essential characteristics
being to integrate the protection elements with each other until generating coherent
and interconnected networks.
All the actions included in the green Gates program are part of the master plan of the
European Green Network for the Mediterranean (Rever Med), hence its character
exceeds the regional one, acquiring transnational scale.

PROBLEMS AND NEEDS TARGETED

Problems

Needs

The main weakness facing this programme is related to the structuring and connection
of the territory, so that through the Green Gates Programme, access gates to the
countryside are opened in cities to decongest urban areas, promote sustainable mobility,
increase income from ecotourism in rural areas, and open natural corridors for
Andalusian fauna and flora. And in turn, contribute to sustainable and integrated socioeconomic development at the local or regional level, as well as sustainable rural
development and job creation.

•

To promote non-motorised mobility.

•

To contribute to the creation of true free space systems in cities.

•

To participate in the rehabilitation and landscape improvement of urban and
peri-urban environments currently deteriorated or trivialized.

•

To stop urban development expansion and avoid conurbation.

Period 1 (municipalities with more than 50,000 inhabitants) 2004-2017:
Quantitative data

-

30 green Gates for 27 Andalusian municipalities with more than 50,000 inhabitants
Recovery of 765 kilometres that benefit a total of 3.7 million inhabitants

FOCUS, OBJECTIVES AND OUTPUTS

Themes

Does
the
case study
address this
theme?

If yes, how?
(max 750 characters for each theme)

(YES/NO)

Spatial planning

YES

The Green Gates Program is fully integrated into regional policy through
synergies with the Plan for the Management and Recovery of Livestock
Routes in Andalusia, through which it will invest in the rehabilitation,
improvement and conditioning of livestock roads, the public heritage of
the Autonomous Community, to favour the contact of citizens with
nature and the management of the environmental environment,
effectively contributing to sustainable development, to the
improvement of the landscape and enhancement of the natural and
cultural heritage of our territory.
Likewise, with the General Plan for Sustainable Tourism of Andalusia
Horizon 2020, with which it is intended, among other aspects, to
implement a sustainable, viable, equitable and competitive tourism
development model that makes optimal use of available resources,

respectful of local values and spaces where tourism develops and that
guarantees territorial cohesion.

Protection of environment (e.g.
biodiversity,
water,
geomorphology, soil, climate…)

YES

Protection/enhancement
of
tangible cultural heritage (e.g.
historical paths, archaeological
sites, architecture, terraces and
field systems…)

YES

Protection/enhancement
of
intangible cultural heritage (e.g.
historical route networks, scenic
views, folklore, food, music…)

YES

Slow mobility (cycling routes,
trekking paths, etc.)

Economic
development
of
mountain & rural areas (e.g.
tourism, agro-food production,
agriculture, livestock breeding…)

YES

This set of Green Corridors supposes an important network of Green
Infrastructures that articulates the most densely populated urban areas
with the closest natural environment. With them the infrastructures
linked to the protection and sustainable use of natural heritage are
increased and improved, the sustainable use and knowledge of natural
heritage by citizens is increased, as well as the protection of natural
spaces and the biodiversity of the territory.

Set of Green Corridors and Green Gates that articulate the most densely
populated urban areas with their natural surroundings, with points of
cultural interest and with other relevant spaces such as university
campuses, peri-urban parks, metropolitan parks, etc.

These are infrastructures reserved for non-motorised movements,
which allow access from the cities to their immediate natural
environment on foot, by bicycle or even on horseback, providing an
alternative form of mobility to motorized transport, even for daily
movements.
The Green Gates program allows connecting the Andalusian urban
centres of more than 50,000 inhabitants with their immediate
surroundings, through non-motorised routes intended for the use of
citizens.

YES
This project aims to increase the percentage of tourists who carry out
activities related to nature observation during their visit, reaching a
value of 38.9% in 2023, compared to 33.9% of the reference value in
2013.

INVOLVEMENT OF STAKEHOLDERS
Actors involved

No information available

Involvement procedures

No information available

Problems and challenges

N/A

EXPECTED OR ACHIEVED EFFECTS
Description
Type of effect
(max 750 characters for each type)
Effects on the environment (e.g.
restoration of habitats, increased
biodiversity,
climate
change
mitigation or adaptation…)

Establishment of an important network of Green Infrastructures that creates a system of
free spaces in the cities included in the scope of action. This "Green Gates Program"
presents results to establish a new relationship between the city, increase the quality of

life of citizens, promote the practice of non-motorised sports activities, improve the
landscape in urban and port environments, and reduce emissions of CO2.
Effects on immaterial, cultural
assets (e.g. cultural landscape,
scenic views, folklore…)
Effects on material, cultural assets
(e.g. restoration of historic
artefacts or buildings, restoration
of
traditional
terraces
or
cultivation systems…)
Effects on social and economic
aspects (e.g. new jobs, new
enterprises…)

This programme impacts all citizens of the most densely populated urban areas and the
neighbouring municipalities, points of cultural interest, university campuses, peri-urban
and metropolitan parks, among others, that pass through the green corridors.

Tourist seasonality is broken and coverage with tourists increases throughout the year,
thus increasing the income derived from ecotourism in rural areas. The routes also unite
agricultural and livestock itineraries, helping to structure and connect the territory,
generating direct and indirect wages in the area's population.

IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES
19 million euros in the Green Gates program for municipalities with more than 50,000
inhabitants during the 2007-2017 period (an investment of € 71.5 M was planned and its
completion is scheduled for the end of 2008).
Financial resources
7 million euros for the design, adaptation and improvement of a network of green
corridors in these urban centres, for municipalities with more than 20,000 inhabitants.
Financed through Feder funds during the period 2017-2020.

Implementation procedures

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Land reclamation
Landscape restoration
Construction of bike lanes
Road conditioning
Cleaning
Signaling

SUPPORTING INFORMATION

Images (pictures, graphics, maps,
charts, etc.)

References (including web links)

Estado de los trabajos en Puertas Verdes (State of the Art on The Green Gates
Programme)
Portal del Programa Puertas Verdes (The Green Gates Programme Portal)
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Responsible body/Promoter

University of Trento (Italy), Newcastle University (UK)

Location (region, locality)

Val di Sole, Trentino, Italy

Geographical area covered

The main study area corresponds to an upland sector of approximately 2500 hectares

Year

2010 - ongoing

Summary description

The ALPES project uses the methods of landscape and environmental archaeology to study
human-environment interaction in an upland sector of the Italian Alps. The study area
corresponds to a high-mountain environment (1900-2700 m asl) in the Municipality of Mezzana
(Val di Sole, Autonomous Province of Trento). The project, started in 2010, has focused on two
upland valleys: Val Molinac and Val Poré. Here the research group, coordinated by Dr Francesco
Carrer (Newcastle University) and Prof Diego E. Angelucci (University of Trento), has carried out
archaeological surveys, to identify archaeological evidence of human presence. More than 100
dry-stone structures have been identified, and divided into 3 categories: rock-shelters, fairly
ephemeral and used by shepherds or hunters as temporary refuge; isolated huts, small dwelling
structures, primarily associated with hay-making; enclosures, large animal corrals, often
associated with a small dwelling structure. The enclosures turned out to be the most interesting
features. Following archaeological excavation, a large and compound enclosure has been dated
to the late-medieval period, although evidence of early-medieval and even late-prehistoric
occupation of the area has also been recorded. A smaller and less preserved enclosure has
recently provided evidence of a very early occupation (1800-1600 BC), although the functional
and chronological correlation between this prehistoric context and the enclosure needs to be
further assessed.

Link with laws/regulations
and with other policies/
plans/strategies (if any)

There is no regulatory and policy framework for this case study. The objectives are primarily
related to archaeological and palaeoecological research, and the promotion of local small-scale
tourism through dissemination events and open days.

National or regional level policy/plan/strategy
Local level policy/plan/strategy
Study/research
Project
Other

PROBLEMS AND NEEDS TARGETED

Problems

The general perception of high altitudes is of pristine natural landscapes, weakly affected by
the impact of human agency. But this perception is inaccurate. Indeed, the impact of farming
and other land-management strategies is more evident in other “less marginal” contexts. But
this does not mean that anthropogenic influence was less significant in these high mountain
landscapes. Pastoral activities have exploited mountain resources for thousands of years, and
by doing that they have transformed these resources. The treeline has been artificially
lowered, and constantly managed for millennia. Plant composition and soil development
have been influenced by livestock manure. And animal grazing and mobility have often
triggered soil erosion. Therefore, to understand and protect high mountain landscapes today,
we need to understand the complex history of human interaction with alpine/subalpine
ecosystems.

Needs

A more accurate knowledge of human occupation of the uplands is necessary. This requires
archaeological surveys, to record any the possible evidence of past human presence at high
altitude. Another important proxy comes from the study of soil. By studying soil dynamics,
and correlating them with archaeological evidence, we can understand whether the waxing

and waning of human occupation had a consequence on the development or erosion of soil.
In order to have a detailed perception of these phenomena, archaeological investigation and
soil analysis must move from the landscape to the site scale. Representative sites need to be
stratigraphically investigated, in order to understand how their development correlated with
the local environmental change and the aforementioned soil dynamics. Informatics (in
particular the use of GIS) provides a significant support, as all the relevant information can be
stored and analysed within a single digital platform.
Quantitative data

Quantitative data are not available yet, but one of the purposes of the project is to provide a
quantification of landscape change over time.

FOCUS, OBJECTIVES AND OUTPUTS
Themes

Does the case study
address this theme?
(YES/NO)

Spatial planning

NO

Protection of environment
(e.g. biodiversity, water,
geomorphology, soil,
climate…)

Protection/enhancement of
tangible cultural heritage
(e.g. historical paths,
archaeological sites,
architecture, terraces and
field systems…)

Protection/enhancement of
intangible cultural heritage
(e.g. historical route
networks, scenic views,
folklore, food, music…)

Slow mobility (cycling
routes, trekking paths, etc.)

Economic development of
mountain & rural areas (e.g.
tourism, agro-food
production, agriculture,
livestock breeding…)

If yes, how?
(max 750 characters for each theme)

YES

By studying past human-environment interaction we will be able to
assess how pastoral strategies have transformed the upland
landscapes during the Holocene. This will provide the ideal baseline to
discuss with decision makers how the knowledge of the past can
inform future policies. In particular, whether current land-use and
land-management strategies seem ecologically sustainable compared
to archaeologically inferred strategies.

YES

Most of the investigated structures in the area (rock-shelters, huts,
enclosures) are still visible, and represent key features in the local
landscape. One of the purposes of this project is to promote the
upland landscape of Val di Sole for their cultural and historical value,
beyond their obvious ecological importance. We aim to promote the
archaeological heritage of the study area by suggesting a series of
touristic itineraries, for hikers and local amateurs.

YES

The basecamp of the project is the small hamlet of Ortisé, at 1500 m
asl, close to the upland pastures of the study area. Most of the
villagers used to be farmers, and some of them are still practicing
farming activities. By interacting with the local communities,
discussing the results of our research and trying to understand their
seasonal farming practices, we would like to protect and promote
their traditional ecological knowledge, and to strengthen their
connection with their history and landscape, which feed their strong
local identity.

YES

By promoting touristic itineraries, this project might foster the
development of new trekking paths and hiking routes. Mountain
hiking is increasingly popular on this side of Val di Sole (less suitable
for ski resorts), and it is likely that this initiative will contribute to
accelerate the interest of specific groups of hikers for this area.

YES

By promoting touristic itineraries, cultural landscapes and the
preservation of traditional knowledge, this project will be beneficial
for the economy of the small hamlet of Ortisé. New initiatives,
organised by the village to promote the upland archaeological
landscapes among new visitors, seem to confirm that this is
considered by the local entrepreneurs as an initiative worth investing
on.

INVOLVEMENT OF STAKEHOLDERS
Actors involved

During the whole project there was a strong collaboration with local communities in the
hamlets of Ortisé and Menas, and with the Council of Mezzana, who provide in-kind support

to the project. Villagers, instead, not only provided useful information and support for the
project, but contributed to informing the early stages of the survey and complementing the
analysis of the historic landscape.

Involvement procedures

Stakeholders were engaged during informal meeting in public spaces (the local pub) or during
their work in the field or in the forest. Ethnographic information about traditional ecological
knowledge was collected during individual meetings in the houses of some relevant
stakeholders or during fieldwork. No formal focus groups or feedback meetings have been
organised, although this is a plan for future research campaigns more focused on the
community involvement.

Problems and challenges

No specific problems or difficulties were experienced during the collection of ethnographic
information and other types of engagement of members of local communities.

EXPECTED OR ACHIEVED EFFECTS
Description
(max 750 characters for each type)

Type of effect
Effects on the environment
(e.g. restoration of habitats,
increased biodiversity,
climate change mitigation
or adaptation…)

Promotion of farming and non-farming activities that guarantee a sustainable management
of the area, based on the identification of past sustainable and unsustainable strategies.
Identification of the areas more affected by intensive pastoral exploitation, and the
consequences of long-term grazing on vegetation cover and soil

Effects on immaterial,
cultural assets (e.g. cultural
landscape, scenic views,
folklore…)

Preservation of traditional ecological knowledge, particularly that connected with the
exploitation of high-altitude environments.
Promotion of upland landscape, as critical asset for local communities, from their identity as
much as their economy

Effects on material, cultural
assets (e.g. restoration of
historic artefacts or
buildings, restoration of
traditional terraces or
cultivation systems…)

Promotion of the archaeological sites (dry stone structures) identified at high altitude in the
study area
Monitoring the degradation of abandoned pre-modern structures. Producing a visual record
of these structure (3D photogrammetry) before they collapse.

Effects on social and
economic aspects (e.g. new
jobs, new enterprises…)

Promotion of cultural tourism in this area of Val di Sole

IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES

Financial resources

The ALPES project is carried out with internal funding of the University of Trento and
Newcastle University, complemented by a small contribution of the Italian Alpine Club (CAI).
In 2015, the team got awarded a substantial LEADER project grant by the Local Action Group
(GAL) of Val di Sole. This grant was used to fund the fieldwork project, archive research, and
to publish two volumes: a scientific edited volume, with the results of the first 5 years of the
project, and a booklet for public dissemination.

Implementation procedures

Not applicable

SUPPORTING INFORMATION
Images (pictures, graphics,
maps, charts, etc.)

All the following pictures and maps are reproduced from the volume Angelucci & Carrer 2015
(see publications below)

Fig. 1: Map of the study area

Fig. 2: Val Molinac, from south (Photo D.E. Angelucci)

Fig. 3: An example of historic hut, abandoned towards the end of the 20th century (Photo M.
Rapanà)

Fig. 4: A rock-shelter in Val Molinac (Photo M. Rapanà)

Fig. 5: Archaeological excavation within the medieval livestock enclosure.

Fig. 6: Archaeological excavation of a possibly early-medieval hut (Photo F. Cavulli)
Web site
https://r1.unitn.it/alpes/
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Responsible body/Promoter

University of York (UK), Newcastle University (UK)

Location (region, locality)

Monregalese, Province of Cuneo, Piedmont, Italy; Parc National des Ecrins, PACA, France

Geographical area covered

The study area corresponds to an upland sector of approximately 3000 hectares

Year

2013 – 2015

Summary description

The EthWAL project aims at understanding how changes in pastoral practices contributed to
changing the character of mountain landscapes during the last three centuries. This will enable
us to understand how modernity and capitalistic economy have radically transformed not only
pastoral practices that we still regard as traditional, but also landscapes that we still largely
perceive as marginal and pristine. The outcomes of this project will also provide an interesting
ethnoarchaeological analogue for interpreting the material evidence of pastoral practices and
their relationship with mountain ecosystems.
The EthWAL project compares two study areas. One is the Val Maudagna (Italy), an
economically marginal sector of the Maritime Alps where small-scale pastoralism has been
characterised by the same strategies till the end of the 1990s, producing and maintaining a very
specific and unique upland landscape. The second is the Vallée de Freissinieres (France), which
has seen a really early phase of intensification of pastoral activities, followed by an abrupt
collapse between the late 19th and the 20th century. These two areas share ecological and
geological similarities, but different histories of land managements have created two very
different landscapes.
The project integrates methods of landscape archaeology, spatial analysis, ethnoarchaeology
and historical ecology, to produce a comparative narrative and enable generalisations, to be
used for the development of policy advice and the promotion of local historic landscapes.

Link with laws/regulations
and with other policies/
plans/strategies (if any)

Maudagna: there’s no regulatory plan in place. The veterinary office of Mondovi (Cuneo) looks
after the exploitation of the area by cattle-herders and shepherds.
Freissinieres: the Parc des Ecrins (which this study area is part of) has a conservation policy
which includes the exclusion of motorised vehicles from the protected areas (there are no
proper roads that reach the upland sector, and all the monitoring is done by foot, with the
support of donkeys and a helicopter). Some areas of the park are subjected to “wilderness”
regulations, which prevent any human activity. In other parts (including Freissinieres),
transhumant pastoralism is still allowed, and constantly monitored. No open fires and no
camping are permitted within the area of the park. Tourism is regulated, to protect wildlife
and plant biodiversity.

National or regional level policy/plan/strategy
Local level policy/plan/strategy
Study/research
Project
Other

PROBLEMS AND NEEDS TARGETED

Problems

The last five or six decades have triggered profound transformations to pastoral practices.
Vallée of Freissinieres experienced a rapid depopulation in the 1960s, followed by the
inclusion of their “natural” upland landscapes into the Parc des Ecrins in the 1970s. At the
end of the 1990s, new health and safety regulation for dairy productions, led to profound
transformations of the small-scale dairy industry in Val Maudagna. The general perception
was that the socio-economical phenomena of the 20th century were unprecedented, and
caused the loss of a precious “traditional” world, immutable for hundreds or thousands of

years. To prevent this loss, pre-industrial practices were rediscovered and promoted. But
there was a significant flaw in this requalification of tradition and traditional landscapes: the
assumption of their immutability. Pastoral practices and their landscapes were perceived as a
linear process of adaptation to a hostile environment, rather than the result of historical
dynamics, inherently discontinuous.

Needs

In order to debunk the myth of an immobile past, historical and archaeological research is
necessary. A thorough analysis of the correlations between macro-economic processes or
major socio-political upheaval and transformations in the subsistence of the agro-pastoral
groups of the Western Alps, might show whether mountain communities were immune to
the transformations occurred during the transition to modernity. The study of mountain
landscape using a landscape archaeology approach (recording abandoned and active
landscape features and identifying spatio-temporal patterns) enables upland transformations
to be correlated with the same historical processes. Historical ecology can be used to assess
the impact of these changes on vegetation. This multi-proxy evaluation highlights that
mountain economies and landscapes have transformed over time, and not exclusively in the
last decades. Besides, the methods and inferences produced by this approach can provide
useful insights for understanding similar processes happened in other historical periods, for
which we have got less detailed historical (and archaeological) records.

Quantitative data

This research was mostly qualitative. However, some quantitative data have been produced
for the analysis of a pastoral hut in Maudagna. Here the distribution of objects on the floor
has been analysed with sophisticated tools of spatial statistics, providing an important
methodological and theoretical reference for understanding the use of domestic space in
mountain environments and unravelling depositional and post-depositional formation
processes in seasonal contexts.

FOCUS, OBJECTIVES AND OUTPUTS
Themes

Does the case study
address this theme?
(YES/NO)

Spatial planning

NO

If yes, how?
(max 750 characters for each theme)

YES

The use of cartographic regression and interviews, integrated with
palaeobotanical data, to investigate transformations in land-use and
land-cover in the last 3 centuries, provide important information on
ecological dynamics that can be used for informing future
environmental plans. Collaborations with local policy makers (councils
and park) during the project facilitates the dissemination of data and
recommendations among relevant decision makers.

YES

The methodological core of this project is the use of landscape
archaeology methods to record and analyse the transformation of
settlement patterns at high altitude, during the last three centuries.
By mapping seasonal structures in the two study areas, and by
assessing their complex history of use and abandonment, this project
will provide important information for the protection and promotion
of rural heritage.

Protection/enhancement of
intangible cultural heritage
(e.g. historical route
networks, scenic views,
folklore, food, music…)

YES

By recording traditional pastoral practices in the two study areas,
through interviews and participant observation, this project will
promote the conservation of activities and strategies threatened by
depopulation, demographic change and economic processes. The
investigation of the historical roots of some of these practices will
contribute to reviving the interest of local stakeholders and attracting
the attention of other relevant subjects (including tourists and
decision makers)

Slow mobility (cycling
routes, trekking paths, etc.)

YES

Slow mobility in the Parc des Ecrins area is already promoted by the
park, and will only be complemented by the initiatives of this project.

Protection of environment
(e.g. biodiversity, water,
geomorphology, soil,
climate…)

Protection/enhancement of
tangible cultural heritage
(e.g. historical paths,
archaeological sites,
architecture, terraces and
field systems…)

In Maudagna, instead, new itineraries for tourists and community
members interested in pastoralism and cultural landscapes can be
promoted. These itineraries can take advantage of the existing
network of hiking paths in the area, which is well maintained
although not significantly exploited for touristic purposes. This
research will provide the historical and archaeological background for
the development of hiking routes connected to local heritage.
Economic development of
mountain & rural areas (e.g.
tourism, agro-food
production, agriculture,
livestock breeding…)

YES

The promotion of cultural hiking in Maudagna will boost summer
tourism in an area where winter tourism is heavily threatened by
climate change. This, in turn, will be extremely beneficial for local
touristic infrastructures and activities. The study of historic dairy
farming (se called “gias” system) in the area might also have a
positive influence on local agro-pastoral industry.

INVOLVEMENT OF STAKEHOLDERS
Actors involved

For Maudagna we involved different actors from local communities (including retired and
active shepherds and cattle herders) as well as civil servants (like the head of the veterinary
office of Mondovi) and policy makers (mayor of local villages and city council of Mondovi)
For Freissinieres, we involved the authorities of the Parc des Ecrins, who helped us engaging
local farmers and herders, retired and still active.

Involvement procedures

For Maudagna, local actors were involved individually and informally, and helped shaping the
research since the beginning, by providing critical advice and information. Public outreach
events were also organised in collaboration with these stakeholders, and provided important
feedback on the results and new keys of interpretation.
For Freissinieres the involvement of local actors was primarily through park’s rangers and
other authorities. Informal engagement was also established with villagers. Interviews
carried out at the end of the fieldwork, contributed to a more solid interpretation of
archaeological and historical data.

Problems and challenges

There was no particular problem during the stakeholder engagement in Maudagna. On the
other hand, involvement of local actors in Freissinieres was quite problematic for two
reasons. The first is the demographics: a rapid depopulation affected the area towards the
end of the 20th century, and most of the members of the local communities are new
immigrants, and have no connections with the local landscape and traditional activities. The
second is the language. Although the PIs of the project (Carrer and Walsh) speak French, the
local dialect forced them to recruit a translator. This enabled them to acquire relevant
information but prevented them to develop a connection with local stakeholders.

EXPECTED OR ACHIEVED EFFECTS
Description
(max 750 characters for each type)

Type of effect

Effects on the environment
(e.g. restoration of habitats,
increased biodiversity,
climate change mitigation
or adaptation…)

Maudagna:

Identification of the effect of the recent collapse of dairy farming on biodiversity in
the most and least intensively exploited areas

Assessment of the ecological advantages of protecting the historical pastoral
system (so called “gias” system)

Prediction of the effect of the total collapse of the “gias” system
Freissinieres:

Long-term assessment of the negative environmental impact of intensive pastoral
strategies on upland pastures as much as lowland meadows

Long-term assessment of the negative environmental impact of un-manged rewilding of mid and high altitudes

The possible advantages of high-altitude hay-making and small-scale pastoralism
for biodiversity and soil protection

Effects on immaterial,
cultural assets (e.g. cultural

Maudagna:

landscape, scenic views,
folklore…)



Evidence of the historical roots and cultural relevance of traditional pastoralism
(“gias” system)

Promotion of the value of historic character of upland landscapes for tourism and
for the protection of local identity
Freissinieres:

Rethinking the economic, social and cultural role of transhumance for local
communities, and how this can rebuild local identity, perturbated by depopulation
and cult of upland wilderness

Effects on material, cultural
assets (e.g. restoration of
historic artefacts or
buildings, restoration of
traditional terraces or
cultivation systems…)

Maudagna:

Abandoned dry stone huts in the uplands are now protected by the local councils,
as part of the rural heritage of the area

Some huts have recently been renovated, rather than been put down and replaced
by more modern dwelling structures
Freissinieres:

The record of abandoned structures produced in this project provides a valuable
database for monitoring the degradation of these structures and planning possible
renovation works

Some of the recorded structures are ephemerally used by hikers (since tent
camping in the area is forbidden). The new record and GIS mapping provide a
useful tool for hikers who are planning long excursions and require a shelter.

Effects on social and
economic aspects (e.g. new
jobs, new enterprises…)

Maudagna:

A leaflet with a short explanation of the history of one of the investigated huts,
complemented by an itinerary to get from the nearest hostel (rifugio) to the hut,
was printed in 1000 copies and distributed to the local council, shops and the
hostel itself. This initiative was aimed at stimulating cultural tourism in the area.

IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES
Financial resources

The project was funded by the EU Marie Curie Actions scheme. This scheme provided a salary
for the researcher (Carrer) and approximately 30,000€ to carry out the research and produce
outputs.

Implementation procedures

Not applicable

SUPPORTING INFORMATION

Images (pictures, graphics,
maps, charts, etc.)

Fig. 1: The two study areas: Maudagna (a) and Freissinieres (b). (from Carrer et al. 2020 Hum.
Ecology)

Fig. 2: an example of abandoned dry-stone hut in Freissinieres. (credits F. Carrer)

Fig. 3: An abandoned rock-shelter in Freissinieres. (credits F. Carrer)

Fig. 4: The only structure still in use in Freissinieres: the hut currently occupied by the
transhumant shepherd. (credits F. Carrer)

Fig. 5: A recently abandoned pastoral hut in Maudagna. (credits F. Carrer)

Fig. 6: A pastoral hut in Maudagna, possibly abandoned in the first half of the 20th century.
(credits G. Dulbecco)

Fig. 7: The transhumant shepherd in Freissinieres. (credits K. Walsh)

Fig. 8: One of the public outreach events held in Val Maudagna. (credits G. Dulbecco)
Blogs:
http://ethwalproject.blogspot.com/
http://frabosasottanaonline.blogspot.com/2013/07/progetto-di-ricerca-ethwal-relativo.html
Publications:
Carrer F., Walsh K. & Mocci F. 2020. Ecology, economy and upland landscapes:
Transformations of human-environment interaction in the Alps during the transition to
modernity. Human Ecology, 48: 69-84
Carrer F. 2017. Interpreting intra-site spatial patterns in seasonal contexts: an
ethnoarchaeological case-study from the western Alps. Journal of Archaeological Method and
Theory 24: 303-327.
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National or regional level policy/plan/strategy
Local level policy/plan/strategy
Study/research
Project
Other

Responsible body/Promoter

Apulia Region – State property and regional assets Section

Location (region, locality)

Apulia

Geographical area covered

The case study covers around 6,000 hectares of drover roads of regional property.

Year

2019

Summary description

The Spatial Framework of Apulian Drover Roads is a regional-level instrument that identifies,
classifies and defines the boundaries of the regional drover roads network, underpinning the
definition of the protection and enhancement actions to undertake to achieve a sustainable
development and a mindful use of the regional territory. The Framework identifies 3 categories
of drover roads:
A) those (n. 64) whose original assets are well preserved or can be restored, to be preserved
and enhanced due to their historical, archaeological and tourist value;
B) those (n. 13) suitable to fulfil public needs, to be transferred free of charge to Local
Authorities;
C) those (n. 1) having undergone permanent alterations (including development) and thus
irreparably compromised, to be alienated to interested private subjects.
The definition of the Framework underwent 3 main phases:
1) Localization and definition of the boundaries of the historic drover roads network and
construction of a GIS knowledge base:
 Analysis and overlaying of historic maps for identifying and geo-referencing the main
elements characterizing the drover roads system
 Analysis of interconnections between the network and spatial planning instruments in force;
 Survey and study of archaeological, landscape, architectural, anthropological and
agronomical elements/aspects linked to transhumance;
2) Quantitative and qualitative analysis
3) Final classification of drover roads
The Framework does not go into depth in the analysis of single drover roads, this being the
objective of future Local Enhancement Plans defined by the involved Local Authorities.

Link with laws/regulations
and with other policies/
plans/strategies (if any)

The Framework – approved by the Apulia Regional Government with Decision n. 256/2019 – is
the first step of a wider planning process regulated by Regional Law n. 4/2014. This Law (art. 3)
classifiesdrover roads as “a monument of the economic and social history of the Apulian
territory involved in seasonal migration of cattle, and an archaeological evidence of settlements
dating back to various ages” and transfers their administrative functions to the Regional
authority. The planning process foresees, after the Framework, other 2 steps: the preparation
of an Enhancement Document by the Region, and the elaboration and implementation of Local
Enhancement Plans by the involved Local Authorities. This planning process is preparatory to
the establishment of the “Apulian Drover roads Park” that will include those parts of the
network that mostly deserve protection and enhancement.
The Framework used as a reference a series of plans and studies already implemented (such as
the Network of Soft Mobility, ISPRA’s Nature Map, and the Regional Landscape Plan), sharing
their objectives in terms of protection, enhancement, rehabilitation and restoration of Apulian

landscapes. It also updates the knowledge framework of the Regional Landscape Plan and takes
into account the “Drover road municipal plans” already in force (according to Regional Law n.
29/2003), updating them when necessary.

PROBLEMS AND NEEDS TARGETED

Problems

In Apulia region, since the XIX century, the diffusion of intensive, highly specialized cultivation
(especially cereals, grapevines and olives), the increase of population in plains, the growing
urbanization and building of infrastructure has threatened the integrity of drover roads,
compromising their visibility and agro-ecological value.
Historic architectural elements linked to transhumance are often, nowadays, isolated and
dilapidated, while paths once highly structured and visible are now hardly recognizable and
indistinctively incorporated in the modern infrastructure system (road networks, etc.),
especially in urban areas.

Needs

 Accurate mapping and analysis of the historic drover roads network, to provide a coordinated
and evidence-based reference framework for local enhancement actions
 Restoration of the continuity of the drover roads network and of their ecological and
landscape values as “green infrastructures” connecting natural and agro-environmental
areas, and aggregating geographically and economically disadvantaged areas
 Restoration and reconnection of historic elements (both architectural and archaeological)
along drover roads

Quantitative data

Not available

FOCUS, OBJECTIVES AND OUTPUTS
Themes

Spatial planning

Protection of
landscape/environment
(e.g. biodiversity, water,
geomorphology, soil, scenic
views, historic landscapes,
etc.)

Protection/enhancement of
tangible cultural heritage
(e.g. archaeological sites,
historical routes,
architecture…)
Protection/enhancement of
intangible cultural heritage
(e.g. folklore, food, music…)

Does the case study
address this theme?
(YES/NO)

If yes, how?
(max 750 characters for each theme)

YES

In order to assess the feasibility of the enhancement of the drover roads
network, the Framework was overlaid with the planning instruments in
force: the Nature Map (by ISPRA, the National Institute for the
protection of nature), the regional Landscape Plan, the project of the
Regional Ecological Network, the municipal drover roads plans (where
existing). Moreover, the strategic enhancement orientations contained
in planning instruments were included among the criteria considered
for the qualitative analysis of the drover roads network.

YES

When elaborating the Framework, the agro-ecological features of the
drover roads network were considered, in order to identify those areas
whose environmental value can justify protection, rehabilitation and
enhancement actions (aimed i.e. to reconnect natural and agricultural
areas within an Ecological Network). An agro-biotope map was
prepared, paying special attention to permanent pastures, grasslands,
garrigues and scrubs, as well as to areas where traditional farming
practices are prevalent (“complex heterogeneous agricultural mosaic”)
and protected natural areas. The hydro-geomorphological structure was
investigated as well, highlighting the link between the morphological
features of the Apulian region and the development of the
transhumance-related economy.

YES

When elaborating the Framework, an assessment and survey of the
historic heritage linked to the drover roads network was performed, by
overlaying historic maps. The study regarded both perceptive values
(panoramic viewpoints, scenic routes, visual cones) and the structure of
settlements and cultural sites linked to transhumance practices.

YES

The anthropological structure was included among the criteria
considered for the qualitative analysis of the drover roads network,
considering the network itself as an expression of local collective
identity embedding shared values, practices and rituals. The analytic

model took into consideration the incidence of qualitative factors linked
to the pastoral world, such as the presence of places of worship, the
transmission of founding myths, the presence of material culture
objects collected in ethnographic museums, of traditional food heritage,
as well as the persistence of economic/productive activities showing at
least an ideal continuity with pastoral traditions.
Slow mobility (cycling
routes, trekking paths, etc.)

YES

The Framework took into account the prescriptions of the Regional
Landscape Plan regarding the infrastructures for soft mobility, by
overlaying them with both the drover roads network and the Natura
2000 network.

Economic development of
mountain & rural areas (e.g.
tourism, agro-food
production, agriculture,
livestock breeding…)

YES

The preparation of the Framework included a mapping of the livestock
and dairy businesses linked to transhumance practices in the region.

INVOLVEMENT OF STAKEHOLDERS

Actors involved

 Apulia Region: approves regional-level planning instruments regarding drover roads (Spatial
Framework and Enhancement Document); manages the state property included in the drover
roads network
 Scientific Committee (composed by Polytechnic university of Bari, University of Foggia,
Province of Foggia, Superintendence authorities for the Archival, Architectural,
Archaeological and Landscape Heritage): provided regional officers with methodological and
technical-scientific indications, ensured coordination and monitoring of the operational
activities aimed at the preparation of the Spatial framework.
 InnovaPuglia (in-house company of Apulia Region working in the field of digital innovation):
provided technical support to regional officers in charge of the preparation of the Spatial
framework
 Local authorities (Municipalities and their associations): took part in the process of
classification of the droves network by preparing observations and/or integrative proposals
to the draft Spatial framework; approve the Local enhancement plans for specific parts of the
network; control the integrity and conservation of regional droves; check for violations and
collect sanctions
 Other subjects working in the field of the protection and promotion of the environmental,
cultural and ethno-anthropological heritage of the areas to be enhanced: prepared
observations and/or integrative proposals to the draft Spatial framework

Involvement procedures

The preparation of the document was carried out by the regional offices, supported by the
Scientific Committee appointed by the Region and by InnovaPuglia. The preparation procedure
embedded (according to Regional Law n. 4/2013) a specific phase for the acquisition of
observations and proposals by involved Municipalities and other interested subjects, within 60
days after the publication of the draft Framework on official channels. After the approval of the
final version of the document by the Regional Authority, the Municipalities have the role to
implement it by drafting, approving and executing Local Enhancement Plans for single sections
of the drover roads network, in line with the contents of the Framework.

Problems and challenges

Information not available

EXPECTED OR ACHIEVED EFFECTS
Type of effect

Description
(max 750 characters for each type)

Environmental/landscape
(e.g. restoration of habitats,
effective protection of
historic landscapes…)

 Restoration of habitats linked to pastoral activities, such as grasslands
 Protection of traditional agro-ecosystems and rural landscapes
 Reconnection between natural and agricultural areas, according to a distributed ecological
network model

Cultural (e.g. restoration of

 Preservation and restoration of architectural elements such as posts, taverns, chapels,

historic artefacts, promotion
of folkloric assets…)

Social/economic (e.g. new
jobs, new enterprises…)

bridges, towers, castles, fountains, mills, etc.
 Promotion of ethnographic museums in involved Municipalities
 Strengthening of local communities’ identity and ownership
 Promotion of rural products linked to sheep breeding and of the related gastronomy, and
consequently of small-sized companies working in milk and wool processing, restaurants, etc.
 Propulsion of rural proximity tourism (also linked to cycling mobility)

IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES

Financial resources

The Framework does not provide information on funding; however, it does not include concrete
actions to be implemented for the enhancement of the drover roads network either. The
quantification of the resources needed for the implementation of such actions must be included
in the Local Enhancement Plans that will be drafted by Local Authorities as local-level tools to
actually implement the Framework.

Implementation procedures

The planning process regarding the drover roads network is structured in 3 phases:
1) The Region defines the Spatial Framework (the present case study), defining boundaries,
classification and zoning of drover roads
2) The Region issues a Regional Enhancement Document, defining objectives, guidelines, criteria
and procedures for the preparation of Local Enhancement Plans.
3) Municipalities (single or associated) prepare Local Enhancement Plans containing:
a) Identification of areas for infrastructure or equipment for collective use, to improve the
fruition of the Regional Drover Roads Park
b) Survey of artefacts representing evidences of transhumance phenomena
c) Actions to restore and enhance the elements listed at points a) and b), as well as the
modalities and forms of their use and management for social purposes
d) Indication of the activities that are compatible with the Park’s conservation and
enhancement objectives, as well as the ways to promote them
e) Education actions aimed at raising awareness on environmental protection issues, as well
as on the need to preserve typical transhumance elements
f) Quantification of resources needed for implementing the above-mentioned actions.

SUPPORTING INFORMATION
Images (pictures, graphics,
maps, charts, etc.)

Not available

References (including web
links)

Regione Puglia, “Quadro di assetto dei tratturi di Puglia – Una risorsa per il futuro: verso la
valorizzazione della rete tratturale attraverso la progettazione condivisa”, 2019
Deliberazione della Giunta Regionale 15 febbraio 2019, n. 256 “Legge Regionale n. 4/2013,
Testo Unico delle disposizioni in materia di demanio armentizio, artt. 6 e 7. - Approvazione del
Quadro di Assetto dei Tratturi”, Bollettino Ufficiale della Regione Puglia - n. 31 suppl. 19-3-2019
http://sit.puglia.it/portal/portale_pianificazione_regionale/assetto_tratturi
http://webapps.sit.puglia.it/freewebapps/QuadroAssettoTratturiApprovato/index.html
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Degree thesis by Simona Di Crescenzo: Contribution for the revision of the “Drover
Road Framework Plan” of the Municipality of Rosciano
(“Tratturo Bene comune territoriale. Contributi alla revisione del Piano Quadro
Tratturi nel Comune di Rosciano (PE)”)

GENERAL INFORMATION

Type of case study


X
X
X


Responsible
body/Promoter

Università degli Studi G. D’Annunzio – Chieti-Pescara

Location (region,
locality)

Rosciano (PE), Abruzzo, Italy

Geographical area
covered

14.36 sq. km, distributed among seven municipalities: Cepagatti, Rosciano, Nocciano, Cugnoli,
Alanno, Pietranico, Corvara

Year

2016-2017

Summary description

National or regional level policy/plan/strategy
Local level policy/plan/strategy
Study/research
Project
Other

The project is focused on the foothills and mountains of the province of Pescara (Abruzzo, Central
Italy). This territorial district is shared among seven municipalities crossed by the L'Aquila-Foggia
sheep-track: Rosciano, Cepagatti, Nocciano, Cugnoli, Alanno, Pietranico, Corvara. Along the
network of sheep-tracks and minor paths that crosses these municipalities we find important
landscape, historical and archaeological values related to the transhumance culture. In 2011 an
agreement – promoted by the Municipality of Rosciano and the local Superintendence – was
signed by the 7 mentioned villages, to favour the cultural and tourist enhancement of the Tratturo
Magno and of the minor sheep-tracks. It is possible to consider the sheep tracks as "Territorial
Common Goods", object of interest of the local communities because they are linked to the
exercise of common rights. We can define them as places and spaces, interested by possible
community practices, resource and opportunity of intervention for the territorial regeneration of
marginal inland territories, through the reconnection of these environments with the highly
developed coastal regions. The defined methodology is based on the idea of the territory as a
“stratification of elements linked to its nature and use”. These elements have two distinct “souls”:
they are defined either as physical and material – tangible – or as intangible elements, belonging
to the sphere of history and memory of places. These elements, in different ways, determine the
identity of a territory. The objective of the project is the definition of shared strategies of
sustainable development that could represent pilot interventions within a wider national strategy
dedicated to marginal mountainous areas, even using multimedia tools, instruments and
applications.
The methodology is organized into 5 phases:
1) Soil study on cadastral basis; study of soils on the basis of the Regional Technical Map;
2) Study of Historical Sources, archaeological data, “Reintegre” (1651,1712,1810);
3) Transcription from open data source: Landscape Plan currently in force (“Piano
Paesistico”, 2004) and “Carta dei Luoghi e dei Paesaggi” (CLeP) of the new Landscape
Plan under development (“Piano Paesaggistico”, 2009)
4) field surveying, use of digital techniques (Locus Map, Google Earth, etc.)

Link with
laws/regulations and

The sheep-tracks in Abruzzo are protected by specific laws:
1) D.M. 23 marzo 1980;

with other policies/
plans/strategies (if any)

2)
3)

D.M. 22 dicembre 1983, “Linee guida in materia di tutela e utilizzo dei tratturi
d’Abruzzo, sottoposti a tutela con D.M. 22 dicembre 1983”;
Artt. 21-22 D. Lgs. 42/2004;

Drover Road Framework Plans (Piani Quadro Tratturi, PQT) – Some municipalities whose
territories are crossed by sheep-tracks have defined the “Piani Quadro Tratturi” in collaboration
with the local Superintendences. PQTs are very important tools in the field of territorial planning,
aimed, on the one hand, at protecting the rights of those citizens interested in the sheep-tracks
and, on the other hand, at preserving the historical nature of the sheep-tracks. The plans provide
rules that allow the use of the sheep-tracks areas, giving clear technical indications. PQT can
therefore represent an economic impulse for specific economic activities. The main objectives
are: a) the conservation and improvement of the visibility and legibility of the routes; b) the
possibility to allow a reuse compatible with the landscape and the historical-archaeological
heritage. Based on PQT provisions, enhancement interventions are allowed; itineraries and
stations of historical, archaeological and naturalistic interest; interventions that do not involve
soil alteration (authorized by the local Superintendence).
PQT – Rosciano: approved by the “Soprintendenza per i Beni archeologici dell’Abruzzo” – Chieti,
note n. 2897 5.6.1999.
Internal Areas – The National Strategy for Internal Areas is defined by the Partnership Agreement
with Italy 2014-2020 (“Accordo di Partenariato con l'Italia 2014-2020”), a document prepared by
Italy and approved by the European Commission that defines strategies, methods and priorities
for spending resources co-financed by the European Structural and Investment Funds (EIF Funds)
for the 2014-2020 programming cycle. “Internal areas” are identified by the Agreement as those
territories significantly distant from the “nodes” offering essential services (education, health and
mobility), based on an accessibility indicator calculated in terms of minutes of travel from the
nearest node (service offering centre). The internal areas are subdivided into intermediate areas,
peripheral areas and ultra-peripheral areas, representing about 53% of Italian municipalities
(4,261) and 23% of the Italian population according to the latest census, equal to over 13.5 million
inhabitants, and more than 60% of the national territory.
https://www.reterurale.it/flex/cm/pages/ServeBLOB.php/L/IT/IDPagina/19850/UT/systemPrint

PROBLEMS AND NEEDS TARGETED
It is not possible to get access to the local regulations (PQT) via web.

Problems

The majority of the problems are related with the preservation of the sheep-tracks, not in use at
least since the first half of the XX Century. The L’Aquila-Foggia sheep-track (Tratturo Magno),
which crosses several villages and small towns along its route – among which the seven chosen
municipalities – is strongly affected by the modern anthropic impact. Several sectors of this sheeptrack are lost, covered by modern roads, buildings and infrastructures. It is therefore often difficult
to map and even to recognize its borders and its path, making the definition of protection
strategies very complex.

Needs

It would be necessary to create a multimedia platform (e.g. in an open source GIS environment),
able to correlate in real time geographical, cartographic, historical, archaeological, environmental
and ethnographic data, with the aim of returning the path on geo-referenced cartography,
associating it to multiple interpretative layers. Such a tool should network different public (State
Archives, Superintendences, Museums, Regions, Provinces, Municipalities, Universities) and
private (non-profit foundations, archives, cultural associations, etc.) databases.
It would also be appropriate to raise the awareness of the local population through the definition
of specific cognitive programmes, aimed at spreading knowledge of the pastoral culture, of the
sheep-tracks’ network, described as a possible economic and social resource. Knowledge,
combined with a greater awareness and the possibility of using easily accessible multimedia tools,
could contribute to the development of marginal internal areas, such as the territory considered
within the project.

Quantitative data

e.g. agricultural surface per inhabitant:

Rosciano: < 1 ha
Cepagatti: < 1 ha
Nocciano: < 1 ha
Cugnoli: < 1 ha
Alanno: < 1 ha
Pietranico: between 1 and < 2 ha
Corvara: between 2 and < 3 ha
e.g. population density per sq.km:
Rosciano: > 30 and < = 50
Cepagatti: > 200
Nocciano: > 100 and < = 200
Cugnoli: > 50 and < = 100
Alanno: > 100 and < = 200
Pietranico: > 30 and < = 50
Corvara: < = 30
e.g. people over 65:
Rosciano: > 35 and < = 40 %
Cepagatti: < = 25 %
Nocciano: < = 25 %
Cugnoli: < = 25 %
Alanno: < = 25 %
Pietranico: > 30 and < = 35 %
Corvara: > 35 and < = 40 %

FOCUS, OBJECTIVES AND OUTPUTS
Themes

Spatial planning

Protection of
environment (e.g.
biodiversity, water,
geomorphology, soil,
climate…)
Protection/enhancemen
t of tangible cultural
heritage (e.g. historical
paths, archaeological
sites, architecture,
terraces and field
systems…)

Does the case study
address this theme?
(YES/NO)

If yes, how?
(max 750 characters for each theme)

YES

The project is focused on spatial planning, with a new definition of a PQT
(Piano Quadro Tratturi) shared among Rosciano and the other
Municipalities, which will improve the local spatial plans (“Piani
Regolatori Generali”, PRG).
On a broader, regional level, this work will contribute to the updating of
the Guidelines/Rules on the protection and direction of the sheep-track
network in Abruzzo by the Ministry of Cultural Assets, and to the
development of the Regional Plan for Sustainable Mobility (“Piano
Regionale per la Mobilità Sostenibile”), directly involving associations,
citizens and local stakeholders.

YES

Along the sheep-tracks network we find different environments and bioecological systems. The soils of the foothills crossed by the Tratturo
Magno are purely agricultural (vineyards, olive groves) while the
mountain part is characterized by sporadic pastures and arable land that
alternate with large areas of woodland. They have a high naturalistic
value.

YES

We can define sheep-tracks – and the Tratturo Magno is the most
relevant among the four Italian “Tratturi Regi”– as territorial, diffused,
areas where historical and archaeological values linked to the
transhumance civilization are often concentrated. The landscape is
marked along these paths by architectural presences defined as
"architectures of transhumance" (churches, fountains, crossroads,
towers). Several relevant archaeological sites are scattered along these
ancient routes, defining a broad time span, framed between Prehistory
and the Modern age. GIS analysis would be of great importance in mapping

natural, archaeological, historical and ethnographic elements related to the
sheep-tracks, favouring valorisation projects and improving scientific
researches.

Protection/enhancemen
t of intangible cultural
heritage (e.g. historical
route networks, scenic
views, folklore, food,
music…)

YES

The seven municipalities involved in the project are nearby or they are
crossed by the most important among the so called “Tratturi Regi”: the
Tratturo Magno. All villages share common uses, folklore, food and music
tradition. We also have to underline that Transhumance became part of
the UNESCO Intangible Cultural Heritage on December 11, 2019. The term
transhumance generally indicates the seasonal movement of flocks, in
Central-southern Italy mainly conducted, until the middle of the
twentieth century, between the Apennine pastures and the Apulian
Tavoliere. In the past centuries the pastoral culture has favored the
development of socio-economic relations, the diffusion of knowledge and
traditions. Today this reality barely survives and the local Administrations
struggle to administer a patrimony of material and immaterial goods that
could represent, in concrete terms, a resource and a formidable
instrument of regeneration for the internal areas.

Slow mobility (cycling
routes, trekking paths,
etc.)

YES

The project improves the opportunity of planning and valorising the
sheep-tracks’ network, creating naturalistic paths, cycling routes,
bridleways and eco-archaeological trekking paths.

YES

This is the principle goal: to improve the economic development of this
marginal, rural district, through eco-cultural and slow tourism, wine and
food tours, bio-agriculture and livestock breeding, even creating a local
land-mark.

Economic development
of mountain & rural
areas (e.g. tourism, agrofood production,
agriculture, livestock
breeding…)

INVOLVEMENT OF STAKEHOLDERS
Actors involved

University of Chieti-Pescara “Gabriele D’Annunzio”; Municipalities of Rosciano, Alanno,
Cepagatti, Nocciano, Cugnoli, Pietranico and Corvara; Regione Abruzzo.
-

Involvement procedures

-

-

Problems and challenges

Development and revision of a new “Piano Quadro Tratturi”;
Contribution to the updating and operational experimentation of the Guidelines /Rules on
the protection and direction of the sheep-tracks’ network in Abruzzo (MIBACT, Segretariato
Regionale per i Beni e le Attività culturali e per il Turismo per l’Abruzzo );
Contribution to the formation and development of the “Piano Regionale per la Mobilità
Sostenibile”, also through forms of participation and direct involvement of associations,
citizens and local stakeholders;
Creation of a strategic agenda in which to define short, medium and long term actions for the
active custody of the common assets linked to the sheep-tracks’ system in Abruzzo.

lengthy bureaucratic procedures and long technical-scientific analysis to achieve the goals; long
difficult connections between the University and the Municipalities; luck of funds.

EXPECTED OR ACHIEVED EFFECTS
Description
(max 750 characters for each type)

Type of effect
Effects on the
environment (e.g.
restoration of habitats,
increased biodiversity,
climate change
mitigation or
adaptation…)
Effects on immaterial,
cultural assets (e.g.

-

Ecological protection of the territorial areas along the route and, when possible, restoration
of the original situation;
Maintenance of the non-anthropized landscape;
Conservation of protected or rare animal and plant species;
Protection of fragile, mountainous areas.
Protection of the so called “collective memory” through the definition of projects aimed at
collecting and recording the testimonies of "memory bearers";

cultural landscape,
scenic views, folklore…)

-

Effects on material,
cultural assets (e.g.
restoration of historic
artefacts or buildings,
restoration of traditional
terraces or cultivation
systems…)
Effects on social and
economic aspects (e.g.
new jobs, new
enterprises…)

-

Filing – through web-tools suggested by the Ministry of Cultural Assets – of elements relevant
to the intangible cultural heritage;
Creation of archives and museums, aimed at preserving and spreading the knowledge of local
traditions;
Definition of specific projects focused on extending, at national and international level, the
knowledge of the ethnographic and cultural heritage of the territory.
Mapping of historical-archaeological and architectural elements located along the paths
(farms, churches, rural and/or pastoral structures);
Mapping and surveying of traditional cultivation systems;
Knowledge, protection and valorisation of some of the historical-archaeological, architectural
and rural contexts highlighted;
Public fruition.
Raising the awareness of local people to consider the sheep-tracks as a common good;
Collaboration with schools and associations in the area (participation in regional and
European calls for proposals);
Involvement of territorial activities (economic aspect of the sheep-tracks);
Participatory planning.

IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES
Financial resources

None.

Implementation
procedures

N.a.

SUPPORTING INFORMATION

Images (pictures,
graphics, maps, charts,
etc.)*
*PLEASE SEE ANNEX FOR
LARGER IMAGES

(DI CRESCENZO 2016-2017, T 1.1, 2.1, 2.2, 3.0, 4.1, 5.1)

References (including
web links)
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Territorio), S. Salvo – CH, Dierre Edizioni;
A. BUSCA, B. DI RICO 2000, Territorio, Tratturo, Sviluppo, Pescara, Sala Edizioni;
Camera di Commercio Chieti – Pescara, Piano Paesaggistico Regione Abruzzo;
S. DI CRESCENZO 2016-2017, Tratturo Bene comune territoriale. Contributi alla revisione del piano
quadro tratturi nel Comune di Rosciano a sostegno delle aree marginali interne abruzzesi,
dissertation, University of Chieti-Pescara “G. D’Annunzio” – Dip. of Architecture, “Laboratorio di
Laurea Progetto & Planning”, thesis Supervisor Prof. Piero Rovigatti, thesis co-rapporteur Arch.
Anna Pia Urbano;
P. IMPERIALE (a cura di) 2008, Prima guida al Tratturo Magno. Verso un futuro da scoprire
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L. ERMINI PANI (a cura di) 2015, Abruzzo sul Tratturo Magno, Roma, Edizioni Exorma.
G. VANNUCCI 2017-2018, Tratturo Bene comune territoriale. Strategie di cura e custodia attiva per i
territori della provincia di Chieti. Progetto Pilota : Comune di Arielli, dissertation, University of
Chieti-Pescara “G. D’Annunzio” – Dip. of Architecture, “Laboratorio di Laurea Progetto &
Planning”, thesis Supervisor Prof. Piero Rovigatti.
www.regione.abruzzo.it www.dps.gov.it/it/pubblicazioni_dps/materiali_uval
www.programmazioneeconomica.gov.it opendata.regione.abruzzo.it
https://www.reterurale.it/flex/cm/pages/ServeBLOB.php/L/IT/IDPagina/19850/UT/systemPrint
https://www.locusmap.eu/
http://www.leviedeitratturi.com/regio-tratturo-laquila-foggia-dalla-montagna-al-mare/
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Degree thesis by Gioia Vannucci: Strategies of active custody for the territories of
the Province of Chieti. Pilot project in the town of Arielli
(“Tratturo Bene comune territoriale. Strategie di cura e custodia attiva per i territori
della Provincia di Chieti. Progetto pilota Comune di Arielli (CH)”)

GENERAL INFORMATION

Type of case study


X
X
X


Responsible
body/Promoter

Università degli Studi G. D’Annunzio – Chieti-Pescara

Location (region, locality)

Arielli (CH), Abruzzo, Italy

Geographical area
covered

2,588.35 sq. km (Province of Chieti)
More specifically: Municipality of Arielli, 11.72 sq. km

Year

2017-2018

Summary description

National or regional level policy/plan/strategy
Local level policy/plan/strategy
Study/research
Project
Other

The project concerns the L'Aquila-Foggia sheep-track (Tratturo Magno) in the Province of Chieti.
In a first phase, the analysis focused on the study of the sheep-tracks’ soils on a cadastral basis;
in a second moment the study proceeded with the “Reintegre” (procedures for mapping the
public sheep tracks and transferring part of their plots to private citizens – 1651, 1712, 1810) and
with the subsequent transformations. Finally, after the field survey, all the information collected
was reported, creating a table with photos, a SWAT analysis and a strategic agenda aimed at
defining a Strategic Plan. The Municipality of Arielli was then identified as a pilot project: the
research analysed the current urban planning conditions and the system of the sheep-tracks'
concessions. Finally, a Project Masterplan was elaborated. Along the Tratturo Magno we find
important landscape, historical and archaeological values related to the transhumance culture.
It is possible to consider the sheep track as "Territorial Common Goods", a resource and
opportunity for the territorial regeneration of marginal inland territories. The defined
methodology, experimented also in the case of Rosciano (DI CRESCENZO 2016-2017), is based on
the idea of the territory as a stratification of elements linked to its nature and use. The objective
of the project is the definition of shared strategies of sustainable development that could
represent pilot interventions within a wider national strategy dedicated to marginal
mountainous areas, even using multimedia tools, instruments and applications.
The methodology was organized into 5 phases:
1) Soil study on cadastral basis; study of soils on the basis of the Regional Technical
Map;
2) Study of Historical Sources, archaeological data, “Reintegre” (1651,1712,1810);
3) Transcription from open data source: Landscape Plan currently in force (“Piano
Paesistico”, 2004) and “Carta dei Luoghi e dei Paesaggi” (CLeP) of the new Landscape
Plan under development (“Piano Paesaggistico”, 2009)
4) field surveying, use of digital techniques (Locus Map, Google Earth, etc.)

Link with
laws/regulations and with
other policies/
plans/strategies

The sheep-tracks in Abruzzo are protected by specific laws:
1) D.M. 23 marzo 1980;
2) D.M. 22 dicembre 1983, “Linee guida in materia di tutela e utilizzo dei tratturi
d’Abruzzo, sottoposti a tutela con D.M. 22 dicembre 1983”;
3) Artt. 21-22 D. Lgs. 42/2004;

Drover Road Framework Plans (Piani Quadro Tratturi, PQT) – Some Municipalities whose
territories are crossed by sheep-tracks have defined the “Piani Quadro Tratturi” in collaboration
with the local Superintendences. PQT are very important tools in the field of territorial planning,
aimed, on the one hand, at protecting the rights of those citizens interested in the sheep-tracks
and, on the other hand, at preserving the historical nature of the sheep-tracks. The plans provide
rules that allow the use of the sheep-tracks areas, giving clear technical indications. PQT can
therefore represent an economic impulse for specific economic activities. The main objectives
are: a) the conservation and improvement of the visibility and legibility of the routes; b) the
possibility to allow a reuse compatible with the landscape and the historical-archaeological
heritage. Based on PQT provisions, enhancement interventions are allowed; itineraries and
stations of historical, archaeological and naturalistic interest; interventions that do not involve
soil alteration (authorized by the local Superintendence).
PQT – Arielli: approved by the Municipality of Arielli on 8.30.1985 and by “Soprintendenza per i
Beni archeologici dell’Abruzzo” – Chieti, on 10.25.1985.
Internal Areas - The National Strategy for Internal Areas is defined by the Partnership Agreement
with Italy 2014-2020 (“Accordo di Partenariato con l'Italia 2014-2020”), a document prepared by
Italy and approved by the European Commission that defines strategies, methods and priorities
for spending resources co-financed by the European Structural and Investment Funds (EIF Funds)
for the 2014-2020 programming cycle. “Internal areas” are identifies by the Agreement as
identifies those territories significantly distant from the “nodes” offering essential services
(education, health and mobility), on the basis of an accessibility indicator calculated in terms of
minutes of travel from the nearest node (service offering centre). The internal areas are
subdivided into intermediate areas, peripheral areas and ultra-peripheral areas, representing
about 53% of Italian municipalities (4,261) and 23% of the Italian population according to the
latest census, equal to over 13.5 million inhabitants, and more than 60% of the national territory.
https://www.reterurale.it/flex/cm/pages/ServeBLOB.php/L/IT/IDPagina/19850/UT/systemPrint

PROBLEMS AND NEEDS TARGETED
It is not possible to get access to the local regulations (PQT) via web.

Problems

The majority of the problems are related with the preservation of the sheep-tracks, not in use at
least since the first half of the XX Century. The L’Aquila-Foggia sheep-track (Tratturo Magno),
which crosses several villages and small towns along its route – among which the seven chosen
municipalities – is strongly affected by the modern anthropic impact. Several sectors of this
sheep-track are lost, covered by modern roads, buildings and infrastructures. It is therefore often
difficult to map and even to recognize its borders and its path, making the definition of protection
strategies very complex.

Needs

It would be necessary to create a multimedia platform (e.g. in an open source GIS environment),
able to correlate in real time geographical, cartographic, historical, archaeological,
environmental and ethnographic data, with the aim of returning the path on geo-referenced
cartography, associating it to multiple interpretative layers. Such a tool should network different
public (State Archives, Superintendences, Museums, Regions, Provinces, Municipalities,
Universities) and private (non-profit foundations, archives, cultural associations, etc.) databases.
It would also be appropriate to raise the awareness of the local population through the definition
of specific cognitive programmes, aimed at spreading knowledge of the pastoral culture, of the
sheep-tracks’ network, described as a possible economic and social resource. Knowledge,
combined with a greater awareness and the possibility of using easily accessible multimedia
tools, could contribute to the development of marginal internal areas, such as the territory
considered within the project.

Quantitative data

See Figure #2.3

FOCUS, OBJECTIVES AND OUTPUTS
Themes

Does the case study
address this theme?

If yes, how?

(YES/NO)

YES

The analysis conducted during the project offered the opportunity to
define a Project Masterplan, specifically dedicated to the Municipality of
Arielli, useful to improve the local “Piano Quadro Tratturi” (PQT) and the
municipal spatial plan (“Piano Regolatore Comunale”, PRG).

YES

Along the sheep-tracks network we find different environments and bioecological systems. The soils of the foothills crossed by the Tratturo
Magno are purely agricultural (vineyards, olive groves) while the
mountain part is characterized by sporadic pastures and arable land that
alternate with large areas of woodland. They have a high naturalistic
value. More in general, the province of Chieti has a predominantly hilly
and mountainous territory, with a very varied orography. The territory is
characterized by a succession of parallel valleys, in most of which
watercourses of varying flow. In the northernmost part the landscape is
more rugged and uninhabited, in the southern part it is sweeter and
richer with small scattered settlements. Many areas of the surface have
wooded areas, protected by nature reserves. In the southern part there
are large areas covered with fir trees, while near the coast there is still a
holm oak forest. Near the Majella, a territory included in the National
Park of the same name, the flora is rich in many valuable plants, such as
Lobel’s maple, birch, “black pine of Fara San Martino” and beech, thanks
to the wild, uncontaminated environment.

YES

We can define sheep-tracks – and the Tratturo Magno is the most
relevant among the four Italian “Tratturi Regi” – as territorial, diffused
areas where historical and archaeological values linked to the
transhumance civilization are often concentrated. The landscape is
marked along these paths by architectural presences defined as
"architectures of transhumance" (churches, fountains, crossroads,
towers). Several relevant archaeological sites are scattered along these
ancient routes, defining a broad time span, framed between Prehistory
and the Modern age. GIS analysis would be of great importance in
mapping natural, archaeological, historical and ethnographic elements
related to the sheep-tracks, favouring valorisation projects and improving
scientific researches.

Protection/enhancement
of intangible cultural
heritage (e.g. historical
route networks, scenic
views, folklore, food,
music…)

YES

The Province of Chieti, crossed by the Tratturo Magno, shows a rich
folklore, largely still linked to the pastoral culture and the ancient
practice of transhumance. Ideas, customs, uses and traditions - still alive
among the local communities - spread along the sheep-tracks.
Transhumance (the seasonal movement of flocks, in Central-southern
Italy, mainly conducted, until the middle of the XX century, between the
Apennine pastures and the Apulian Tavoliere) became part of the
UNESCO Intangible Cultural Heritage on December 11, 2019.
Unfortunately, we have to underline that the local Administrations
struggle to administer a patrimony of material and immaterial goods that
could represent, in concrete terms, a resource and a formidable
instrument of regeneration for the internal areas.

Slow mobility (cycling
routes, trekking paths,
etc.)

YES

The project improves the opportunity of planning and valorising the
sheep-tracks’ network, creating naturalistic paths, cycling routes,
bridleways and eco-archaeological trekking paths.

YES

This is the principle goal: to improve the economic development of the
Province of Chieti through eco-cultural and slow tourism, wine and food
tours, bio-agriculture and livestock breeding, even creating a local
landmark.

Spatial planning

Protection of
environment (e.g.
biodiversity, water,
geomorphology, soil,
climate…)

Protection/enhancement
of tangible cultural
heritage (e.g. historical
paths, archaeological
sites, architecture,
terraces and field
systems…)

Economic development of
mountain & rural areas
(e.g. tourism, agro-food
production, agriculture,
livestock breeding…)

INVOLVEMENT OF STAKEHOLDERS
Actors involved

University of Chieti-Pescara “Gabriele D’Annunzio”; Province of Chieti; Municipality of Arielli;
Regione Abruzzo.
-

Involvement procedures

-

-

Problems and challenges

Development and revision of a new “Piano Quadro Tratturi” (PQT);
Contribution to the updating and operational experimentation of the Guidelines/Rules on
the protection and direction of the sheep-track network in Abruzzo (Ministry of Cultural
Assets);
Contribution to the development of the Regional Plan for Sustainable Mobility (“Piano
Regionale per la Mobilità Sostenibile”), also through forms of participation and direct
involvement of associations, citizens and local stakeholders;
Creation of an agenda to define short, medium and long terms strategies for an active
custody of the common assets linked to the sheep-track system in Abruzzo.

Lengthy bureaucratic procedures and long technical-scientific analysis to achieve the goals;
long difficult connections between the University and the Public Administration; lack of funds.

EXPECTED OR ACHIEVED EFFECTS
Type of effect

Effects on the
environment (e.g.
restoration of habitats,
increased biodiversity,
climate change mitigation
or adaptation…)

Description
The sheep-track is imagined as a large ecological corridor that preserves biodiversity. In order to
restore its continuity, rows of trees and the original boundary stones will be re-placed on the
edges and, where crops have invaded the sheep-track soil, deforestation is planned. There are
two types of soil:
1) cultivated land: interventions are planned for the creation of picnic areas, bridleways, paths,
wooden kiosks to sale local products, facilities to conduct educational activities.
2) built land: the interventions foresee the creation of historical-cultural and religious routes,
recovery of ruins for the creation of new points of attraction and the insertion of new activities.
Other effects:
Ecological protection of the territorial areas along the route and, when possible, restoration
of the original situation;
Maintenance of the non-anthropized landscape;
Conservation of protected or rare animal and plant species;
Protection of fragile, mountainous areas.
-

Effects on immaterial,
cultural assets (e.g.
cultural landscape, scenic
views, folklore…)

-

Effects on material,
cultural assets (e.g.
restoration of historic
artefacts or buildings,
restoration of traditional
terraces or cultivation
systems…)
Effects on social and
economic aspects (e.g.
new jobs, new
enterprises…)

-

Protection of the so called “collective memory” through the definition of projects aimed at
collecting and recording the testimonies of "memory bearers";
Filing – through web-tools suggested by the Ministry of Cultural Assets – of elements
relevant to the intangible cultural heritage;
Creation of archives and museums, aimed at preserving and spreading the knowledge of
local traditions;
Definition of specific projects focused on extending, at national and international level, the
knowledge of the ethnographic and cultural heritage of the territory.
Mapping of historical-archaeological and architectural elements located along the paths
(farms, churches, rural and/or pastoral structures);
Mapping and surveying of traditional cultivation systems;
Knowledge, protection and valorisation of some of the historical-archaeological,
architectural and rural contexts highlighted;
Public fruition.
Raising the awareness of local people to consider the sheep-tracks as a common good;
Collaboration with schools and associations in the area (participation in regional and
European calls for proposals);
Involvement of territorial activities (economic aspect of the sheep-tracks);
Participatory planning.

IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES
Financial resources

None.

Implementation
procedures

N.a.

SUPPORTING INFORMATION

Images (pictures,
graphics, maps, charts,
etc.)
*PLEASE SEE ANNEX FOR
LARGER IMAGES

(VANNUCCI 2017-2018, T 2.3, 4.1, 4.5, 5.2, 5.5)

References (including
web links)

A. BUSCA, B. DI RICO, V. FABIETTI 2007, Una via per l’Europa: il parco dei tratturi (in collaboration with
University of Chieti-Pescara “G. D’Annunzio” and Ministero dell’Ambiente e della Tutela del
Territorio), S. Salvo – CH, Dierre Edizioni;
A. BUSCA, B. DI RICO 2000, Territorio, Tratturo, Sviluppo, Pescara, Sala Edizioni;
Camera di Commercio Chieti – Pescara, Piano Paesaggistico Regione Abruzzo;
S. DI CRESCENZO 2016-2017, Tratturo Bene comune territoriale. Contributi alla revisione del piano
quadro tratturi nel Comune di Rosciano a sostegno delle aree marginali interne abruzzesi,
dissertation, University of Chieti-Pescara “G. D’Annunzio” – Dip. of Architecture, “Laboratorio di
Laurea Progetto & Planning”, thesis Supervisor Prof. Piero Rovigatti, thesis co-rapporteur Arch.
Anna Pia Urbano;
P. IMPERIALE (a cura di) 2008, Prima guida al Tratturo Magno. Verso un futuro da scoprire
camminando;
L. ERMINI PANI (a cura di) 2015, Abruzzo sul Tratturo Magno, Roma, Edizioni Exorma.
G. VANNUCCI 2017-2018, Tratturo Bene comune territoriale. Strategie di cura e custodia attiva per
i territori della provincia di Chieti. Progetto Pilota : Comune di Arielli, dissertation, University of
Chieti-Pescara “G. D’Annunzio” – Dip. of Architecture, “Laboratorio di Laurea Progetto &
Planning”, thesis Supervisor Prof. Piero Rovigatti.
www.regione.abruzzo.it www.dps.gov.it/it/pubblicazioni_dps/materiali_uval
www.programmazioneeconomica.gov.it opendata.regione.abruzzo.it
https://www.reterurale.it/flex/cm/pages/ServeBLOB.php/L/IT/IDPagina/19850/UT/systemPrint
https://www.locusmap.eu/
http://www.leviedeitratturi.com/regio-tratturo-laquila-foggia-dalla-montagna-al-mare/
https://www.sabap-abruzzo.beniculturali.it/
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SOUTHEASTERN SLOPS OF MT. DIKTI (GAIDOUROPHAS AND LAVRAKIA)

GENERAL INFORMATION

Type of case study

 National or regional level policy/plan/strategy
 Local level policy/plan/strategy
X Study/research
X Project
 Other

Responsible
body/Promoter

NKUA / Yiannis Papadatos, Tina Kalantzopoulou

Location (region,
locality)

Southeast slopes of Mt. Dikti, Ierapetra, Crete, Greece

Geographical area
covered

18 km2(1800 hectares)
The area is bordered by the Kokkies range to the north, and the modern villages of Kalamafka to the
east, Anatoli to the south and Malles to the west. Altitudes range from 800 to 1200 m amsl.

Year

2012-ongoing
This case study includes a multitude of Bronze Age sites on the Southeast slopes of Mt. Dikti, east Crete.
The study focuses on the economic aspects of these occupations and their role for the exploitation of the
mountain resources. Special emphasis is given on the importance of the mountains for the economy of
the Minoan palaces in the Neopalatial period (c. 1700-1450 BCE), during which there is a conscious effort
of the palatial elites to control mountain production.
The area is focus of a long-term archaeological project of the NKUA since 2012, which comprises two
major field-works.
1) The excavation of a large, monumental Neopalatial building at the site of Gaidourophas, which
functioned as a palatial administrative centre, serving the control, storage and distribution of the
mountain products to the urban centres of the lowlands
2) The extensive survey of the surrounding hinterland identified a series of contemporary rural houses, in
several sites, such as Lavrakia. The lack of flat, arable areas and the presence of long precinct walls in the
surroundings of these buildings, which created large open spaces such as pens, are interpreted as
evidence for a pastoral economy.

Summary description

Despite the lack of written sources, the archaeological evidence shows interesting changes through time
from seasonal to permanent habitation and backwards, as well as shifting patterns of transhumance.
Furthermore, this case study shows the importance of animal husbandry not only for the small mountain
communities, but also for the large urban centres of the lowlands and the palatial economy in general.
Spatial analysis included accurate mapping of the prehistoric rural buildings in relation to
1) mountain paths, modern transhumance routes, as well as springs, streambeds and arable land.
2) the monumental administrative building at Gaidourphas
This spatial analysis allows
(a) inferences about the criteria on which prehistoric populations chose to build their
establishments at these specific locations
(b) a better understanding of the way pastoral life and economy affected the settlement patterns
we observe during prehistory

Link with
laws/regulations and
with other policies/
plans/strategies(if
any)

The excavation of the Gaidourophas building and the surface survey of the surrounding areas have been
carried out under the auspices of the NKUA and with official permit by the Hellenic Ministry of Culture and
Sports.
The Gaidourophas building has been declared Monument of Cultural Heritage, and is protected by the
Greek Law. The full documentation of the newly identified buildings as part of the project, will eventually
lead to their declaration as protected Monuments of Cultural Heritage.
Also, almost the entire area of the case study is protected as public forest or as area for re-forestation.

PROBLEMS AND NEEDS TARGETED

Problems

Due to the lack of written sources, the main problem is to associate archaeological evidence and
material culture with abstract notions, such as economic strategies, social structure, political
organization, ideology or the perception of the mountains by civilizations of the past. This is always a
challenge for prehistoric archaeologists, and, consequently, one of the main aims of this case study is to
demonstrate what type of archaeological evidence can be used in order to infer about pastoral
economy, mountain exploitation and transhumance. An additional problem is related to the fact that
mountains have been neglected and scientifically marginalized by archaeologists of Minoan Crete, who
tend to focus their research in the archaeologically rich palatial centres of the lowlands.
In order to overcome the problems of interpretation and reconstruct the economy and life of
prehistoric pastoral mountain communities on the basis of mute archaeological evidence, it is
necessary to:
1) Record and study anthropological and ethnographic cases of pastoral communities of today and
the recent past
2) Record and study written sources from later historical periods referring to pastoral life and
strategies of transhumance

Needs

3) Study the existing bibliography on the importance of mountain resources and animal husbandry
products for the subsistence and prosperity of prehistoric (Minoan) urban and palatial centres of the
lowlands
With the help of the above we will try to
(a) overcome the problems of interpretation of the available archaeological evidence
(b) associate the existing archaeological evidence with specific economic strategies
(c) understand the ways prehistoric communities coped with the demanding conditions of life on the
mountains
(d) associate shifts in the exploitation of mountains with specific economic, social and political
changes in the lowlands

Quantitative data

Not available

FOCUS, OBJECTIVES AND OUTPUTS
Does the case study
address this theme?
(YES/NO)

Themes
Spatial planning

NO

Protection of
environment (e.g.
biodiversity, water,
geomorphology, soil,
climate…)

NO

If yes, how?
(max 750 characters for each theme)

Protection/enhance
ment of tangible
cultural heritage (e.g.
historical paths,
archaeological sites,
architecture, terraces
and field systems…)

YES

Protection/enhance
ment of intangible
cultural heritage
(e.g.historical route
networks, scenic
views, folklore, food,
music…)

NO

Slow mobility
(cycling routes,
trekking paths, etc.)

Economic
development of
mountain & rural
areas (e.g. tourism,
agro-food
production,
agriculture, livestock
breeding…)

Of the prehistoric buildings under study, only one (Gaidourophas) has
been declared as protected Monument of Cultural Heritage. The full
documentation of the newly identified buildings as part of the project, will
eventually lead to their declaration as protected monuments.

YES

All these buildings are conveniently located along or very close to the
European long-distance path E4. This offers the opportunity to create a
marked (pre)historical trekking route passing by the sites. Signs with
maps and information could attract attention to the buildings, which
could act as hot-spots along this important European path.

YES

Crete has a long tradition of archaeology-related tourism, due to the
important archaeological sites in the lowlands, e.g. the world famous
Minoan palaces at Knossos, Phaistos, Malia and Zakros. However,
mountains never attracted this kind of tourism, due to the lack of
archaeological sites. The declaration of the newly found buildings as
protected monuments, and the preservation and enhancement of the
archaeological sites will contribute to the economic development of this
mountain area, by attracting knowledgeable tourists from the nearby
lowlands.

INVOLVEMENTOF STAKEHOLDERS
1) NKUA: is the main academic promoter of the antiquities in the area.It has had and will continue to
have several research campaigns, which include excavation, surface survey, mapping, documentation
and study of pottery and other movable finds. These campaigns are carried out by large
interdisciplinary groups, consisting of members of stuff, postdoctoral researchers, and BA, MA and PhD
students, as well as scientists from different disciplines such as archaeologists, geologists, conservators,
geologists, archaeobotanists, archaeozoologists, etc. Also, NKUA has initiated and undertakes a special
project of Public Archaeology which every year includes interviews, guided tours and other forms of
public outreach, aiming at engaging the local communities in the protection of the cultural heritage of
the mountains.

Actors involved

2) Ephorate of Antiquities of Lasithi: is the local department of antiquities of the Hellenic Ministry of
Culture. It is responsible for the protection, preservation and enhancement of all the archaeological
sites in the area and it is the main local stakeholder concerning the protection of cultural heritage. It
provides the necessary permits for scientific research and supervises all the work related to the
antiquities of the area.
3) Local Authorities, i.e. the Municipality of Ierapetra and the Cultural Associations of the surrounding
villages (Malles, Kalamafka and Anatoli): host and support the archaeological teams, and provide
valuable information about the area. These communities use the same mountain area for subsistence,
following practices such as animal husbandry, cultivation of vine and fruit bearing trees, hunting and
foraging. These practices are very much alike those of the prehistoric populations as manifested by the
rural houses documented by this study. The mobilization and engagement of these communities in the
monitoring, protection, and enhancement of this archaeological landscape through educational and
participatory activities is important for the preservation of the monuments and their surrounding
landscape.

Involvement
procedures

NKUA has already applied to the Hellenic Ministry of Culture for archaeological work in the area of the
case study, and the local Department of Antiquities (Ephorate of Antiquities of Lasithi) has provided the
necessary permits. The Local Municipality and the Local Culture Associations are contacted in order to
host the archaeological team and provide support and access to the remote mountain areas where the
Minoan buildings exist.

Problems and
challenges

Not available

EXPECTED OR ACHIEVED EFFECTS
Description
(max 750 characters for each type)

Type of effect
Effects on the
environment (e.g.
restoration of
habitats, increased
biodiversity, climate
change mitigation or
adaptation…)

Protection of the pristine landscape which surrounds the prehistoric buildings and constructions

Effects on
immaterial, cultural
assets (e.g. cultural
landscape, scenic
views, folklore…)

Re-establishing the connection between the built and the natural environment and preserving the
cultural landscape of the prehistoric period, which includes both man-made and natural features

Effects on material,
cultural assets (e.g.
restoration of
historic artefacts or
buildings, restoration
of traditional
terraces or
cultivation
systems…)
Effects on social and
economic aspects
(e.g. new jobs, new
enterprises…)

Discover, preserve and protect important prehistoric buildings, which are dated to 1700-1500 BCE and
are still visible on the surface today
Discover and conserve a large number of prehistoric artefacts found in excavations and surface surveys
in the area. These artefacts are related and can contribute to a better understanding of economy,
society and everyday life on the mountains during prehistory

Propulsion of mountain tourism, and creation of new jobs in the local communities

IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES
Financial resources

The archaeological excavations on the mountains are funded by NKUA, the Institute for Aegean
Prehistory (INSTAP), Psycha Foundation, and the surface survey by NKUA and the Greek State
Scholarships Foundation (IKY).

Implementation
procedures

All the procedures have already been implemented

SUPPORTING INFORMATION

Images (pictures,
graphics, maps,
charts, etc.)

Kalantzopoulou forthcoming. "Taking the High Road: Prehistoric habitation and exploitation on the
mountains of east Crete, new evidence from an extensive survey", INSTAP Academic Press.
Kalantzopoulou forthcoming. "Living on the Edge: habitation on the uplands of East Crete: Preliminary
results from an extensive survey". In:E. Oddo andΚ. Chalikias (eds.),Proceedings of the South
by Southeast Conference: The History and Archaeology of Southeast Crete - from Myrtos to
Kato Zakros. Archaeopress.

References (including
web links)

Kalantzopoulou, T. 2019. I katoikisi kai i ekmetalleusi tou vounou stin anatoliki Crete kata tin proistoria:
analysi me vasi ta architectonika kataloipa kai ta epifaneiaka eurimata stis oreines periohes
tis Zakrou kai tis Ierapetras/ Habitation and exploitation of the mountains in east Crete during
prehistory: an analysis based on architectural remains and movable findings studied on the
upland areas of Zakros and Ierapetra (diss. Kapodistrian Univ. of Athens).

http://thesis.ekt.gr/thesisBookReader/id/46612#page/1/mode/2up
Kalantzopoulou, Τ. and Υ. Papadatos, forthcoming. "Outdoor Spaces and the Organization of Production
on the Cretan Uplands: a mountain perspective of Neopalatial administration". In: E. Hatzaki
and P. Zafeiriadis (eds), Proceedings of the 2018 Conference: On the Outdoors of Aegean
Prehistory. Oxford: Oxbow.
Papadatos, Y. and K. Chalikias 2019. “Minoan Land-Use Patterns and Landscape Transformation in the
Mountains of the Ierapetra Area: The Minoan Building at Gaidourophas”, in Exploring a Terra
Incognita: Recent Research on Bronze Age Habitation in theSouthern Ierapetra Isthmus, E.

Oddo and K. Chalikias eds.,(=INSTAP Monograph Series), INSTAP Academic Press,
Philadelphia,
pp.
79-95.
https://www.academia.edu/42352969/Papadatos_and_Chalikias_2019._Minoan_LandUse_Patterns_and_Landscape_Transformation_in_the_Mountains_of_the_Ierapetra_Area_T
he_Building_at_Gaidourophas
Papadatos, Y. and T. Kalantzopoulouforthcoming. “Turning the landscape into territory: strategies of
power for the exploitation of the Cretan mountains during the Neopalatial period”, in
Political geographies of the Bronze Age Aegean, Proceedings of the Joint workshop by the
Belgian School at Athens (EBSA) and the Netherlands Institute at Athens (NIA), ed.J. Driessen
and G. J. van Wijngaarden, BABESCH.
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LIMNAKARO MITATO

GENERAL INFORMATION

Type of case study

 National or regional level policy/plan/strategy
 Local level policy/plan/strategy
X Study/research
Project
X Other (Article in a Scientific Magazine)

Responsible
body/Promoter

Harriet Blitzer, NKUA

Location (region,
locality)

Mt. Dikti, Limnakaro upland valley, Lasithi, Crete, Greece

Geographical area
covered

Limnakaro plateau is a karstic depression covering an area of c. 90 hectares. It is located at an altitude
of 1120 m amsl. It lies right south of the Lasithi plateau (the largest upland valley in Crete at 850 m
amsl) and right under the highest peak of the Dikti Mt., Spathi (2148 m amsl).

Year

1990

Summary description

In 1990 Dr. Harriet Blitzer, professor of Art History at the State University of New York, published a paper
about the pastoral families of Ag. Georgios, their productive practices in the Limnakaro plateau and the
core structure of these economic strategies, the so-called 'mitato', a complex building of seasonal use.
The paper was based on evidence collected on site at the time and was meant to be used as an
ethnographic parallel for ancient pastoral activity.
In the article, after a brief description of the locality and topography, there is a description of the
'mitato', the main building used by the shepherds that includes the dwelling area, a corral and
specialized working spaces for milking, shearing, cheese production etc.
The article deals also with the seasonality of activities of these shepherding families, with the practice of
transhumance, and with the end products that the shepherds marketed, such as wool, hides and dairy
products. An extended part is devoted to the cheese making practices as well as milking.
The study discussed here, apart from being important for ethnography and the documentation of
traditional practices, is highly valuable for archaeology as well. The practices presented are a group of
activities that live minimum to no archaeologically detectable traces. However, it is quite certain that
such activities took place as indicated by indirect evidence. Thus the documentation and detailed
description of recent parallels can be revealing for archaeologist and they usually contain hints directing
our attention and making us understand what we need to look for.

Link with
laws/regulations and
with other policies/
plans/strategies(if
any)

Despite their deep history and their importance as tangible evidence for long lasting traditions of
pastoralism and transhumance, the 'mitata' of Dikti have not been declared as monuments of Cultural
Heritage and are not protected by the Greek Law. Thus, they have been left to decay and oblivion.
This is rather surprising, because “Transhumant Livestock Farming” has been included to the National
Inventory of Intangible Cultural Heritage of Greece since 2017.

PROBLEMS AND NEEDS TARGETED

Problems

The main problem is that the economic strategies and productive activities described in the article
have become so rare to the point of extinction. Very few people still follow these activities, they are
usually very old and they only continue to perform certain tasks and not the whole process.
Therefore, the transhumant way of life and economic model disappears rather rapidly in Crete and
will soon become subject of archaeology instead of ethnography.
Furthermore, the article discusses transhumance, but not with much detail, and certain aspects of this
phenomenon remain elusive, such as the demographic composition of the transhumant groups, the
distance covered with the flocks or different strategies of husbandry in the summer and the winter
pasture lands.

Needs

To face the above problems it is necessary to interview people who still leave on the Mt. Dikti villages,
particularly shepherds, and to investigate other ethnographic sources and testimonies from the premechanised/ pre-modern era on the island of Crete. It is likely that the older inhabitants remember
the seasonal routes covered by the shepherds with the animals even if no one follows them anymore
or if the animals are transferred with trucks. It is important to try and preserve this information
before that knowledge is lost together with last people capable of testifying about it.
With the information gained from these interviews we will:
1) Carry out an accurate mapping of the recent drover roads
2) Follow the drover roads and try to identify archaeological sites, structures and any kind of tangible
evidence, which may indicate a diachronic use of these roads in the recent and remote past
3) Inform the Local Authorities and discuss about the possibility of preserving and restoring such
structures, as valuable resources and tangible evidence of a disappearing element of Intangible
Culture Heritage.

Quantitative data

Number of villages on Crete at altitudes between 800 m and 1199 m amsl = 31
Number of people in these according to the 1991 census = 4617, 2001 census = 3,366
Current number of shepherding families = ?

FOCUS, OBJECTIVES AND OUTPUTS
Themes

Does the case
study address
this theme?
(YES/NO)

Spatial planning

NO

Protection of
environment (e.g.
biodiversity,
water,
geomorphology,
soil, climate…)

NO

Protection/enhanc
ement of tangible
cultural heritage
(e.g. historical
paths,
archaeological
sites, architecture,
terraces and field
systems…)

If yes, how?
(max 750 characters for each theme)

YES

Although “Transhumant Livestock Farming” has been included to the National
Inventory of Intangible Cultural Heritage of Greece since 2017, this does not include the
protection of structures and other tangible evidence of transhumance.
Starting with Blitzer’s article, which will be followed by a systematic survey, mapping
and documentation of mountain ‘mitata’ and other structures we hope to increase
public awareness and motivate the local inhabitants to protect, preserve and, if
possible, restore them.

Protection/enhanc
ement of
intangible cultural
heritage
(e.g.historical
route networks,
scenic views,
folklore, food,
music…)

YES

Interviews with locals almost 30 years after Blitzer’s article, combined with the
survey of the area and the documentation of other structures related to pastoralism
will help to increase the local interest for the disappearing practice of transhumance.
This will contribute to the protection and enhancement of this element of Intangible
Cultural Heritage.

Slow mobility
(cycling routes,
trekking paths,
etc.)

YES

The well-known and signed E4 European trekking path is passing right from the
middle of the Limnakaro plateau. Therefore, the area is suitable for trekking, and is
already included in all major guides about trekking in Greece and Europe.

Economic
development of
mountain & rural

YES

An effort to re-instigate transhumant pastoral practices might be hopeless in a
constantly shifting towards intensification of production economic system. However,
the material remains of this practices are worthy of preservation as a 'museum' of

areas (e.g. tourism,
agro-food
production,
agriculture,
livestock
breeding…)

the recent past. The option of reviving traditional pastoral practices on a small,
touristic scale is always open, as long as the know-how is not lost, and might be
economically sensible if combined with agro-touristic ventures, that are quite
attractive to an alternative audience.

INVOLVEMENTOF STAKEHOLDERS
1) NKUA:a team from the NKUA will visit the Limnakaro area, record the situation almost 30 years after
Blitzer’s article, and survey the area for more structures and any kind of evidence for human pastoral
activity in the recent and remote past. Additionally, the team will take interviews from local inhabitants
and compare the present picture with the picture describer by Blitzer 30 years ago,
Actors involved
2) The shepherds and the inhabitants of the surrounding villages (Avrakontes and Agios Georgios): will
host the NKUA team, and will provide valuable information about the area. These communities exploit
this mountain area with practices related to animal husbandry. The mobilization and engagement of
these communities in the monitoring, protection, and restoration of structures related to pastoralism in
the recent past is important for the preservation of these structures and their surrounding landscape.
Involvement
procedures

Blitzer’s article includes many information provided by the owners of the 'mitata' in Limnakaro. However,
this information is 30 years old, and it would be interesting to contact once more the families of Ag.
Georgios and monitor the situation 30 years later.

Problems and
challenges

Over time, the old 'mitata' fell out of use and they have started to decay.
Younger generations do not travel seasonally with their herds towards the upland valley of Limnakaro and
they are not interested in such a practice anymore.
Producing activities and transhumant routes of the past may have been forgotten

EXPECTED OR ACHIEVED EFFECTS
Type of effect

Description
(max 750 characters for each type)

Effects on the
environment (e.g.
restoration of
habitats, increased
biodiversity,
climate change
mitigation or
adaptation…)
Effects on
immaterial,
cultural assets (e.g.
cultural landscape,
scenic views,
folklore…)

Preservation of traditional economic practices of the mountain communities is important both for their
own history and survival in a rapidly changing economic system and for ethnographic purposes. The use
of parallels from pre-industrial economic systems of the recent past in order to understand human
activity of the remote past is of paramount importance and their value increases as they are less and less
frequently observed.

Effects on
material, cultural
assets (e.g.
restoration of
historic artefacts
or buildings,
restoration of
traditional terraces
or cultivation
systems…)

It is a happy coincidence that the intangible practices of traditional pastoralism and transhumance are
accompanied by material remains, such as the multifunctional 'mitata' buildings in the Limnakaro upland
valley. Preserving the knowledge about the practices taking place in these buildings if not trying to reinstigate parts of these practices is important for the preservation of the architectural remains
themselves and for the preservation of their landscape.

Effects on social
and economic

Agro-touristic opportunities are very likely to emerge through an open dialog between the local
population and the academic community. Acts for the preservation and enhancement of cultural heritage

aspects (e.g. new
jobs, new
enterprises…)

and tradition might lead to economic development in an already highly touristic island, in which,
however, all touristic activity concentrates only on the coastal zone, far from the mountain communities.
This could be an opportunity for the mountainous hinterland of Crete to bring forward its unique and
neglected characteristics.

IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES
Financial resources

The relevant work is funded by NKUA and the Institute for Aegean Prehistory (INSTAP).

Implementation
procedures

The monitoring of the status of pastoral structures on the Limnakaro plateau is the first action related to
this case study. This will include recording, documenting, surveying and mapping the area. Spatial
analyses includes accurate mapping of the recent mountain paths and transhumance routes. Then, these
routes will be surveyed for structures and evidence of human activity and presence in the past. These will
be mapped in relation to transhumance routes, and natural features such as springs, streambeds and
arable land. This will show the diachronic use of these routes transhumance and human and animal
movement. Secondly, a dialog is to be opened between the (ex?)shepherding families and the academic
community concerning life on the mountains and pastoral economy.

SUPPORTING INFORMATION

Images (pictures,
graphics, maps,
charts, etc.)

References
(including web
links)
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CS Title

Eyjafjörður

GENERAL INFORMATION

Type of case study

 National or regional level policy/plan/strategy
 Local level policy/plan/strategy
x Study/research
 Project
 Other

Responsible
body/Promoter

Háskóli Íslands

Location (region,
locality)

Eyjafjörður, North Iceland

Geographical area
covered

4000 km2, the coast plain, valleys and mountains of central Eyjafjörður.

Year

2000, 2001, 2002, 2003, 2008, 2016, 2018, 2019

Summary description

Link with
laws/regulations and
with other policies/
plans/strategies (if any)

The valleys of Svarfaðardalur and Hörgárdalur in Eyjafjörður county in Iceland contain a wealth of
archaeological remains. The valleys are located in mountains that rise up to 1400 meters above sea
level. They differ in that the more northerly valley (Svarfaðardalur) has more vegetation in the
mountain slopes, the slopes also being less steep and much more covered in snow during winter. Each
valley has about fifty to hundred 20th century farms, but in the middle ages there probably were about
400 farms in the whole area. Ruins of a large number of medieval farms dot the landscape. Remains of
huge earth wall systems are visible above ground, with more than 75 km. visible, especially in the
northern part of the area. Also remains of a large number of shielings have been registered, but none
excavated. The number and location of shielings might largely fit with the number and location of full
farms in this area. A study of this medieval agricultural system would mobilize agricultural registration,
evidence from environmental history, satellite information on vegetation, map making and written
sources, especially the so-called Búalög (Farmer´s Law, medieval regulation of farming), to analyse the
system. Mapping of the system on this basis would lead to a hypothesis about the extent and
organisation of transhumance in these northern valleys of Svarfaðardalur and Hörgárdalur and the role
of shielings in the system as a whole.
This case study is research based. The results of the research would have important ramifications for
the interpretation and understanding of the medieval Icelandic agricultural system, for example
regarding its origins in the Norwegian agricultural system. The ubiquity of shielings in the middle ages
in this area is very different from their relative paucity in the early modern period. A better
understanding of the development of land use and the role of shielings in this area during the whole
period 870–1800, possibly with contrasting examples from the 14th century and the early 18th century,
would give an invaluable insight into the development of land use. This would deepen the
understanding of the logic of land use in Iceland in this period which has ramifications for policy aims
and regulation of land use and the understanding of the interaction of nature and society before
modernity.

PROBLEMS AND NEEDS TARGETED
Problems

The problems encountered and targeted here include a lack of knowledge about shieling
management and its place in the production system. The University of Oslo published in 1979 a

study of the Icelandic shieling system which is only available in German, but it is still the best study
of the Icelandic system available. There has been considerable research and survey of shielings
which in the last 20 years or so has completely transformed our view of the role of shielings in the
Icelandic system, even from the findings of the above mentioned study. So a re-evaluation and
reexamination of the problem as a whole is very necessary. A shieling system based on the old
shieling system in Norway which was the parent of the Icelandic system still exists. It is very
carefully described and researched and that research is probably pertinent in this connection.
Needs

The needs identified especially pertain to the research on transhumance in Iceland. There is a need
of a research project aimed at clarifying the problems brought forward in the archaeological surveys
and research already available.

Quantitative data

The area in question probably had around 350 operating farms in 1200–1400. Of these, about 200
where „main farms“ (obliged to pay tithe to the church). Their number was registered in the
máldagar, a kind of charters for the parish churches. There were also smaller farms, not obliged to
pay tithe directly, but only as part of the main farm. The farms were spread across the landscape,
sometimes with clusters of smaller farms around them. The number of shielings in Svarfaðardalur
was around 50. There was one shieling per main farm in most of the valley. The number of shielings
in Hörgárdalur was around 40, also with most farms having a shieling. The number of animals at
each farm was around 5-10 cows and 20-40 sheep. The access to vegetation area for each farm was
on average about 50 hectares in the period 1200–1400. The volume of grass harvest from each
hectare was about 1-6 tons, depending on kind of grassland. It was 3 tons from fertilized hayfield
per hectare, up to 6 tons from wetlands, and around 1-2 tons from unfertilized outfield.

FOCUS, OBJECTIVES AND OUTPUTS
Themes

Does the case study
address this theme?
(YES/NO)

If yes, how?
(max 750 characters for each theme)

Spatial planning

yes

The value of the existing remains of the medieval agricultural systems as a
part of the cultural heritage of the area should be taken into consideration
during spatial planning of the area.

Protection of
landscape/environment
(e.g. biodiversity, water,
geomorphology, soil,
scenic views, historic
landscapes, etc.)

yes

The medieval agricultural system should be carefully protected, as it is
potentially a very valuable resource for reconstruction of past land use and
society.

Protection/enhancemen
t of tangible cultural
heritage (e.g.
archaeological sites,
historical routes,
architecture…)

The earth walls and ruins of the old farm buildings and shielings should be
protected. They are, formally, but in practice this is overlooked, even by
official institutions and there are examples of destruction of such remains.

Protection/enhancemen
t of intangible cultural
heritage (e.g. folklore,
food, music…)

There are possibilities involved in restoring and reinventing the old culture
of transhumance in relation to food culture. For example, the Icelandic skyr
has gained foothold in most countries in the Atlantic world and beyond in
the last two decades. Skyr was originally produced at the shielings.

Slow mobility (cycling
routes, trekking paths,
etc.)

Cycling routes and trekking paths could be organised around the visible
remains of the system.

Economic development
of mountain & rural
areas (e.g. tourism,
agro-food production,
agriculture, livestock
breeding…)

Especially if the course of present-day agriculture is diverted from the
ecologically destructive monoculture and agrobusiness focus, shieling
practice and transhumance might become an option for the development
of agriculture.

INVOLVEMENT OF STAKEHOLDERS

Actors involved

Involvement procedures

1.The National Museum of Iceland is a centre for the preservation of and research on artifacts and
culture regarding Icelandic society.
2. The Cultural Heritage Agency of Iceland is the guardian of all cultural heritage in Iceland, issuing
permits for and supporting research on this heritage.
3. The Institute of Archaeology, Iceland is a private research company that has surveyed and done
research on archaeology and the cultural heritage in the region.
4. RANNÍS – The Icelandic Centre for Research. Provides funding for research in all areas of science
and scholarship.
5. The University of Iceland. Organises research and education on archaeology, the history of
Iceland and the biology and nature of Iceland.
6. The Agricultural University of Iceland. Research and education on agricultural history.
7. The Municipal Museum of Dalvík. Representing the local authorities on
8. The Historical Society of Svarfaðardalur.
9. Akureyri Museum.
Research on the shieling system has been carried out in two steps, and a third step is needed.
1. Surveying and documenting the extent of shieling remains in the Icelandic cultural landscape. This
step was carried out in 2000 to 2008 by the The Institute of Archaeology, working on behalf of the
municipal authorities and on the basis of national legislation.
2. Research on this system of transhumance and its place in the medieval agricultural economy was
carried out at the National Museum of Iceland during 2015–1017. Further research has been carried
out with archaeological research in Eyjafjörður during 2018–2019 by the Institute of Archaeology
and the University of Iceland, Faculty of Humanities.
3. A third step is necessary, archaeological research on shieling remains, determing the dates of
shieling remains and the longetivity or duration of the medieval transhumance operation in the
area. At present, work on this system is carried out with the support of a hypothesis supported by
research presently available.

Problems and challenges

EXPECTED OR ACHIEVED EFFECTS
Description
(max 750 characters for each type)

Type of effect
Environmental/landscap
e (e.g. restoration of
habitats, effective
protection of historic
landscapes…)

The project effected the discovery of a massive transhumance system, involving the whole
community in the middle ages.

Cultural (e.g. restoration
of historic artefacts,
promotion of folkloric
assets…)

The discovery of a system of transhumance chanced the interpretation of the agricultural system of
Iceland vis-à-vis the origin system. It proved to be much closer in kind to the origin system than
suspected, because of the ubiquity of the transhumance. This probably only changed after 1400,
leading to divergence of the Icelandic system from the origin system in Scandinavia.

Social/economic (e.g.
new jobs, new
enterprises…)

IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES

Financial resources

1. The surveying of local archaeology was funded by the municipality according to national law
which came into effect 1993 and revised in 2012.
2. Research into the survey was carried out at the Dr. Kristján Eldjárn fellowship at the University of
Iceland 2015–2017. This fellowship is funded by the Icelandic ministry for culture. Also relevant
archaeological research in the area has been funded by the Cultural Heritage Agency of Iceland,
RANNÍS and NSF.
3. Funding has been sought from Icelandic and Norwegian authorities for further integrated
archaeological, historical and palaeoecological work in the area. Transhumance is not specifically
targeted in this proposed project, called Two Valleys, but transhumance research is on the agenda

in the planning of further research. The Two Valley project has hitherto been able to secure limited
funding from research but more is needed.
Implementation
procedures

SUPPORTING INFORMATION

Images (pictures,
graphics, maps, charts,
etc.)

Shieling ruins in the north part of the area (Svarfaðardalur)

Shieling ruins in Svarfaðardalur Brekkusel 11 August 2015

Description of Brekkusel ruins in arch. Survey

Shieling ruins in Svarfaðardalur Bakkasel 13 August 2015

Description of Bakkasel ruins in arch. survey

References (including
web links)
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CS Title

Shielings in South- and North-Iceland, AD850–: Some Comparative
Landscape Pointers

GENERAL INFORMATION

Type of case study



x



Responsible
body/Promoter

Háskóli Íslands

Location (region,
locality)

South-Iceland: Blikdalur, Grímsneshreppur, and Hrunamannahreppur

Geographical area
covered

The proposed research area is composed of three areas in South Iceland, ie Blikdalur (a
grassy valley) c 6 x 2,5 km in size; Grímsneshreppur (flatland), c 20 x 20 km in size and
Hrunamannahreppur (‘flatlandish’) c 25 x 10 km in size.

Year

1998 and onwards

Summary description

National or regional level policy/plan/strategy
Local level policy/plan/strategy
Study/research
Project
Other

Since the beginning of the systematic archaeological surveys in South-Iceland
‘flatlands’ in the 2000s, rich information on shielings has been gathered,
demonstrating that there is no shortage of information regarding their layout and
location. Overall, c 41 shielings have been identified so far in case study area (Blikdalur,
Grímsneshr and Hrunamannahr). Still, there remains a burning issue to understand the
character of the sheilings as well as examining the differences and similarities in
structure, and location between sheilings in South- and North-Iceland. Much is thus to be
learned about the character of the sheilings in the southern region, and by combing
archaeological and historical studies it opens up a research of considerable potential to
compare and contrast sheilings in North and South-Iceland.
The study would make use of existing walkover surveys and sheiling research in NorthIceland (see case IS-01) coring to obtain crucial information of dating as well as
geoarchaeological methods. Crucial part will be to use map making through GIS
(predictive modelling and spatial analysis). Such a holistic study of the sheilings in SouthIceland would help built a hypothesis of the role of the transhumance in the southern
areas. It would also enhance our understanding of sheilings in the south ‘flatlands’ and
identify potential gaps in knowledge regarding the nature of sheilings in North- and
South-Iceland.

Link with
laws/regulations and
with other policies/
plans/strategies (if
any)

This case study is research based but is connected to the cultural heritage law in Iceland
no 80/2012 of classifying and researching sheilings. The project’s result would greatly
assist us in learning about the preservation and the nature of sheilings in South-Iceland.
Such knowledge is of great importance for the planning authorities as well as the local
cultural heritage offices so they can attempt to safeguard the heritage, either by
protecting them or to ensure that their importance is stored in some other way – such as
through journal articles, GIS-database etc.

PROBLEMS AND NEEDS TARGETED

Problems

Whilst there has been considerable attention given to transhumance in Iceland
recently, such as in archaeology and history, our knowledge of sheilings in SouthIceland is still pitifully inadequate and has not increased greatly from the otherwise
great study by E. Hitzler. Studies of transhumance in Iceland have therefore been more
concerned about the research potential of sheilings in South-Iceland rather than the
reality of the archaeology and the history of the sheilings. This study opens up a longneeded interrogation of sheilings in South-Iceland, it will identify gaps in the literature,
and more importantly: It will explore the difference and similarities between sheilings
in South- and North-Iceland.

Needs

The needs identified especially pertain to the research on transhumance in Iceland.
There is a need of a research project aimed at clarifying the problems brought forward
in the archaeological walkover surveys, historical research, and other research already
available.

Quantitative data

All statistic, such as size, land usage, farm value etc, is either found in Jarðabók Árna
Magnússonar and Páls Vídalíns from 1703 or Ísleif, the database of the Institute of
Archaeology, Iceland. Due to their monumental size, figures will not be presents here but those crucial numbers can easily be accessed when needed.

FOCUS, OBJECTIVES AND OUTPUTS
Themes

Does the case study
address this theme?
(YES/NO)

If yes, how?
(max 750 characters for each theme)

yes

The value of the existing remains of the medieval and postmedieval agricultural systems as a part of the cultural
heritage of the area should be taken into consideration during
spatial planning of the area.

Protection of
landscape/environme
nt (e.g. biodiversity,
water,
geomorphology, soil,
scenic views, historic
landscapes, etc.)

yes

Sheilings in South-Iceland should, in most cases, be
protected, as it is potentially a very valuable resource for
reconstruction of past land use and the formation of local
communities.

Protection/enhancem
ent of tangible
cultural heritage (e.g.
archaeological sites,
historical routes,
architecture…)

yes

Same as above. Indeed, they are, formally, but in practice
this is overlooked, even by official institutions.

Spatial planning

Protection/enhancem
ent of intangible
cultural heritage (e.g.
folklore, food,
music…)

yes

Slow mobility
(cycling routes,
trekking paths, etc.)

yes

Economic
development of
mountain & rural
areas (e.g. tourism,

yes

There are possibilities involved in restoring and reinventing
the old culture of transhumance in relation to food culture.
For example, the Icelandic skyr has gained foothold in most
countries in the Atlantic world and beyond in the last two
decades. Skyr was originally produced at the shielings.
Cycling routes and trekking paths could be organised
around the visible remains, especially at Blikdalur, which is
situated less than a half hour driving distance from the city
of Reykjavík. The sheiling system form a crucial part of
Icelandic agricultural history. Still it is often overlooked,
making pathways and other routes an ideal way to presents
knowledge about this important heritage to local
communities via information boards.
This study hopefully creates new knowledge that can be
used by the tourist industry, such as through apps or
information boards near cycling routes as mentioned above.
In more general terms, the study will create incentives for

local communities to safeguard their heritage and present it
to tourists.

agro-food
production,
agriculture, livestock
breeding…)

INVOLVEMENT OF STAKEHOLDERS

Actors involved

1. The National Museum of Iceland is the centre for the preservation of and research on
artefacts.
2. The Cultural Heritage Agency of Iceland are the official body of the intangible and
tangible cultural heritage in Iceland, as well as issuing permits for and supporting
research Icelandic heritage.
3. The Institute of Archaeology, Iceland is a private research company (non-profit),
specialising in walkover survey in Iceland and excavations, and has surveyed and
researched cultural heritage in all of Iceland – including South of Iceland.
4. The University of Iceland. Provides research and education on archaeology, and the
history of Iceland.

Involvement
procedures

Research on the shieling system has been carried out in following steps:
1. Surveying and documenting the extent of shieling remains in the Icelandic cultural
landscape. This step has been undertaken by the Institute of Archaeology, working on
behalf of local government authorities. The work is still ongoing in
Hrunamannahreppur.
2. Research on this system of transhumance and its place in the medieval agricultural
economy in North-Iceland was carried out at the National Museum of Iceland during
2015–1017. Further research has been carried out with archaeological research in
Eyjafjörður during 2018–2019 by the Institute of Archaeology and the University of
Iceland, Faculty of Humanities.
3. A third step is necessary, archaeological research on shieling remains, determining
the dates of shieling remains and the longevity or duration of the transhumance
operation in the area. At present, work on this system is carried out with the support of
a hypothesis supported by research presently available.

Problems and
challenges

If relevant, please explain the problems (either potential or actually encountered)
affecting the involvement of the above-mentioned actors in the elaboration and/or
implementation of the case study (max 3,000 characters)

EXPECTED OR ACHIEVED EFFECTS
Description
(max 750 characters for each type)

Type of effect
Environmental/lands
cape (e.g. restoration
of habitats, effective
protection of historic
landscapes…)

The project is expected to shed light on a massive transhumance system in SouthIceland ‘flatlands’ and challenging our ‘romantic’ view that shielings are primarily
situated in mountainous regions.

Cultural (e.g.
restoration of
historic artefacts,
promotion of
folkloric assets…)

The discovery of a system of transhumance is expected to alter the interpretation of the
agricultural system in South-Iceland. It will present us, to a certain degree, a different
view of the sheilings system than the system in the north. It is therefore expected to
challenge the ‘uniformity’ attitude of the sheiling system in Iceland.

Social/economic (e.g.
new jobs, new
enterprises…)

IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES

Financial resources

1. The surveying of the archaeology was funded by the various local governments
according to national law which came into effect 1993 and revised in 2012.
2. Research into the survey in North-Iceland was carried out at the Dr Kristján Eldjárn
fellowship at the University of Iceland 2015–2017. This fellowship is funded by the
Icelandic ministry for culture. Further, relevant archaeological research in the area has
been funded by the Cultural Heritage Agency of Iceland, RANNÍS and NSF.

3. Funding is currently being sought from various research grants, such as Icelandic
one (Fornminjasjóður) and British (Post-Medieval Archaeological Research). Deadlines
are either in September 2020 or January 2021. The grants applications are centred on
coring and excavations at sheilings to determine their date, and possible
geoarchaeological methods to finds new sheiling sites based on the findings from the
Predictive Modelling results.
Implementation
procedures

SUPPORTING INFORMATION
Images (pictures,
graphics, maps,
charts, etc.)
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(including web links)
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